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AbstratWireless mobile ad ho networks, also known as MANETs, are omposed by in-dependent mobile stations that ommuniate without requiring any sort of infras-truture for support. These networks are haraterized by variable bandwidthvalues and frequent path breaks, whih are due to hannel noise, interferene be-tween stations and mobility. Suh fators require signiant adaptation apabilitesat dierent levels of the protool suites employed, enabling stations to quikly re-spond to fast-hanging network onditions. Researh on the most adequate proto-ols for the physial, MAC and routing layers is still on-going, though some basionsensus has already been reahed and several testbeds have been setup aroundthe world.To deploy real-time multimedia servies, namely voie and video, on top ofsuh an unreliable network environment is a very hallenging task. In this thesiswe propose to ahieve that goal starting from urrently available Wi-Fi tehnology,and gradually nding the most adequate enhanements to eah protool layer ofinterest; we then ombine these enhanements until we ahieve a omplete QoSframework for ad ho networks. By using urrently available tehnology we assurethat the proposal of this thesis has an inherent high-level of appliability on reallife environments.Sine our working eld fouses on video transmission over wireless ad honetworks, we will show how it is possible to support several QoS-onstrained videostreams in MANET environments haraterized by moderate to high mobilitylevels, and by a signiant amount of best eort tra.
vii
ResumenLas redes inalámbrias ad ho, también onoidas omo redes MANET, estánompuestas por un onjunto de estaiones móviles independientes apaes de o-muniarse entre sí sin neesidad de ningún tipo de infraestrutura omún de o-muniaiones. Estas redes se araterizan por tener un anho de banda variable ypérdidas freuentes de ruta que se pueden atribuir al ruido del anal inalámbrio, ala interferenia entre las estaiones móviles o bien a la movilidad de las estaiones.Dihos fatores requieren una gran apaidad de adaptaión en las diferentes a-pas de la arquitetura de protoolos, permitiendo a una estaión responder rápi-damente a posibles ambios brusos en las ondiiones de la red. A pesar de queaún se están realizando trabajos de investigaión en busa de los protoolos másadeuados para las apas físias, aeso al medio (MAC) y enaminamiento, hasido posible llegar a un nivel básio de onsenso, lo ual ha permitido el desplieguede plataformas y entornos apliados que utilizan tenología de red MANET. Ofre-er serviios multimedia, omo voz y vídeo, en redes on tan poa abilidad es undesafío importante. En esta tesis nos proponemos alanzar este objetivo partiendode la tenología Wi-Fi atualmente disponible, enontrando de forma paulatina lasmejoras más importantes en las diferentes apas de la arquitetura de red, parallegar, nalmente, a una soluión integrada apaz de ofreer alidad de serviio(QoS) en las redes MANET. Al utilizar la tenología que disponemos atualmentenos aseguramos que las propuestas de esta tesis tengan un alto grado de aplia-bilidad en entornos reales. Ya que la línea de trabajo de la tesis está apliada ala transmisión de vídeo en redes MANET, demostraremos que es posible ofreeralidad de serviio a varios ujos de vídeo en una red MANET araterizada poraltos grados de movilidad en sus nodos y un nivel signiativo de tráo de tipobest eort.
ix
ResumLes xarxes sense l ad ho, anomenades també xarxes MANET, estan ompostesper un onjunt d'estaions mòbils independents apaes de omuniar-se entre sisense neessitat de ap tipus d'infraestrutura omuna de omuniaions. Aquestesxarxes es arateritzen per tenir una amplada de banda variable i pèrdues freqüentsde ruta que es poden atribuir al soroll del anal sense l, a la interferènia entre lesestaions mòbils o bé a la mobilitat de les estaions. Aquests fators requereixenuna gran apaitat d'adaptaió en les diferents apes de l'arquitetura de protoolsque permeta a una estaió respondre ràpidament a possibles anvis brusos en lesondiions de la xarxa. A pesar que enara avui es realitzen treballs d'investigaióa la reera dels protools més adequats per a les apes físiques, l'aés al medi(MAC) i l'enaminament, ha sigut possible arribar a un nivell bàsi de onsens,la qual osa ha permés el desplegament de plataformes i entorns apliats queutilitzen tenologia de xarxa MANET. Oferir serveis multimèdia, om ara la veui el vídeo, en xarxes amb tan poa abilitat és un desaament important. Enaquesta tesi ens proposem aonseguir aquest objetiu partint de la tenologia Wi-Fi atualment disponible, i trobant de forma gradual les millores més importantsen les diferents apes de l'arquitetura de xarxa, per arribar, nalment, a unasoluió integrada apaç d'oferir qualitat de servei (QoS) en les xarxes MANET. Enutilitzar la tenologia de què disposem atualment ens assegurem que les propostesd'aquesta tesi tinguen un grau d'apliabilitat alt en entorns reals. Com que lalínia de treball de la tesi s'aplia a la transmissió de vídeo en xarxes MANET,demostrarem que és possible oferir qualitat de servei a diversos uxos de vídeo enuna xarxa MANET arateritzada per alts graus de mobilitat en els seus nodes iper un nivell signiatiu de trànsit de tipus best-eort.
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Motivation, objetives andorganization of the thesisMotivationThe massive deployment of devies with wireless apabilities is a reent phenom-ena. Nevertheless, during the next few years this trend is expeted to beome evenmore pronouned.Most of the wireless networks available nowadays are infrastruture-based.However, users may not always want to ommuniate using an infrastruture dueto seurity, osts, or bandwidth onstraints. Also, there are many situations whereno infrastruture is available; examples are mountain, jungle, forest and desert ar-eas, as well as spae and sea. In other ases the available infrastruture may fail,foring users to nd alternate means of ommuniation; this inludes disaster andwar areas. So, the development of a tehnology that sustains reliable wireless adho networking seems both logial and neessary.Real-time multimedia ommuniation between peers is another 21st enturyphenomena growing at a steady pae. Aided by the reent developments in termsof video ompression tehnology, audio-visual onversations are the next-to-omestandard for human ommuniation.When trying to ombine wireless ad ho networks with real-time multimediastreams we nd that there is a long road ahead before an atual system an bedeployed oering the desired reliability and QoS support.Objetives of the thesisIn 2002, when the rst steps of this thesis were taken, wireless mobile ad honetworks based on the IEEE 802.11 tehnology were sare and limited to a fewlaboratory testbeds. When analyzing the performane of these networks with thetehnology available we obtained very poor results due to low bandwidth, intermit-tent onnetivity and lak of any QoS support. Though these preliminary resultswere disouraging, the systemati approah followed for deteting and solving thedierent problems found, along with the standardization of improved wireless teh-nologies, has made the initial objetives set for the thesis attainable in a reasonableperiod. 1
MOTIVATION, OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE THESISThe main ontribution of this thesis is to propose a system for reliable videotransmission in wireless ad ho networks. This system onsists of a global solutionahieved with dierent building bloks, eah targeting a distint protool layer. So,the overall funtionality of the system results of ombining these dierent buildingbloks, making the enhanements proposed for the dierent protool layers workas an harmoniuos whole.Among our ontributions we inlude a study of the H.264 ode to ahieveoptimal tuning so as to transmit video in wireless ad ho networks with highresiliene to paket losses.Our seond ontribution onsists of a performane evaluation of H.264 streamsin typial MANET environments with urrently available tehnology, detetingthe problems to be solved at the dierent protool layers.The third ontribution is designing an end-to-end path model for MANETs.That model an be used to aelerate the tuning of video odes for optimalperformane on suh environments by reduing the evaluation period drastially.The fourth ontribution is a proposal for enhaning a well-known routing pro-tool for MANETs, DSR, so as to redue as muh as possible the impat of mobilityon real-time multimedia streams, espeially video streams.As a fth ontribution we set forth an analysis of the upoming IEEE 802.11etehnology to assess its adequateness to oer MAC level QoS support in multihopMANET environments, as well as the improvements it oers in terms of routingeieny.The last ontribution of this thesis onsists of proposing a novel soft QoS modelfor MANET environments based on distributed admission ontrol.After desribing our distint ontributions in detail we proeed by making ajoint evaluation of all the previous proposals, obtaining a lear piture of the overallimprovements ahieved.Organization of the thesisThis thesis is organized in the following manner: in the next three hapters wemake a bakground introdution to the dierent tehnologies used for this thesis,referring to some related works in eah of the referred researh elds. So, in hapter1 we make an introdution to wireless networks. Our fous is given to the IEEE802.11 standard sine it provides the tehnology we use to reate wireless linksbetween MANET stations. In hapter 2 we analyze the state-of-the-art in mobilead ho networks. We fous on two dierent issues: routing protools and QoSsupport. The last introdutory hapter, hapter 3, is dediated to the most reentvideo standard known as H.264.In hapter 4 we begin by tuning the H.264 ode for optimum performanein MANET environments, and we then analyze the performane experiened in asimulated MANET. The results found on that hapter will make lear the dierentgoals that have to be attained to develop a fully funtional QoS framework.In hapter 5 we propose a novel end-to-end path model for MANET environ-ments. This model, though a omplementary work to the primary purpose ofthis thesis, an be extremely useful by allowing the developers of video odes2
ORGANIZATION OF THE THESISto analyze their performane in MANET environments muh faster than usingsimulation or atual testbeds.Chapter 6 is dediated to routing issues. We propose enhanements to boththe route disovery tehniques and the paket forwarding algorithms to improvethe performane of real-time video streams in the presene of signiant levels ofmobility.In hapter 7 we delve into the upoming IEEE 802.11e tehnology, analyzingits eetiveness in multi-hop ad ho networks. We also inlude a study on thebenets this tehnology brings in terms of inreased routing responsiveness.DACME, our proposal for distributed admission ontrol in MANET environ-ments, is the topi of hapter 8.In hapter 9 we make a joint evaluation of the dierent enhanements proposedthroughout the thesis, showing how we were able to gradually progress from legayMANET tehnology to a reliable video transmission system apable of oering QoSsupport, inreased support for mobility and admission ontrol.Finally, in hapter 10 we present a summary of the main results of this thesis,along with some onluding remarks. We also inlude a list of the publiationsrelated to the thesis, and we omment on possible future works that an derivefrom the work here presented.
3
Chapter 1Wireless networksThe development of ommuniation networks was signiant step for mankind,undoubtly agilizing everyday's tasks and improving the quality of life of many.Both teleommuniation and omputer networks began with a strong emphasis onwires, both for the ommuniation infrastruture and for the last hop where theatual onnetion towards the users' terminals takes plae. In reent years thistrend has shifted towards wireless networks, espeially at the user side. This shiftomes from the demand of improved mobility support and greater exibility, so asto fae the hallenges of our fast-hanging soiety.In this hapter we will analyze the state-of-the-art of the wireless tehnologiesthat are being widely adopted by both onsumers and industry.The main fous of this hapter is given to the IEEE 802.11 tehnology sine itis the tehnology of hoie for mobile ad ho networks (MANETs). So, setion 1.2will be dediated to the IEEE 802.11 standard, as well as to some of its annexesthat are relevant to this thesis.We end this hapter oering an overview of another tehnology that is also re-eiving muh interest from both onsumers and industry - Bluetooth - evideningits limitations in supporting mobile ad ho networks. This will be the topi of se-tion 1.3, whih also presents a study on the mutual interation between Bluetoothand IEEE 802.11b tehnologies.1.1 IntrodutionIn the last few years wireless networks have beome ubiquitous. This is due toreasons suh as the urrent life style, where there is the need to stay onstantlyonneted to loal area networks or to the Internet, and also due to other needssuh as supporting mobility and oering greater exibility. Depending on theirpurpose, we an separate wireless networks into three groups: Personal Area Net-works (e.g.: Bluetooth), Loal Area Networks (e.g.: IEEE 802.11 or HiperLAN2)and Wide Area Networks (e.g.: GSM, TDMA, CDMA, GPRS, EDGE, W-CDMA,3G).On gure 1.1 we an notie the dierenes between the dierent wireless teh-5
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Figure 1.1: Bandwidth variation with range for dierent wireless tehnologiesnologies available in terms of ommuniation range and bandwidth. That gureevidenes the inverse relationship between bandwidth and range; in the wirednetworks eld, a similar situation happened some years ago.The appearane of wireless loal area networks oers several advantages, be-sides those referred before for wireless networks in general. Among these is theompatibility with the already available wired networks, ease of installation, ostredution, ease of management, salability, passing through physial barriers, et.From a ommerial point of view we an also appreiate the advantages that thissort of networks oer. The installation of the so-alled hot-spots allows afes, pubsand restaurants to attrat more lients, it allows airports, hotels and trains toreeive an extra inome by oering Internet aess, and it an also improve theprodutivity of ompanies by allowing workers to aess the internal network whilemoving through zones where wired onnetions are not possible.The main purpose of wireless networks is to support omputational and om-muniation servies while moving. Depending on the type of network used, though,the tehniques employed vary. For instane, ellular networks are haraterized bya single wireless hop before reahing the wired portion of the network. Also, thespae is divided into ells, where eah user is assigned to a ell's base station.As we will see in the remaining of this hapter, IEEE 802.11-based wirelessLANs dier from ellular networks in several ways. Conerning Bluetooth-basednetworks (see setion 1.3) and mobile ad ho networks (topi of the next hapter),the dierenes towards ellular networks are even more evident, as we will show.6
1.2. IEEE 802.111.2 IEEE 802.11The IEEE 802.11 standard [WG99℄ is a tehnology whose purpose is to providewireless aess to loal area networks (WLANs). Stations using this tehnologyaess the wireless medium using either the Point Coordination Funtion (PCF)or the Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF).The Point Coordination Funtion is a entralized aess mode optionally usedin a Basi Servie Set (BSS) when a point oordinator (PC) is available. ThePC is typially an aess point (AP), and so the stations are said to operate ininfrastruture mode. When relying on the PCF, ontention-free periods (CFP) andontention periods (CP) alternate over time. The regular generation of beaonsallows stations to assoiate and synhronize with the PC. Typially a CFP isstarted after a beaon management frame, followed by a CP; together they forma superframe. During the CFP there is no ontention, and so stations are simplypolled by the PC. The CF-End ontrol frame is transmitted by the PC to indiatethe end of the CF period, and the beginning of the CP. During the CP stationsaess the medium using the DCF.The Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF) uses a listen-before-talk shemenamed arrier sense multiple aess (CSMA) with ollision avoidane (CA). It isused by stations in a BSS during the CP and also by stations in an IBSS (In-dependent Basi Servie Set) operating in ad ho mode. The CSMA tehnologydistributes the medium aess task among all stations, making every station re-sponsible for assuring the delivery of MAC servie data units (MSDUs) and re-ating to ollisions. The ollision avoidane (CA) sheme is used to redue theprobability of ollisions between dierent stations. To ahieve this it applies abako proedure before initiating a transmission if the medium wasn't previouslyidle. Stations selet a random number of slots to wait before transmission on aninterval between 0 and the urrent ontention window (CW) value. The valuefor CW is set initially to the minimum value dened for the radio tehnologybeing used (CWmin), being inreased when onseutive ollisions our up to amaximum value (CWmax).The CSMA/CA mehanism shows good adaptation to dierent numbers oftransmitting stations, and probabilistially shares the hannel equally among alltransmitting stations. However it oers no mehanisms to perform tra dieren-tiation, making it very diult to oer QoS support. The IEEE 802.11e workinggroup was reated to fous on this issue, and a new international standard wasompleted at the end of 2005.Produts using the IEEE 802.11 standard are experiening a growing interestby ompanies all over the world. This is due to a good balane between ost, range,bandwidth and exibility. The bandwidths dened by the standard urrently rangefrom 1 to 54 Mbps, but other standards being developed in the 802.11 family shalloer greater bandwidth, though maintaining the same frequeny bands. The IEEE802.11 standard oers the two operation modes referred before: Point Coordina-tion Funtion (PCF) and Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF). PCF anonly be used in the infrastruture mode where aess points are responsible forthe oordination among nodes. DCF, on the other hand, is a fully distributedmehanism whih allows stations to ompete for the medium without requiring an7
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Figure 1.2: Dierent layers integrating the IEEE 802.11 arhitetureaess point for support.As shown in gure 1.2, IEEE 802.11's arhiteture allows, at the physial level,to use Frequeny Hopping or Diret Sequene modulation tehniques, apart fromthe modulation tehniques dened on the IrDA standard [IrD01℄. Above IEEE802.11's MAC level an 802.2 layer is available, being responsible for the logialontrol of the hannel (LLC).In the next setion we oer more details relatively to IEEE 802.11's physiallayers.1.2.1 Physial levelThe IEEE 802.11 standard speies three physial layers that were standardized in1997. Two of them were designed for operation at the ISM (Industry, Sienti andMedial) frequeny band (2.4 GHz); these are the Frequeny-hopping (FH) andDiret-sequene (DS) spread-spetrum tehniques. A physial layer using infraredlight (IR) was also dened.At ISM bands, the initial IEEE 802.11 standard dened operation with datarates of 1 or 2 Mbps using either Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum (DSSS) orFrequeny Hopping Spread Spetrum (FHSS) modulation tehniques. We will nowoer more details for the DSSS tehnology sine the two remaining physial layertehnologies are urrently not being used.The DSSS tehnology works by modulating data with a seond pattern (hip-ping sequene). In IEEE 802.11 DSSS that sequene is known as Barker's ode,whih is simply a sequene of 11 bits (10110111000) that has some mathematialproperties that makes it ideal to modulate radio waves. The basi data ow goesthrough a blok that does the XOR operation with the Barker ode to generate aseries of objets known as hips. Eah bit is oded by the 11 bits of the Barkerode, and eah 11 hips group odes a data bit.To transmit at 1 Mbps it makes use of BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying)modulation with a phase hange per bit. To ahieve transmission at 2 Mbps it usesQPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying) modulation. QPSK uses four rotations(0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees) to ode two information bits on the same spae whereBPSK odes only one. We therefore have a trade-o between power and range.Notie that it is not allowed for mobile radios to transmit wirelessly with morethat 1 Watt EIRP (Equivalent Isotropi Radiated Power) in the USA and withmore than 100 mW in Europe. Therefore, as nodes separate, the radio adaptsitself by using a slower and less omplex mehanism to send data.8
1.2. IEEE 802.11IEEE 802.11a The IEEE 802.11a tehnology is a physial layer annex to IEEE802.11 for operating on the 5 GHz radio frequeny. It supports several dierentdata rates between 6 and 54 Mbit/s. Sine the 5 GHz band is used it suers fromless RF interferenes that those physial layers that operate on the 2.4 GHz band(e.g. IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g) sine the penetration apability of radio waves atthe 5 GHz frequeny is lower. So, by oering high data rates and low interferene,the IEEE 802.11a tehnology allows ahieving good results supporting multimediaappliations in environments with several users. The only drawbak is that moreaess points are required to over a similar area than for IEEE 802.11b or 802.11g.Conerning modulation, it uses Orthogonal Frequeny Division Multiplexing(OFDM) with 52 sub-arriers.IEEE 802.11b The IEEE 802.11b speiation enhanes the IEEE 802.11 phys-ial layer to ahieve higher data rates on the 2.4 GHz band. It uses another mod-ulation tehnique known as Complementary Code Keying (CCK) to ahieve 5.5and 11 Mbps. Instead of using the Barker ode, CCK uses a series of odes knownas Complementary Sequenes. The CCK tehnique uses 64 unique odewords thatan be used to ode the signal, being that a partiular odeword an enode 4 or8 bits (instead of a single bit as represented through a Barker symbol).The nal solution onsists of ombining the DSSS (Diret Sequene SpreadSpetrum) tehniques based on CCK with DQPSK modulation, whih is the keyfor ahieving data rates of 5.5 and 11 Mbit/s.IEEE 802.11g The IEEE 802.11g is the most reent speiation available forIEEE 802.11's physial layer. It results of merging IEEE 802.11a with IEEE802.11b, whih allows the IEEE 802.11g tehnology to ahieve data rates similarto IEEE 802.11a (54 Mbit/s). The main advantage of IEEE 802.11g is that itmaintains ompatibility with more than 11 million Wi-Fi produts (IEEE 802.11b)already sold.The IEEE 802.11g standard denes several modulation types:
• ERP-DSSS: refers to physial layers using Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum(DSSS) modulation, and exists to ensure ompatibility with the originalIEEE 802.11 standard.
• ERP-CCK: refers to physial layers using Complementary Code Keying(CCK) modulation as dened for IEEE 802.11b, and exists also to ensureompatibility with that standard.
• ERP-PBCC: refers to physial layers using extended rate Paket BinaryConvolutional Coding (PBCC) modulation. PBCC was added as an optionin the IEEE 802.11b. In 802.11g, the ERP-PBCC option also supports datarates of 22 and 33 Mbps.
• ERP-OFDM: refers to physial layers using Orthogonal Frequeny DivisionMultiplexing (OFDM) modulation. OFDM was dened in the IEEE 802.11asupplement. In IEEE 802.11g, ERP-OFDM supports data rates of 6, 9, 12,18, 24, 36, 48, and 54 Mbps. 9
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Figure 1.3: PLCP framing
• DSSS-OFDM: refers to physial layers using hybrid DSSS-OFDM modu-lation. DSSS-OFDM was added in the IEEE 802.11g standard and is anoptional mode that does not use the Extended Rate PHY (ERP) protetionmehanism. Instead, DSSS-OFDM ombines the DSSS preamble and headerwith the OFDM payload, supporting rates similar to ERP-OFDM.IEEE 802.11n In January 2004 IEEE announed that it had formed a new802.11 Task Group (TGn) to develop a new amendment to the IEEE 802.11 stan-dard for loal-area wireless networks. The real data throughput is estimated toreah a theoretial 540 Mbit/s (whih may require an even higher raw data rateat the physial layer), and should be up to 10 times faster than IEEE 802.11a or802.11g, and near 40 times faster than IEEE 802.11b. It is projeted that IEEE802.11n will also oer a better operating distane than urrent networks.IEEE 802.11n builds upon previous 802.11 standards by adding MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) and orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM).MIMO uses multiple transmitter and reeiver antennas to allow for inreased datathroughput through spatial multiplexing and inreased range.1.2.2 IEEE 802.11 frame formatThough designed for total ompatibility with existing IEEE 802.3 based networks,IEEE 802.11 frames dier from the former due to the requirements of the wirelessmedium itself.The physial level for IEEE 802.11 is divided into two sub-layers: the Phys-ial Layer Convergene Proedure (PLCP) and the Physial Medium Dependent(PMD) sub-layer. While the PMD sub-layer is the one responsible for atuallytransmitting the bits on the hannel, the PLCP sub-layer works as the interfaebetween the MAC layer and the radio transmission itself.The PLCP sub-layer also adds its own headers to transmitted frames. Figure1.3 shows the generi PLCP framing struture.The preamble depends on the physial level and inludes a synhronizationsequene of 80 bits, apart from a frame delimiter of 16 bits whose sequene is:0000 1100 1011 1101. Conerning the PLCP eld, it is always transmitted at 1Mbps for IEEE 802.11 and ontains information that allows deoding the frameat the physial level, onsisting of:
• PLCP_PDU length word, whih ontains the size of the paket in bytes.
• PLCP signaling eld, whih ontains information relative to the transmis-sion's bandwidth. 10
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Figure 1.4: MAC layer frame format for IEEE 802.11
Figure 1.5: Information ontained on the frame ontrol eld
• Header Error Chek Field, that is a 16 bits CRC eld used to detet errorson the frame's header.We now proeed to analyze MAC layer frames in detail. An IEEE 802.11 MACframe has the format shown on gure 1.4.IEEE 802.11's MAC layer adds both a header and a trailer - the nal 32 bitsCRC eld designed to detet errors on data.The frame ontrol eld ontains a large amount of data, as shown in gure 1.5,relative to the protool version, the frame's type and subtype, as well as otherags with dierent purposes.The Duration/ID eld's ontent depends on the operation mode, being eitherthe destination station identier on power save mode or a duration used on thealulation of NAV (Network Alloation Vetor).The four addresses inluded are used to inrease the exibility, so that address1 always refers to the destination and address 2 to the soure; addresses 3 and4 identify soure and destination on those situations where one or more aesspoints are used for ommuniation among two wireless nodes. Table 1.1 resumesthe ontents of eah of the elds depending on To DS and From DS bits. Notiethat SA and DA refer to the atual soure and destination addresses, while BSSIDis the address of the aess point involved in the frame relaying proess. Whentwo aess points must ommuniate wirelessly, their addresses are reerred as RAand TA (for reeiver and transmitter respetively), being SA and DA the atualsoure and destination of the data.As for the sequene ontrol eld, it is used for both defragmentation and todisard dupliate frames. It onsists of two elds - fragment number and sequenenumber - that dene the frame and the fragment within the frame, respetively.11
CHAPTER 1. WIRELESS NETWORKSTable 1.1: Meaning of the ontents of the four address elds depending on thevalue of the To DS and From DS bits.Bit To DS Bit From DS Diretion 1 Diretion 2 Diretion 3 Diretion 40 0 DA SA BSSID N/A0 1 DA BSSID SA N/A1 0 BSSID SA DA N/A1 1 RA TA DA SA1.2.3 Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF): CSMA/CAThe CSMA/CA aess mehanism (Carrier Sense Multiple Aess/Collision Avoid-ane) used by most Wireless LANs is the ore of the protool, speifying when astation must listen and when it should transmit. The basi priniples of CSMA/CAare therefore: to listen before transmitting and sending messages asynhronouslyand without onnetion. There are neither bandwidth nor lateny guarantees.The CSMA/CA mehanism derives from the CSMA/CD (Collision Detetion)mehanism used on Ethernets. The only dierene is that it avoids ollisions (seegure 1.6). The CSMA/CA protool starts by listening to the hannel (to this weall arrier sensing) and, if it is free, the rst paket on the transmission queue issent. If it is oupied (due to the transmission of other nodes or to interferene)the node waits until the urrent transmission nishes, and it enters a ontentionperiod (waits for a random amount of time). When the ontention timer expiresthe node sends the paket if the hannel is still free. The node hoosing the lowestontention time wins and transmits the paket. The remaining nodes merely waitfor the following ontention period to take plae, whih ours when the pakettransmission ends. Sine ontention depends on a random number and is done perpaket, all the nodes have the same hanes of aessing the hannel (on average).Moreover, ollisions an not be deteted one transmission begins; sine the radiorequires some time to swith from transmission to reeption mode, the ontentionmehanism makes use of time slots. So, transmission an only take plae at thebeginning of a slot, whose duration is 50 ms for 802.11 FH (Frequeny Hopping)and 20 ms for 802.11 DS (Diret Sequene). This auses the ontention time toinrease, but redues ollisions signiatively (it is impossible to eliminate themompletely).1.2.4 Point Coordination Funtion (PCF)Apart from DCF, there is another operation mode known as PCF that an beused to support servies with temporal restritions, suh as video and voie. Thisis possible sine PCF operation is related to a smaller interval between frames(PIFS), so that aess to the medium is obtained before any regular node usingDCF. By making use of this higher priority, an aess point an poll the dierentstations assoiated with it, thereby ontrolling aess to the medium.Though an aess point has priority when aessing the medium, it must allow,12
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Figure 1.6: The CSMA/CA mehanismbetween polling proesses, nodes to send frames using distributed hannel aesstehniques. Otherwise, nodes using suh tehniques would never have hanes oftransmitting, suering from starvation.1.2.5 MAC-level retransmissionsAs referred before, the main problem of the CSMA/CA protool is that the trans-mitter an not detet ollisions on the wireless medium. Moreover, there is agreater error rate on the air than on a able, so the hanes for a paket to beomeorrupt are higher. TCP reats poorly towards MAC level paket losses; so, mostMAC layer protools implement aknowledgment and retransmission funtionalityto avoid this problem. The priniple is quite simple: eah time a node reeivesa paket it immediately sends a short aknowledgment message (ACK) bak tothe soure to indiate that the paket has been reeived without errors. If, aftersending a paket, the soure does not reeive and ACK, it assumes that the pakethas been lost and retransmits after a new ontention period. Most MAC layerprotools use a Stop & Wait mehanism through whih they only transmit thenext paket on queue after the arrival of the urrent paket is onrmed (it retriesup to a ertain number of times). This tehnique simplies the protool and avoidsthat pakets arrive unordered.ACK messages are part of the MAC protool, so it respets their delivery toavoid ollisions - ontention starts after the ACK paket is transmitted. Theseaknowledgments are totally dierent from those used in TCP sine they operateat a dierent protool layer.Broadast and multiast pakets do not benet from ACK frames sine thereis no spei destination, so they will frequently be lost.1.2.6 RTS/CTSThe main eet to take into onsideration when transmitting a radio wave is signalattenuation. It is due to attenuation that the hidden terminal problem is likely toour. This problem takes plae on those situations where not all the nodes anlisten to the rest sine the signal attenuation is too strong. Taking into aountthat transmissions are based on a arrier sensing mehanism, nodes ignore thosethat are far away and so an transmit at the same time. Generally this is good13
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e it allows frequeny reuse. However, for a node loated between two othernodes, simultaneous transmissions have a similar power and so they ollide. Fromthe point of view of that intermediate node all the information transmitted is lost.The main problem with the arrier sensing mehanism is that the transmittertries to estimate if the hannel is available on the reeiver based solely on loalinformation, whih results in errors. A simple and elegant solution (proposed byPhil Karn on his MACA protool [Phi90℄ for AX.25) is using RTS/CTS (Request ToSend/Clear To Send). RTS/CTS is a handshake mehanism: before transmittinga paket the transmitter sends a RTS and waits for a CTS from the destinationnode. The reeption of a CTS indiates that the reeptor has reeived an RTS,whih means that the hannel is available on that area. At the same time, eahnode on the reeiver's transmission range listens to the CTS (despite possibly notlistening to the RTS), deduing that a transmission is going to take plae. Thenodes that listen to the CTS are nodes that potentially ould provoke ollisionson the reeiver, supposing that the hannel is symmetri. Sine these nodes annot listen to the transmission, both RTS and CTS pakets ontain the expetedduration of suh transmission. This harateristi of RTS/CTS is the one thatallows avoiding ollisions: all the nodes avoid aessing the hannel after listeningto the CTS even if the arrier sensing mehanism indiates that the medium isfree.The RTS/CTS mehanism has another advantage: it redues a ollision's over-head on the medium (ollisions are shorter). If two nodes try to transmit on asame slot of their ontention windows, their RTS will ollide and no CTS is re-eived; that way all that is lost is a simple RTS. Without this mehanism an entirepaket would be lost. Sine the RTS/CTS mehanism adds a signiant overheadit is not used with small pakets or in lightly loaded networks.1.2.7 IEEE 802.11e: MAC enhanements for QoSThe IEEE 802.11e working group is extending the IEEE 802.11 MAC in orderto provide QoS support. This new standard introdues the hybrid oordinationfuntion (HCF) whih denes two new medium aess mehanisms to replae PCFand DCF. These are the HCF ontrolled hannel aess (HCCA) and the enhaneddistributed hannel aess (EDCA).With the HCF there may still exist a ontention period and a ontention-freeperiod in a superframe, but now the HCCA is used in both periods, while theEDCA is used only during the CP. This new harateristi of HCF obviates theneed for a CFP sine it no longer depends on it to provide QoS guarantees.With IEEE 802.11e, the point oordinator is replaed by a hybrid oordinator(HC) whih also resides in an AP. A BSS inluding a HC is referred to as a QBSS.In this paper we fous on ad-ho networks and, therefore, we are only interestedin IEEE 802.11e stations implementing EDCA. For more information on HCs, theHCF and the HCCA please refer to [IEE05℄.Conerning IEEE 802.11e enabled stations forming an ad-ho network, thesemust implement the EDCA. The IEEE 802.11e QoS support is ahieved throughthe introdution of dierent aess ategories (ACs), and their assoiated bakoentities. 14
1.2. IEEE 802.11Table 1.2: User Priority to IEEE 802.11e Aess Category Mapping (aording toIEEE 802.1D)User Designation Aess CommonPriority Category designation1 BK (Bakground) AC_BK Bakground2 BK (Bakground) AC_BK Bakground0 BE (Best-eort) AC_BE Best eort3 EE (Video/Exellent-eort) AC_BE Best eort4 CL (Video/Controlled Load) AC_VI Video5 VI (Video) AC_VI Video6 VO (Voie) AC_VO Voie7 NC (Network Control) AC_VO VoieIn table 1.2 we an see the mapping between dierent user priorities and thedierent aess ategories available in IEEE 802.11e stations.Contrarily to the legay IEEE 802.11 stations, where all MSDUs have thesame priority and are assigned to a single bako entity, IEEE 802.11e stationshave four bako entities (one for eah AC) so that pakets are sorted aordingto their priority. Eah bako entity has an independent paket queue assigned toit, as well as a dierent parameter set. In IEEE 802.11 legay stations this param-eter set was xed, and so the inter-frame spae was set to DIFS and CWmin andCWmax where set to 15 and 1023 respetively (for IEEE 802.11a and 802.11g).With IEEE 802.11e the inter-frame spae is arbitrary and depends on the aessategory itself (AIFS[AC℄). We also have AC-dependent minimum and maximumvalues of the ontention window (CWmin[AC℄ and CWmax[AC℄). Moreover, IEEE802.11e introdues an important new feature referred to as transmission oppor-tunity (TXOP). A TXOP is dened by a start time and a duration; during thistime interval a station an deliver multiple MPDUs onseutively without on-tention with other stations. This mehanism, also known as ontention-free burst-ing (CFB), inreases global throughput through a higher hannel oupation. AnEDCA-TXOP (in ontrast to an HCCA-TXOP) is limited by the value of TXO-PLimit, whih is a parameter dened for the entire QBSS and that also dependson the AC (TXOPLimit[AC℄).Table 1.3 presents the default MAC parameter values for the dierent ACs[IEE05℄. Notie that smaller values for the AIFSN, CWmin and CWmax param-eters result in a higher priority when aessing the hannel; relative to the TX-OPLimit, higher values result in larger shares of apaity and, therefore, higherpriority.The relationship between AIFS[AC℄ and AIFSN[AC℄, is the following:
AIFS[AC] = SIFS + AIFSN [AC] × aSlotT ime, AIFSN [AC] ≥ 2, where SIFSis the shortest inter-frame spae possible and aSlotTime is the duration of a slot.AIFSN[AC℄ should never be less than 2 in order not to interfere with AP operation.15
CHAPTER 1. WIRELESS NETWORKSTable 1.3: IEEE 802.11e MAC parameter values for a IEEE 802.11a/g radioAess AIFSN CWmin CWmax TXOPLimitategory (ms)AC_BK 7 15 1023 0AC_BE 3 15 1023 0AC_VI 2 7 15 3.008AC_VO 2 3 7 1.504Mapping QoS requirements to IEEE 802.11e parametersQoS parameters are typially set at the appliation level depending on the re-quirements of a partiular appliation. The Internet Protool (IP) supports tradierentiation mehanisms in the sense that it allows tagging the pakets aord-ing to QoS requirements, so that suessive network elements an treat themadequately. This is ahieved using the 8 bits of the Type of servie eld in anIPv4 datagram header or the Tra lass eld in an IPv6 datagram header. Itis the 3 TOS bits, part of both Type of servie (IPv4) or Tra lass (IPv6)elds, that are used to indiate the desired user priority at the IP level. Theseshall then be mapped to IEEE 802.11e ACs aording to table 1.2.The IEEE 802.11e draft [IEE05℄ states that stations that depend on IEEE802.11e for ommuniation are able to oer pakets a dierentiated treatment bynegotiating with the IEEE 802.11e MAC Servie Aess Point. The IEEE 802.11eMAC Servie Aess Point (MAC_SAP) allows negotiating QoS speiations intwo ways: either diretly by setting a tra ategory (TC), or indiretly by makinga tra speiation (TSPEC) instead. It is the value of the user priority (UP)parameter whih indiates to the MAC_SAP the desired hoie using values inthe range 0 through 15. Priority parameter values 0 through 7 are interpretedas atual user priority values aording to table 1.2, and so outgoing MSDUsare therefore marked aording to the orrespondent aess ategory. Priorityparameter values 8 through 15 speify tra stream identiers (TSIDs), and allowseleting a TSPEC instead.The value of the hosen user priority is mapped to transmitted pakets by set-ting the QoS Control eld, part of the IEEE 802.11e MAC header, aordingly.The QoS Control eld is a 16-bit eld that identies the tra ategory or trastream (TS) to whih the frame belongs and various other QoS-related informa-tion about the frame that varies for the partiular sender and by frame type andsubtype. In partiular, it is the TID eld (part of the QoS Control eld) the onethat identies the TC or TS of tra for whih a TXOP is being requested. Themost signiant bit of the TID eld, when set to 0, indiates that the request is fordata assoiated with prioritized QoS or, when set to 1, indiates that the requestis for data assoiated with parameterized QoS. The remaining bits dene the UPvalue or the TSID aordingly.When reeiving a paket, the IEEE 802.11e MAC analyzes the QoS Control16
1.3. BLUETOOTHeld and also oers a dierentiated treatment to pakets with dierent QoS re-quirements when passing them to upper layers.1.2.8 Network arhitetureIn this setion we will desribe the three possible network ongurations availablewithin the IEEE 802.11 framework. The three ongurations are known as IBSS,BSS and ESS. We now proeed to detail the basi arhiteture for eah of them.
• Independent Basi Servie Set (IBSS)An IBSS, also known as an ad ho network, is an short duration IEEE 802.11network established from a mesh of mobile stations without any sort of infrastru-ture for support. On IBSS networks eah user has to be within the destination'srange for ommuniation to be feasible, unless these and other nodes are ating asrouters.
• Basi Servie Set (BSS)BSS-based networks, also known as infrastruture networks, are formed aroundan aess point that typially has a wired onnetion with a network of greaterdimensions. With this onguration eah mobile node ommuniates diretly withthe aess point, being the latter responsible for the ommuniation of all nodesthat registered with it. On this mode of operation, and independently of thedistane between mobile stations, all the ommuniation must pass through theaess point.
• Extended Servie Set (ESS)ESS networks are haraterized by the existene of multiple aess points whoseoverage area partially overlaps. The distribution servies for the aess pointsintegrating an ESS inlude ooperation tehniques for the interhange of framesamong them. This way we ahieve ommuniation among mobile terminals asso-iated with dierent aess points on an ESS in an entirely transparent manner,as if it was all a single large subnet. Aess points also allow dynami assoiationof stations, so that terminals an roam between aess points belonging to a singleESS.Figure 1.7 shows an example where we an distinguish the BSS and ESS on-epts, evidening the overage of eah of the aess points and the required over-lapping in terms of overage to make roaming possible.1.3 BluetoothBluetooth [Blu02℄ is a standard reated by the industry designed to allow simpleinteronnetion between laptops, PDAs, mobile phones and other devies at shortdistanes (10 meters maximum). Bluetooth uses fast frequeny hops at 1600 hopsper seond on the 2.4 GHz band at a rate of 1 Mbit/s on version 1.1 and 10 Mbit/s17
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Figure 1.7: Example of a distribution ESS aggregating two BSSson version 1.2. The transmission power is limited to 1 mW, and aess to themedium is done using a Frequeny Hopping Spread Spetrum (FHSS) tehnique.In the setions that follow we oer more information about this tehnology atdierent levels.1.3.1 SpeiationThe Bluetooth speiation denes all the neessary requirements to assure theinteroperability among devies of this family. The speiation is divided in twomain parts: radio and protool denitions (I) and requirements for interoperability(II).Figure 1.8 presents the Bluetooth protool stak dened in the speiation.The Radio layer handles all the issues related to the transmission and reep-tion of modulated signals. The Baseband protool denes temporization, framesand ow ontrol on the hannel. The Link Manager is responsible for managingthe onnetion states, fair sharing among slaves, power management, as well asother management tasks. The logial link ontrol layer multiplexes higher levelprotools, being also responsible for the fragmentation and de-fragmentation oflarge pakets and for devie disovery tasks. Audio data are sent diretly to thebaseband, though audio ontrol is done over the logial link ontrol layer also.Above the LLC layer, both the RFCOMM layer and network level protools oerdierent abstrations to ommuniation. The RFCOMM layer oers the possibil-ity of emulating a serial able by using part of the ETSI GSM 07.10 standard[GSM97℄. Other parts of the Bluetooth speiation handle the interoperabilitytowards other protools or protool staks. The use of TCP/IP over Bluetoothrequires solving the problems assoiated with bridging, address resolution, MTUdenition, multiast and broadast. 18
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Figure 1.8: Bluetooth protool stakThe seond part of the speiation denes those aspets related to interop-erability. Due to the large variety of possible Bluetooth devies, dierent setsof requirements are neessary. For instane, the minimum requirements for head-phones shall be dierent from those of a laptop. The purpose of the interoperabilitysetion is assuring that any devie showing the Bluetooth logo is sure to oer aminimum set of benets to the nal user.1.3.2 ArhitetureBluetooth has been developed and designed with the purpose of ahieving a low-ost and robust ommuniation system. Its implementation is based on a highperformane radio transeiver, though heap. Bluetooth aims at mobile users thatneed to establish a onnetion, or small network, using a omputer, a mobile phoneor other devies. The required and nominal range for the Bluetooth radio is of10 meters (with an output power of 0 dBm). For other sort of appliations (e.g.a home environment) Bluetooth devies an be enhaned with an external signalamplier that allows inreasing its range (up to 100 meters with an output powerof 20 dBm). It is also possible to add hardware to support, for example, fourextra voie hannels or more. These extensions are totally ompatible with thespeiation, and so their adequateness depends on the target appliation itself.When two Bluetooth devies are within range they an start an ad ho on-netion alled pionet. Eah pionet is formed by up to eight dierent units wherethere must always be a devie operating as Master; the rest of the pionet membersat as slaves. The unit establishing the pionet is the one responsible for atingas a Master, though this may hange so that there is only a single devie atingas Master instead of several. 19
CHAPTER 1. WIRELESS NETWORKSWhen two or more pionets oexist in a same area we say that a satternet isformed. On a satternet all the units share the same frequeny range, but eahpionet uses dierent hop sequenes and so transmits on dierent 1 MHz hannels.Sine all the pionets share a 80 MHz band, there won't be hannel interfereneas long as dierent hop sequenes are used.Bluetooth devies operate on the international band of 2.4 GHz with a theoret-ial bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s and with a low power onsumption, so that it an beused on battery operated devies. With the satternet tehnology it is possible toahieve an aggregated bandwidth value of 10 Mbit/s or 20 voie hannels instead.The struture also enables a range extension at the radio level simply by addingBluetooth units working as bridges on strategi positions.A single unit an support a data rate up to 721 kbit/s or a maximum of 3voie hannels. A mix of data and voie is also possible to support multimediaappliations. Conerning voie oding, this proess uses a quite robust shemewhose bandwidth is of 64 kbit/s. We should point out that Bluetooth oersa mehanism known as graeful degradation when operating on ongested radioenvironments.1.3.3 Establishment of network onnetionsWhen a onnetion is established for the rst time, or when you must add ompo-nents to a pionet, devies must be identied. These an onnet and disonnetfrom the pionet at any time. The two available options for this proess lead toonnetion times of 0.64 and 1.28 seonds on average. A devie does not need to bealways onneted for a transation to take plae, on average, on less than a seond.That way, when the unit is not being used, it an hibernate for most of the time(STANDBY), being a low power osillator the only element ative. This tehniqueoers great power savings. Before onnetions are established all the units are ona standby state. On this mode a disonneted unit shall only listen to messagesevery 1.28 or 2.56 seonds, depending on the hosen option. Eah time a unitbeomes ative it will listen to one of the 32 hop frequenies dened for that unit.The onnetion proess is started by one of the units, the master. A onnetionis established with a PAGE message if the destination address is already known,or by an INQUIRY followed by a PAGE message if the address is unknown. Onthe initial PAGE state the unit performing the PAGE funtion (master) will senda sequene of 16 idential messages on 16 dierent hop frequenies dened for thedestination unit (slave). This sequene overs half of the sequene of frequeniesused by the slave when awakening. It is repeated 128 or 256 times (1.28 or 2.56seonds) depending on the requirements of the slave unit. If no reply is reeivedafter this period, the master transmits an idential sequene of messages on the 16remaining frequenies. The maximum delay ahieved is therefore of 2.56 or 5.12seonds. This tehnology oers a lear trade-o between power onsumption andlateny.The INQUIRY message is typially used to nd publi printers, fax mahinesor similar equipment with an unknown address. This message is quite similarto the PAGE one, but it may require an additional searh period to reollet allthe answers. If no data requires being transmitted units an be ongure to wait20
1.3. BLUETOOTH(HOLD), situation where only the internal timer is ative. When the units omeout of this mode the data transmission may start immediately. The HOLD stateis normally used to onnet several pionets, being also used by units that requiresporadi sending of data and where power savings are an important fator.1.3.4 Servie Disovery Protool (SDP)SDP denes how a lient appliation using Bluetooth must at to nd the serviesmade available by Bluetooth servers, as well as their harateristis.The protool denes how a lient an searh for a servie based on speiattributes, without the lient knowing anything about the available servies. TheSDP provides means for the disovery of new servies that beome available whenthe lient enters an area where a Bluetooth server is operating.To ativate a new servie a server appliation must register with SDP; suhinformation is added to the servie reord, whih onsists entirely of a list of servieattributes. Based on that information the lient an then proeed to establish aonnetion with the server, thereby making use of the servie advertised.The SDP also provides funtionality for deteting when a servie is no longeravailable.1.3.5 Basi Bluetooth ProlesTo avoid dierent interpretations of the Bluetooth standard relatively to the in-terfae between appliation and Bluetooth, the Bluetooth Speial Interest Groupdened ertain user models and protool proles. A prole is merely a sele-tion of messages and proedures obtained from Bluetooth speiations, oeringa lear desription of the interfae used for the speied servies. A prole an bedesribed as a ertain subset of the protools dened in the Bluetooth stak. More-over it denes, for eah protool, the options that are mandatory for the seletedprole, as well as the parameter ranges that an be used with those protools.Four generi proles have been dened, and the main user models are based onthem. These four models are the Generi Aess Prole (GAP), the Servie Dis-overy Appliation Prole (SDAP), the Serial Port Prole (SPP) and the GeneriObjet Exhange Prole (GOEP).
• Generi Aess Prole (GAP)This prole denes how Bluetooth devies must nd and establish a onnetionamong them. GAP also assures that Bluetooth devies, independently of themanufaturer and the appliation they work with, an exhange information tond what sort of appliations are supported by both. Conformity to this prole isessential to guarantee interoperability and oexistene.
• Servie Disovery Appliation Prole (SDAP)Is is expeted that the number of servies oered through Bluetooth hannelsinreases at an undetermined and possibly unontrolled manner. That way therequired proedures for users to selet one of the available servies must be dened.21
CHAPTER 1. WIRELESS NETWORKSThough most of the servies to be reated are unknown at the moment, a standardproedure an be reated to loate and identify them. The Bluetooth protoolstak oers the Servie Disovery Protool (SDP) whih allows loating thoseservies available on the viinity.
• Serial Port Prole (SPP)The Serial Port prole denes how to ongure virtual serial ports on two deviesand how to onnet them through Bluetooth. This prole allows Bluetooth deviesto emulate a serial able with RS232 ontrol signaling, assuring a bandwidth upto 128 kbit/s. This prole depends on the GAP prole.
• Generi Objet Exhange Prole (GOEP)This prole denes the protools and proedures that will be used by appliations,indiating also some models of use. These models an be, for example, Synhro-nization, File Transfer or Objet Push. This prole depends on the SPP prole.

























Figure 1.9: Mutual impat of the Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11 tehnologies in termsof throughputfor integrating Bluetooth terminals in IEEE 802.11-based MANETs. In that workwe obtained interesting data onerning the mutual impat of the Bluetooth andIEEE 802.11 tehnologies in terms of measured TCP throughput. These resultsare shown on gure 1.9.That gure shows that, when two IEEE 802.11-enabled devies are operatinglose-by without interferene from Bluetooth devies the throughput ahieved isaround 5 Mbit/s. In a similar fashion, when two Bluetooth-enabled devies areoperating lose-by without interferene from IEEE 802.11 devies the throughputahieved is around 0.5 Mbit/s. However, when both pairs of devies are lose-byand transmitting at the same time there is a onsiderable mutual impat betweenthem, being that the throughput between the two IEEE 802.11-enabled deviesdrops to about 4.2 Mbit/s and the throughput between the two Bluetooth-enableddevies drops to about 0.25 Mbit/s. These substantial performane drops experi-ened, espeially in the Bluetooth ase, lead to the onlusion that the segregationof both tehnologies is perhaps the most appropriate deision to take when per-formane is at premium.1.4 ConlusionsIn this hapter we have oered an overview of the most widely deployed wirelesstehnologies urrently available for free personal use: IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth.We presented some arhitetural details of these tehnologies, inluding informa-tion about their physial layers and their basi arhiteture. By analyzing theirharateristis and performane we reah the onlusion that urrently the IEEE802.11 tehnology is the most adequate hoie for wireless mobile ad ho networks,whih is the area we fous on this thesis. Suh networks will be the topi of thenext hapter.
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Chapter 2Wireless Mobile Ad hoNetworksIn this hapter we will review the state-of-the-art in wireless mobile ad ho net-works. We start by explaining the ad ho network onept, referring the mainharateristis of these networks and their elds of appliation.We then fous on some of the most important routing protools developed forwireless ad ho networks, evidening their harateristis in terms of responsivenessto mobility and of route maintenane. Our analysis also inludes a bakgroundstudy of multipath routing protools sine this will be the topi of hapter 6.We onlude this hapter by analyzing previous proposals for Quality of Servie(QoS) support in ad ho networks, a topi we will fous in hapters 7 and 8.2.1 History, denition, harateristis and applia-tionsThe history of wireless networks dates from the late 70s and interest has beengrowing ever sine. Towards the end of the last deade, interest reahed a peakmainly due to the fast growth of the Internet. Reent developments are enteredaround infrastruture-less wireless networks, more ommonly known as ad honetworks. The term ad ho, despite sometimes having negative overtones andbeing equated with improvised or not organized, is used in this ontext to expressa higher level of exibility. All nodes within an ad ho network provide a peer-levelmulti-hopping routing servie to allow out-of-range nodes to be onneted. Unlikea wired network, nodes in an ad ho network an move, thus giving rise to frequenttopology hanges.Suh a network may operate in a stand-alone fashion or be onneted tothe larger Internet. An ad ho arhiteture has many benets, suh as self-reonguration and adaptability to highly variable harateristis suh as powerand transmission onditions, tra distribution variations, and load balaning.However, suh benets ome with many hallenges. New algorithms, protools,25
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSand middleware have to be designed and developed to reate a truly exible anddeentralized network. Protools should be adaptable, that is, they should learnand antiipate the behavior of the network using parameters suh as level of on-gestion, error rate and topology hange rate. Resoures and servies have to beloated and used automatially, without the need for manual onguration. Aessand authentiation issues should also be onsidered to ensure seurity and user pri-vay. Finally, Quality of Servie (QoS) tehnologies and should be introdued toprovide guarantees to spei time-onstrained tra soures (e.g., voie, video,et.).In terms of appliations, ad ho networks oer the required exibility to adaptto situations were no sort of infrastruture is possible. Examples of suh situationsare army units moving inside hostile territories or organized teams suh as remenperforming resue tasks. Ad ho networks are an optimal solution for these situa-tions sine ommuniation among peers is ahieved in a simple and straightforwardmanner.There are other elds of appliation, suh as ontext-aware environments,where ad ho networks are also a possible solution. Context-aware appliationsneessarily require some kind of mobile wireless ommuniation tehnology. Thismobile wireless tehnology will interonnet omputing devies together with vari-ous sensing tehnologies suh as motion sensors or eletroni tags, setting up a newkind of intelligent environment in whih ontext-aware appliations an searh forand use servies in a transparent way without user intervention.In general, mobile ad ho networks an be used on all those situations hara-terized by lak of xed infrastruture, peer-to-peer ommuniation and mobilitysupport.2.2 Classiation of routing protoolsA routing protool is required when a paket must go through several hops to reahits destination. It is responsible for nding a route for the paket and making sure itis forwarded through the appropiate path. Routing protools based on algorithmssuh as distane vetor (e.g. RIP [G. 98℄) or link-state (e.g. OSPF [J. 98℄) wereavailable before solutions were sought in the eld of wireless ad ho networks.These routing protools generate periodi ontrol messages, a proedure that isnot adequate for a large network with long routes sine it would result in a largenumber of ontrol messages. Moreover, the period between messages would have tobe redued in the presene of mobility. This eet is ritial for mobile nodes whereCPU use, as well as radio transmissions and reeptions, would ause batteries to bequikly depleted. Also, all the onventional routing protools assume bidiretionalroutes with a similar quality, something that is not always true on some kindsof networks (e.g. wireless ad ho networks). Routing protools an be lassiedaording to three dierent riteria:
• Centralized or distributed: when a routing protool is entralized, all thedeisions take plae at a entral node. However, with a distributed routingprotool, all the nodes share the routing deisions.26
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• Adaptive or stati: an adaptive routing protool an hange its behavioraording to the network state, whih an be the ongestion on a ertainonnetion or other possible fators, ontrarily to a stati one.
• Reative, proative or hybrid: a reative routing protool must at to ndroutes when neessary, while a proative routing protool nds routes beforethese are required. Reative routing protools are also known as on-demandrouting protools. Sine these are exeuted on-demand, the ontrol pakets'overhead is onsiderably redued. Proative methods maintain routing ta-bles, being these periodially updated. Conerning hybrid methods, theseuse a ombination of both reative and proative tehniques to ahieve amore balaned solution.2.2.1 Basi routing tehniquesIndependently of how a routing protool is lassied aording to those riteria,the routing tehniques used an be divided into three families: distane vetor,link state and soure routing. We now detail the basi priniples of eah of thesetehniques.Distane Vetor This tehnique maintains a table for the ommuniation tak-ing plae and employs diusion (not ooding) for information exhange betweenneighbors. All the nodes must alulate the shortest path towards the destinationusing the routing information of their neighbors.Link State The protools based on this tehnique maintain a routing table withthe full topology. The topology is built by nding the shortest path in terms of linkost, ost that is periodially exhanged among all the nodes through a oodingtehnique. Eah node updates its routing table by using information gatheredabout link osts. This tehnique is prone to ause loops on networks with a fasthanging topology.Soure Routing Tehnique where all the data pakets have the routing infor-mation on their headers. The route deision is made on the soure node. Thistehnique avoids loops entirely, though the protool overhead is quite signiant.This tehnique an be ineient for fast moving topologies due to route invalida-tion along the path of a paket.2.3 Routing in ad ho networksAn ideal routing protool for ad ho networks must have ertain properties thatmake it dierent from the rest. To begin with, it must be distributed to inreasereliability: when all the nodes are mobile, it makes no sense to have a entralizedrouting protool. Eah node must have enough apabilities to take routing-relateddeisions with the aid of the rest of the nodes.27
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSAlso, a routing protool should assume that the links deteted are unidire-tional onnetions. On a wireless hannel a unidiretional onnetion may beformed due to physial fators, so that bidiretional ommuniation may resultimpossible. Therefore, a routing protool should be designed to take into aountthis possibility.It is also important that an ad ho routing protool takes into aount issuessuh as power onsumption and seurity. Obviously, mobile nodes depend on bat-teries. This means that a protool that minimizes the total power onsumption ofnetwork nodes would be ideal. Conerning seurity, you must take into aountthat the wireless medium is very vulnerable. At the physial level, DoS attaksan be avoided by using frequeny hopping or ode-based Spread Spetrum teh-niques. At the routing level, though, both the authentiation of neighbors and theenryption of data are required.2.3.1 Routing protool families for ad ho networksIn setion 2.1 we introdued the most important harateristis of an ad ho net-work. Conerning the routing protools used on these networks they should be,aording to the lassiation of setion 2.2, both distributed and adaptive.Relatively to the third ategory (reative/proative/hybrid), there is no on-sensus over whih is the most adequate strategy. Below we present the dierentproposals that are urrently available for eah of these protool families, and wealso inlude other non-ataloged proposals.Proative routing protoolsThe onept of proative routing means that all the nodes (routers) periodiallyinterhange routing information (or upon deteting topology hanges) with theaim of maintaining a onsistent, updated and omplete view of the network. Eahnode uses the exhanged information to alulate the osts towards all possibledestinations. That way, if a destination is found, there will always be a routeavailable; this avoids delays assoiated with nding routes on-demand.Proative tehniques typially use algorithms suh as distane vetor or link-state. Both tehniques require routers to periodially broadast information and,based on that information, to alulate the shortest path towards the rest of thenodes.The main advantage of proative routing shemes is that there is no initial delaywhen a route is required. On the other hand, these are usually related to a greateroverhead and a larger onvergene time than for reative routing tehniques, es-peially when mobility is high. To inrease the performane in ad ho networksboth link-state and distane vetor algorithms were modied. Examples of routingprotools using distane vetor tehniques are the Destination-Sequened DistaneVetor (DSDV) [CP94℄ and the Wireless Routing Protool (WRP) [MGLA96℄.Examples of link-state based protools are the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)[J. 98℄, the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [TPA+01℄, the Topology Broad-ast Reverse Path Forwarding (TBRPF) [BR99℄, the Soure Tree Adaptive Rout-ing (STAR) [GLAS99℄, the Global State Routing (GSR) [CQS98℄, the Fisheye28
2.3. ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKSState Routing (FSR) [PGC00℄ and the Landmark Routing Protool (LANMAR)[PGH00℄.Reative routing protoolsReative routing does not depend, in general, of periodi exhange of routing in-formation or route alulation. Therefore, when a route is required, the node muststart a route disovery proess. This means that it must disseminate the routerequest throughout the network and wait for an answer before it an proeed tosend pakets to the destination. The route is maintained until the destination isunreahable or until the route is no longer neessary. By following this strategy re-ative routing protools keep to a minimum the resoure onsumption by avoidingthe maintenane of unused routes. On the other hand, the route disovery proessauses a signiant startup delay and auses a onsiderable waste of resoures.If the network is wide enough, the overhead will be similar or superior to thatahieved with proative routing protools.The most ommon routing algorithms found among reative routing protoolsare distane vetor and soure routing. Example of reative routing protools arethe Ad-ho On-demand Distane Vetor (AODV) [PR99℄, the Dynami SoureRouting (DSR) [DDY04℄, the Assoiativity Based Routing (ABR) [C. 97℄, the Sig-nal Stability based Adaptive routing (SSA) [DRWT96℄, the Temporally OrderedRouting Algorithm (TORA) [VS00℄ and the Relative Distane Miro-disovery Ad-ho Routing (RDMAR) [AT99℄.Other strategiesThere are other strategies proposed for the design of routing protools. There are,for instane, hybrid solutions suh as the Zone Routing Protool (ZRP) [ZM99℄whih uses both reative and proative onepts: eah node maintains a zone (ona radius of 2 hops) where it employs proative routing; to aess nodes outsizethat zone it uses reative routing. The overhead is limited sine the maintenaneof proative routes is only performed with neighbor nodes, and the reative searhfor routes is limited to the ommuniation within the seleted subset of nodes.It is ommon that the routing protool has a at arhiteture, though thereare some protools based on lustering and hierarhial arhitetures, suh as theClusterhead Gateway Swith Routing (CGSR) [Chi97℄, the Distributed Mobility-Adaptive Clustering (DMAC) [Bas99℄ and the Cluster-based Energy Saving Algo-rithm (CERA) [JDP03℄. The advantage of these solutions is mainly the disoveryof more robust routes with fewer ontrol messages, though periodi messages maybe required for the maintenane of lusters. A lear disadvantage is the entraliza-tion of routes through luster leaders, whih provokes ongestion and also singlepoints of failure whih an ause large reovery periods.The proedure of route disovery for reative routing protools suh as AODVand DSR is based on a variant of the ooding tehnique, being typially quiteresoure onsuming. The LAR protool [YN98℄ tries to avoid this problem byusing GPS information so that only those nodes on a ertain geographi areabetween soure and destination must retransmit route requests.29
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSAnother way of reduing the resoure onsuming proess of nding routes isto have several additional paths available as bakup, thereby reduing the needfor a new route disovery when a link breaks. The DSR protool implements thisbehavior.Reduing the ontrol overhead ahieves, in general, improved salability andredued power onsumption. There are several tehniques that intend to improvethe power onsumption. PAR [SWR98℄ is a solution that takes into aount thebattery lifetime, seleting those routes that minimize the energy onsumption ofthe system. Another solution is to redue the transmission power, whih alsoredues interferene and improves spaial reuse [M. 01℄. Normally, this kind ofprotools work in ooperation with the MAC layer protool so that there is a per-paket energy assessment, as with the PARO [GCNB01℄ protool. This tehniquealso suers from some problems, suh as generating unidiretional routes anddereasing the transmission power, whih inreases the bit error rate and reduesthe bit-rate under IEEE 802.11-based network environments.2.3.2 The Optimized Link-State Routing Protool (OLSR)The Optimized Link State Routing protool [TP03℄ is a proative routing protoolspeially designed for Mobile Ad Ho Networks (MANETs). It is based on thedenition and use of dediated nodes, alled multipoint relays (MPRs). MPRs areseleted nodes whih are responsible for forwarding broadast pakets during theooding proess. This tehnique allows to redue the paket overhead omparedto a pure ooding mehanism where every node retransmits the paket when itreeives the rst opy of it. Contrarily to the lassi link-state algorithm, partiallink-state information is distributed throughout the network. This information isthen used by the OLSR protool for route alulation. The protool is partiularlysuitable for large and dense networks as the tehnique of MPRs works well in thisontext.Basi priniplesThe OLSR protool inherits its stability from link-state algorithms. Due to itsproative nature, it oers the advantage that available routes an be used imme-diately.Pure link-state algorithms delare and propagate the list of neighbors for eahnode throughout the network. OLSR tries to improve this solution by using dif-ferent tehniques. To start with, it redues the size of ontrol pakets sine itdoes not delare all of its neighbors, but only a subset of these referred as Mul-tipoint Relay Seletors. A node's Multipoint Relay is in harge of retransmittingits broadast messages. The use of MPRs serves the purpose of minimizing theamount of retransmissions upon a ooding or broadast event.Besides periodi ontrol messages, the protool does not generate additionalontrol tra in response to failures or assoiation with new nodes. The protoolmaintains routes towards all networks destinations, being useful in those situa-tions where a great number of MANET nodes is ommuniating, espeially whensoure/destination pairs are hanging frequently. This protool is more adequate30
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the multipoint relay onept for node Nfor large and dense networks, where the optimizations ahieved by introduingMultipoint Relays oer important benets.The protool is designed to operate in a distributed fashion, so it does notdepend on a entral entity. Moreover, it does not require reliable transmission ofits ontrol messages: eah node sends periodi ontrol messages, being tolerantto sporadi losses of ontrol pakets. Paket reordering, a frequent phenomena inad ho networks, will not ause OLSR to misbehave sine eah message arries adierent sequene number.The OLSR protool uses per-node paket forwarding, whih means that eahnode uses its most reent information to route a paket. That way, when a node ismoving, its information is suessfully transmitted as long as neighbor nodes ankeep trak of the mobile node. The ability to follow a node an be adjusted bysetting the interval between onseutive ontrol messages.Multipoint RelaysThe Multipoint Relay onept onsists in trying to minimize the ooding ausedby broadast tra by eliminating dupliated transmission on a same region. Eahnetwork node selets a subset of those nodes in its viinity to retransmit its pakets.Nodes belonging to this subset are a node's Multipoint Relays (MPRs). Theneighbors not part of the MPR subset of a ertain node N will still reeive paketsfrom it, but will not re-transmit them again. That way, eah node maintains atable with the nodes whih have seleted it as their MPR.Eah node selets its own set of MPRs among their neighbors with a riteriathat onsists of assuring that all those nodes two hops away from it an be reahedwith a minimal number of MPRs. Figure 2.1 illustrates this onept.OLSR trusts on the MPR node seletion to alulate routes towards all thedestinations having these as intermediate stations. This solution requires eahnode to periodially broadast the list of neighbor nodes hosen as its MPRs.When reeiving this information, eah neighbor node updates the routes towardsall known stations.MPR nodes are seleted among those neighbor nodes where bidiretional om-31
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSmuniation is feasible, whih avoids attempting to transmit pakets through uni-diretional links.Neighbor detetionEah node must detet those neighbor nodes towards whih bidiretional ommu-niation exists. To ahieve this purpose a node periodially broadasts HELLOmessages ontaining information about its neighbors and the state of the han-nel towards them. These messages are reeived by all neighbor nodes but notretransmitted.These HELLO messages allow a node to disover those other nodes that aretwo hops away. It is based on this information that a node selets its MPR nodeset. The MPR set is indiated on HELLO messages through the MPR identier;suh information is used by other nodes to onstrut their MPR Seletor table.For adequate operation eah node will then maintain a table with a list ofall the nodes it an see either diretly or indiretly. Links to one hop neighborsare tagged as either unidiretional, bidiretional or MPR. Eah table entry has aboth a sequene number and a timeout value assoiated, so that old entries anbe removed.Multipoint Relay seletionEah network node independently hooses its MPR set. This set is alulatedamong the diret neighbors so as to over all the nodes two hops away. To maintaina list of the two-hop neighbors requires analyzing HELLO messages and ltering allthe unidiretional links. The higher the degree of optimality of the MPR seletionalgorithm, the more benets will it bring to all nodes.The MPR set is only altered when a hange is deteted in terms of one-hop ortwo-hop neighbors (bidiretional onnetions only).MPR information broadastingEah node must broadast topology ontrol messages (TC) in order for all nodes tomaintain their database updated. These messages are broadasted throughout thenetwork using a tehnique similar to the one used for traditional link-state routingprotools, with the only dierene that it employs MPRs to improve salability.A TC message is sent periodially to eah network node to delare its MPRseletor set. This means that the message must ontain a list with those diretneighbors that have seleted it as their MPR. This list always has a sequenenumber assoiated.The list of addresses on eah TC message an be partial, but it must be om-plete before eah refresh period ends. These messages will allow eah node tomaintain its own table with the network topology. If a node has not been seletedas any other node's MPR it does not send TC messages, thereby saving power andbandwidth.The interval between the transmission of two TC messages depends on whetherthere have been hanges on a node's MPR seletor set. If so, the next TC message32
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an be transmitted before the time sheduled, though respeting the minimuminter-message time.Calulation of the routing tableEah node maintains a routing table with information on how to aess othernetwork terminals. When nodes reeive a TC message they store sets of twoaddresses indiating the last hop before reahing a ertain destination node, aswell as the destination node itself. By ombining the information in these addresspairs the node is able to nd what is the next hop towards a ertain destinationnode. Minimum distane riteria should be followed to restrit the searh options.Routing table entries are omposed of destination, next hop and estimateddistane to destination. On this table we only register those entries for whih theroute towards destination is known. This means that the routing table must beonstantly updated aording to the topology hanges deteted.In a real implementation the OLSR daemon must update the kernel's forward-ing table aording to the routing table it maintains, so that pakets are sentthrough valid routes.2.3.3 Ad ho On-Demand Distane Vetor Routing Proto-ol (AODV)The Ad-ho On-demand Distane Vetor (AODV) is a reative routing protoolthat, as the name indiates, uses distane-vetor algorithms to reate and maintainroutes.An important advantage of AODV is that it generates no extra tra forommuniation along existing routes. Also, distane vetor routing is simple anddoesn't require muh memory or alulation. However, AODV requires more timeto establish a onnetion and, besides, the initial proess required to establish aroute provokes more routing overhead than proative approahes.Route disoveryAODV only nds routes to a destination on demand, whih means that no routingpaket ows through the network until a onnetion is needed. When a routeis required the soure node starts a route disovery proess by broadasting aroute request paket (RREQ) that is re-broadasted by intermediate nodes untilthe destination is reahed. During this proess eah intermediate node makes surethat it re-broadasts a RREQ paket only one for the same route disovery ation;this is possible beause eah request for a route has a sequene number assoiated.Intermediate nodes also update an internal table where they keep temporary routeinformation about how to reah the soure node. One RREQ pakets reah thedestination a route reply (RREP) message is sent bak to the soure, and it anthen determine whih of the available routes oers the least number of hops.33
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSManagement of the routing tableTo avoid keeping unertain routes, the routes formed during eah route disoveryproess are assigned a timer. Routes that are not used are invalidated when thistimer is triggered.Routes towards neighbors nodes are also maintained. A neighbor node is on-sidered ative if it originates or forwards at least one paket within the most reentative_timeout period. This information is used to notify neighbors when a linkof a path being used breaks, thereby stopping tra if the path to the destinationbeomes unavailable.The ontents of AODV's routing table are the following: destination, nexthop, number of hops, sequene number for the destination, ative neighbors andexpiration time. Notie that it is very important for all the routes in the routingtable to be tagged with a destination sequene number. This tehnique will allowassuring that no routing loops an be formed, even in the presene of out-of-orderpaket delivery or high degrees of node mobility.Maintenane of routesAODV's route maintenane is required due to node mobility. To detet that a linkbeing used breaks, the soure has two options. One of them onsists in sendingHELLO messages frequently. These messages allow deteting when a link no longeris available as desribed below. A muh better option is using information fromthe link layer to detet link failures. These link failures our every time that anattempt to send a paket through that link fails.When a link failure is deteted the node deteting it will send a RERR messagebak to the soure(s) using that link. It must state the problem enountered anduse an updated sequene number. This proess ends when all ative soures reeivethe message. Soure nodes still requiring the onnetion an start a new routerequest proess to nd new routes to ative destinations.Neighbor managementDeteting the availability of new neighbors and, more important, deteting thata neighbor has beome unavailable is an important issue in mobile ad ho net-works. AODV allows nodes to detet their neighbors in two dierent ways. Whena neighbor reeives a broadast paket from one of his neighbors it updates itsinternal tables to inlude that neighbor. Sometimes a node does not send anypakets downstream, whih ould ase downstream nodes to onsider it unavail-able. In those ases suh nodes broadast an unsoliited RREP paket within ahello_interval time so that downstream nodes beome aware of their liveliness.This paket has a TTL of 1, so it is not re-broadasted. When a node fails tolisten to up to allowed_hello_loss onseutive pakets from a node partiipatingon an ative path it onsiders the link with the upstream node to be lost and,therefore, generates a route error message to be sent to the soure of that stream.In a real implementation this tehnique an suer in those situations wherethe hannel is very ongested, ausing frequent losses of broadast pakets. Nodesould then erroneously infer that a link is down, when in fat it is not.34
2.3. ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKS2.3.4 Dynami Soure Routing Protool (DSR)The Dynami Soure Routing (DSR) protool [JM96, DDY04℄ is a high perfor-mane reative routing protool for MANETs. Its route disovery proess is on-demand, whih means that routes are only built when needed; route maintenanealso depends on the existene of tra. Therefore, when there is no data traon the network the routing tra is eetively redued to zero. In some aspetsit is quite similar to the AODV protool desribed before; the main dierene isthat DSR uses soure routing, whih means that the soure determines the entireroute towards the destination. So, pakets are sent to their destinations with theentire route in their IP header. This method, despite provoking a small inrease interms of overhead, has other advantages suh as avoiding routing loops in a simpleand eient manner.One of the main dierenes between DSR and other routing protools forMANET is its intensive use of ahing. Eah node partiipating in the MANETmaintains a route ahe where it saves all the routes it has learned. So, whena paket must be sent to a partiular destination, nodes rst hek if a route isavailable on their ahe. When there is no route for a paket a route disoveryproess is started. During that time DSR an be ongured to hold on a buerthose pakets waiting for a route or it an hoose to disard them, relying onhigher-layer protool software to reover from that loss. DSR typially allows adata paket to be queued while waiting for a route for up to 30 seonds.Route disoveryWhen initiating a route disovery the soure broadasts a route request (RREQ)paket, whih is then suessively broadasted by other nodes until the destinationis reahed. Eah node forwards only the rst paket it reeives for a ertain routerequest ID originated at that same soure. This aims at reduing the broadaststorm generated as muh as possible. When re-broadasting RREQ pakets, nodesadd themselves to the DSR header as elements of the route. This allows othernodes (inluding the destination) to also learn about the path. Therefore, whenthe destination reeives a RREQ paket, it onstruts the entire route for the routereply paket merely by alulating the opposite path through route reversion.The destination of a route request an send a reply only for the rst RREQpaket arriving or for all of them. Replying only to the rst one allows reduingthe routing overhead, but when that route is invalidated a new route request ylehas to be initiated. If it replies to all of the route requests the soure is able toahe the dierent routes found and, when the rst route is lost, it an try usingthe remaining routes suessively.If no route reply arrives to the soure before the established timeout a newroute disovery proedure is launhed.Route maintenaneDSR's route maintenane proedure onsists of ating when link breaks our.DSR uses the information from lower layers in order to detet broken links. Thismethod allows it to reat very quikly to link failures, but only for uniast pakets35
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e only these are aknowledged. The node whih detets the broken link sendsa route error message (RERR) bak to the soure indiating the link that broke.The soure, as well as the rest of the nodes through whih the RERR paket passesby, removes from its ahe all routes inluding that broken link.Another option in the ase of deteting a link break event is to save the routeerror paket loally in a buer, perform a route disovery for the original sender,and then send the route error paket along with the new route as soon as it reeivesthe respetive route reply.OptimizationsFrom all the protools designed for MANETs to this day, DSR is the one for whihmore optimizations have been proposed. We will start by analyzing optimizationrelated to the use of ahe.Every time a host learns about a new route it adds an entry to its route ahe.This ours, for example, when a host is forwarding a paket towards another nodesine the entire route traversed is put on eah paket's header. Also, a node mayput its interfae in promisuous mode and add to its route ahe any informationit an overhear.Another optimization still related to ahe has to do with early route replies.If a host has a route ahe entry for the target of the request, it may append thisahed route to the aumulated route reord in the paket, and may return thisroute in a route reply paket to the initiator without propagating (re-broadasting)the route request. This avoids problems of many simultaneous replies in a simplemanner; it also attempts to eliminate replies indiating routes longer than theshortest reply by ausing eah mobile host to delay the reply from its ahe slightlybefore transmitting.A last optimization involving full use of the route ahe onsists in allowing theoriginator of a route request to limit the maximum number of hops through whiha paket may be propagated. This aims at exploiting the use of ahed routesby favoring early route replies and avoiding many redundant request pakets topropagate.DSR also allows applying other kinds of optimizations suh as piggybaking,route shortening and advaned error handling.Piggybaking onsists of aelerating the initial onnetion period when usingonnetion-oriented protools (e.g. TCP) by piggybaking onnetion-start mes-sages (e.g. SYN) on route request pakets, therefore doing route disovery andonnetion setup with a single step.Conerning route shortening, the purpose is to reet the availability of shorterroutes as soon as possible. This beomes possible if network hosts operate withtheir network interfaes in promisuous mode and nd that they an overhearommuniation with nodes that were onsidered to be two hops away. In thatsituation the node making the disovery sends an unsoliited route reply paket tothe original sender of the paket, informing it of the shortened route. The sourehost should then add this new route to its route ahe.We nally refer to some advaned error handling funtionality. As for thedisovery of routes, nodes an also improve on error detetion by listening to36
2.3. ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKSpakets in promisuous mode. Sine route error pakets learly indiate bothends of the link that broke, any host reeiving a route error paket an updateits own routing information so as to reet that loss. This is done by analyzingall the routes on ahe and trunating those entries using the broken link at theappropriate hop. All hosts on the route before this hop are still reahable on thisroute, but subsequent hosts are not.The last optimization to improve the handling of errors is to support theahing of negative information on a host's route ahe. This onsists on thesoure maintaining information about a broken link on memory for a ertain time.If during that time a route request is initiated and some nodes reply from aheusing routes that still use that broken link, their information is disarded.2.3.5 Multipath routing protoolsIn the past there have been several approahes in the literature related to thedisovery and use of multiple routes in MANETs.In the work of Wang et al. [LYM+01℄ a probing tehnique is used in order toassess the quality of available routes so that the tra is forwarded based on thedelay of eah route. Their objetive was to ahieve load distribution as well asimproved throughput, end-to-end delay and queue utilization.In [MD01℄ the AODV protool has been extended in order to provide multi-pathapabilities, though no new route disovery mehanism was proposed. Both nodedisjoint and link disjoint approahes are presented. In their work there is no trasplitting. Also, neither of these two works referred before propose enhanementsto the route disovery tehnique itself.Nasipuri et al. [ARS01℄ proposed a strategy for quik route reovery throughpaket re-diretion on intermediate nodes in order to redue the frequeny of queryoods. Their solution aims at reduing the number of lost route messages, as wellas performing fewer route disoveries. However, the soure is unaware of any extraroutes, whih means that their solution does not aid in the task of splitting trathrough disjoint routes.Wu [Wu02℄ proposes a more seletive route disovery proedure to DSR toinrease the degree of disjointness of routes found without introduing muh extraoverhead. However, it allows the soure to nd a maximum of only two paths(node disjoint paths) per destination and required two onseutive route disoveryproesses to take plae.In the work of Lee and Gerla [LG01℄ the tra is evenly split among the tworst routes found in order to ahieve load distribution; they analyze the options ofstarting a new route disovery proess when one of the routes is lost or only whenboth are lost. The authors nd that DSR's standard route disovery mehanismnot only returns a few routes, but also that these routes are mainly overlapped(not disjoint). To solve this problem they enhane the route disovery mehanismof DSR to nd more node disjoint paths; we will ompare Lee and Gerla's proposalwith our own method in hapter 6.We now proeed to study dierent QoS models for mobile ad ho networks.37
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKS2.4 Quality of Servie models for MANETsThe Internet was initially reated to handle only best-eort tra. This meansthat there is no resoure reservation, so all users ompete for bandwidth. For thisreason the Internet Protool (IP) is onnetionless, requiring no set-up "signal-ing" for admission ontrol. Later, enhanements in terms of available bandwidthand terminal's apabilities brought up the need for supporting new servies inthe Internet. These new servies, though, performed poorly due to the best-eortpoliy. There was, therefore, a need to enhane the Internet in order to perform re-soure reservation in a similar fashion to telephony networks. The RSVP protool[RLS+97℄ was reated to fulll this need as part of the Internet's Integrated Ser-vies (IntServ) arhiteture [RDS94℄. RSVP follows a reeiver based model sineit is the responsibility of eah reeiver to hoose its own level of reserved resoures,initiating the reservation and keeping it ative. The atual QoS ontrol, though,ours at the sender's end. The sender will try to establish and maintain resourereservations over a distribution tree. If a partiular reservation is unsuessful, theorrespondent soure(s) is notied.The Integrated Servies arhiteture proved to be omplex and required toomany resoures, suering from salability problems. So, the Dierentiated Servies(DiServ) arhiteture [S. 98℄ emerged as a more eient alternative. In the latter,Servie Level Agreements (SLA) are ahieved between dierent domains. Oneof the main virtues of the Dierentiated Servies arhiteture is that it dropsthe traditional onept of signaling, sine it no longer requires the reservation ofresoures in all the network elements involved. The strategy onsists in performingadmission ontrol on domain boundaries, and then treating them in a dierentiatedmanner inside the domain aording to paket tagging on the domain borders,whih is a muh faster and lightweight proess.MANET environments dier greatly from the wired environments the DiServand IntServ models were reated for. The dierene stems not only from the newproblems enountered in MANETs (mobility, ollisions, variable hannel ondi-tions, et.), but also beause MANETs do not follow the Client / Servie Providerparadigm inherent to both IntServ and DiServ models. In MANETs the networkis typially formed by users that ooperate and, exept in situations where thereis some entralized management entity (e.g. army), it relies on users good will andlimited resoure sharing. So, new proposals were presented in order to ahieve reli-able QoS support in MANETs. Examples of suh proposals are INSIGNIA, SWANand FQMM. We will now expose the main harateristis of these proposals2.4.1 INSIGNIALee et al. [SAXA00℄ proposed INSIGNIA, an in-band signaling system that sup-ports fast reservation, restoration and adaptation algorithms. With INSIGNIA allows require admission ontrol, resoure reservation and maintenane at all inter-mediate stations between soure and destination to provide end-to-end quality ofservie support. In gure 2.2 we oer an overview of INSIGNIA's arhiteturalomponents, showing that the INSIGNIA framework is independent of the routingand MAC protools used. 38
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Figure 2.2: The Insignia QoS frameworkThe INSIGNIA signaling system is designed to be lightweight in terms of theamount of bandwidth onsumed for network ontrol and to be apable of reatingto fast network dynamis suh as rapid host mobility, wireless link degradation,intermittent session onnetivity and end-to-end quality of servie onditions. Wewill now proeed by detailing several elements that onform INSIGNIA's QoSframework.In-Band CommandsINSIGNIA's ommands are put inside the IP option eld; these inlude serviemode, payload type, bandwidth indiator and bandwidth request elds.When a node wants to perform a ow reservation it ativates a reservationmode bit (RES) in the IP option servie mode eld of a data paket and sends thepaket to the destination. Intermediate nodes will then deide if to admit or denythe reservation request. Aeptane means that node's resoures are ommittedand so further pakets belonging to the same ow will reeive the requested QoS-enhaned servie. On the ontrary the reservation is denied and pakets from thatow are treated as best-eort pakets.When the destination of a reservation request reeives a RES paket it sends aQoS report to the soure node notifying it that the reservation sueeded. If duringthe reservation, or at a later time, the situation hanges and the ow an no longerreeive the requested QoS, the destination node an issue saling/drop ommandsto the soure node. Detetion of downgraded ows is ahieved through monitoringthe IP option elds, espeially the reservation mode bit whih is swithed fromRES to BE.Fast ReservationThe support for adaptive ows requires setting and proessing the IP option eldadequately. QoS reservation pakets have the servie mode set to RES, payloadset to either BQ or EQ (Base QoS or Enhaned QoS), bandwidth indiator set39
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSto either MIN or MAX, and the minimum and maximum bandwidth elds set tovalid values.When a reservation is being established eah node along the path heks ifit an oer the maximum QoS requested. In the event that all nodes an oerthis maximum QoS requested the destination will beome aware of it by notiingthat the bandwidth indiator is set to MAX. On the ontrary this eld will beset to MIN, whih means that all the pakets sent by the soure pertaining to theenhaned QoS tra (payload type is EQ) will be degraded to best eort traat the rst bottlenek node.Soft-State ManagementA soft-state approah is used to manage resoures in the presene of mobility. Thismeans that, as the route being used hanges, new reservations along that new pathare done automatially by a restoration mehanism. One a new ow is aeptedby the admission ontrol mehanisms a soft-state timer is started and assoiatedwith the new or re-routed ow. Every new paket of the ow that is reeived atany intermediate node auses the timer to be restarted. If the ow is re-routedand no longer passes through that intermediate node, the timer expires and thereservation is de-alloated. This mehanism has the advantage of operating in afully distributed manner.Fast RestorationMobility fores on-going ows to be re-routed. The purpose of restauration is to re-establish the onnetion as quikly as possible. However, the speed of restaurationdepends on routing tasks, and so on the routing protool being used. Ideally theow would use a new route as soon as the path was found to be lost. However thisis not always the ase, and so the onnetion re-establishment may take longer.The rst intermediate node that annot meet the QoS requirements of a owdowngrades it to best eort, whih means that no further nodes after that pointwill attempt to reserve resoures for that ow. If later the bottlenek node beomesunongested it an allow the reservation to take plae throughout the entire path,thereby ahieving what is alled degraded restoration.QoS ReportingQoS reporting is helpful to inform soure nodes of the status of their ows. Thisrequires the destination nodes to onstantly monitor on-going ows and hek iftheir status information has hanged or if the delivered QoS has hanged. Thedestination will send QoS reports to the soure periodially, or immediately if therewas some sort of adaptation.In the ase that the soure nds that only BQ pakets an be supported, itswithes the servie mode of EQ pakets from RES to BE. This allows freeingpartial reservations along the path and, therefore, allowing other ompeting owsto use these resoures. 40
2.4. QUALITY OF SERVICE MODELS FOR MANETSAdaptationINSIGNIA provides several adaptation levels that an be seleted. Typially, anadaptive ow operates by performing resoure reservation for both its base andenhaned omponents. Saling ows down depends on the adaptation poliy se-leted. Flows an be saled down to their base QoS delivering enhaned QoSpakets in a best-eort mode hene releasing any partial reservation that may ex-ist. On the other hand, the destination an issue a drop ommand to the soureto drop enhaned QoS pakets (i.e., the soure stops transmitting enhaned QoSpakets). Further levels of saling an fore the base and enhaned QoS paketsto be transported in best eort mode. Either way, the time sale over whih theadaptation ations our depends on the appliation itself. These saling ationsould be instantaneous or based on a low-pass lter operation.DrawbaksIn [LPB04℄ Georgiadis et al. show that link interferenes (due to the hiddenterminal problem) in multihop wireless networks make the problem of seletinga path satisfying bandwidth requirements an NP-omplete problem, even undersimplied rules for bandwidth reservation. In the literature this is ommonlyreferred to as the oupled apaity problem. This means that a loal assessmentof available bandwidth may not oer aurate-enough data to reah an aept ordeny deision in a MANET environment where hidden-node eets are prone toour. Suh fat makes deploying INSIGNIA on a real MANET environment anon-trivial task.2.4.2 FQMMFQMM [HWAK00℄ is a exible QoS model for MANETs designed for small tomedium sized MANETs (less than 50 nodes) with a at topology. In that modela hybrid per-ow and per-lass provisioning sheme is used, so that tra of thehighest priority is given per-ow QoS provisioning while other ategory lasses aregiven per-lass QoS provisioning. FQMM's hybrid sheme ombines the per-owgranularity of IntServ and the per-lass granularity of DiServ.It denes three kinds of nodes as in DiServ: ingress, interior and egress nodes.An ingress node is a mobile node that sends QoS data. Interior nodes are the nodesthat forward data for other nodes. An egress node is a destination node. Figure2.3 illustrates these onepts.In this model a MANET represents one DiServ domain where tra is alwaysgenerated by appliations running on an ingress node and terminate in an egressnode. This means that the roles of nodes will depend on eah data ow.ProvisioningProvisioning refers to the determination and alloation of resoures needed atvarious points in the network.The FQMM model proposes using a hybrid provisioning sheme that tries toombine both IntServ and DiServ solutions available for the Internet. The QoS41
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the ingress and egress node onepts for FQMMprovisioning sheme proposed oers per-ow granularity to some kinds of traand per-lass granularity to other kinds of tra. This way, streams of the highestpriority are handled on a per-ow basis so as to ahieve optimum performane.Tra belonging to the remaining QoS lasses is handled on a per-lass basis soas to allow tra dierentiation without saturating MANET elements with QoS-related tasks.ConditioningTra onditioning is done at ingress nodes to aet the tra soure. Trapoliing tasks are done aording to the tra prole seleted.Components of the tra onditioner inlude tra prole, meter, marker anddropper. The tra prole element is the most important sine other omponentswill hange their onguration aording to the tra prole.Sine the bandwidth between two nodes is time varying, the tra proleis dened as a perentage of the eetive bandwidth available. The purpose isto ahieve a relative and adaptive dierentiation tra prole. The goal is tokeep onsistent dierentiation between sessions, whih ould be per ow or peraggregate of ows to adapt to the dynamis of the network.Metering and marking tasks are done with the aid of a token buket polier.Relatively to the dropper element, it is responsible for dropping pakets when theQoS requirements an not be met.QoS routing and resoure managementTypial routing protools nd routes without taking into aount any QoS-relatedinformation. An example of suh a protool is the DSR routing protool studiedbefore. In FQMM authors propose extending the funtionality of routing proto-42
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Figure 2.4: Arhiteture of the SWAN modelols to make them more ooperative with the FQMM framework by assessing thequality of paths disovered, though that work is onsidered to be out-of-sope.Conerning resoure management, authors onsider that two important issuesto fous on are link bandwidth sharing and buer management. In their analysisthey propose applying bandwidth shaping at the soure node and queue manage-ment tehniques on routers along the path.DrawbaksThe experiments using FQMM fous mostly on dierentiating TCP tra by ap-plying dierent queue management tehniques.In a later work [HKWA01℄ authors nd that the priority buer and shedulingshemes proposed fail when UDP tra gets higher priority than TCP. Sine UDPis the transport protool used to support real-time multimedia appliations, thisbeomes an important drawbak of the FQMM proposal.Sobrinho and Krishnakumar [SK99℄ point out that the main performane re-quirement for these appliations is bounded end-to-end delay, implying that boundedpaket delay at the MAC layer is a sine qua non ondition for suess.2.4.3 SWANAhn et al. [GAAL02℄ designed SWAN, a stateless network model aiming at pro-viding servie dierentiation in MANETs. One of the main advantages of SWANis that it does not require the support of a QoS-apable MAC layer to provideservie dierentiation. Instead, it relies on rate ontrol mehanisms that shapebest-eort tra at eah node. SWAN's framework uses sender-initiated admis-sion ontrol and expliit ongestion notiation for real-time tra in order toadapt to mobility and ongestion onditions.The SWAN model inludes a number of mehanisms used to support rateregulation of best eort tra, as illustrated in gure 2.4. The main elements ofSWAN are a tra lassier, a tra shaper, a rate ontroller and an admissionontroller. The lassier is used to dierentiate real-time from best eort tra.The shaper will at upon pakets lassied as best eort tra with a simple43
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSleaky buket to regulate the tra rate. The rate ontroller will at upon theshaper setting the shaping rate. Conerning the admission ontroller, this elementis responsible for allowing new onnetions to enter the MANET and also forestimating loally available bandwidth.Loal Rate Control of Best Eort TraEvery node in a SWAN-enabled MANET must regulate best eort tra. The rateontroller determines the departure rate of the shaper using an AIMD (additiveinrease / multipliative derease) rate ontrol algorithm based on feedbak fromthe MAC layer. This is simply measured at eah node by subtrating the timethat a paket is passed to the MAC layer (from the upper layer) from the time anACK paket is reeived from the next-hop station.The rate ontroller onstantly monitors the atual transmission rate. When thedierene between the shaping rate and the atual rate is greater than g perentof the atual rate, then the rate ontroller adjusts the shaping rate to be g perentabove the atual rate. This gap (i.e., g perent) allows the best-eort tra toinrease its atual rate gradually.Soure-Based Admission of Real-Time TraThe admission ontroller measures the rate of real-time tra in terms of bitsper seond at eah node. The admission ontrol element must obtain a runningaverage of hannel measurements in order to lter small-sale variations.When a new ow must be admitted into the network the soure station sendsa probing request paket to assess end-to-end bandwidth availability. Eah nodealong the path will update the bandwidth value if its loally available bandwidthis lower than the one stated on the paket. The destination node sends a probingresponse paket bak to the soure node with the bottlenek eld opied from theprobing request message it reeived.If the new ow is aepted all of its pakets are tagged as QoS pakets. Thenetwork elements along that new path are unaware of the new ow, and theymerely keep shaping best eort tra to oer good performane to QoS tra.Dynami Regulation of Real-Time TraThe funtioning of SWAN an be disturbed by mobility and false admission ondi-tions. Mobility may ause tra to be re-routed through new paths where there areno resoures available to aommodate the new tra. False admission may ourwhen several soures probe the path, all nding that there are enough resouresto admit new ows when there really aren't. Suh problem an be alleviated byusing ongestion regulation algorithms.SWAN uses ECN (Expliit Congestion Notiation) to mark pakets when anode nds that tra is experiening ongestion. This is done by setting the ECNbits loated on the IP header.The use of ECN an be done in two dierent ways. The rst one onsistsin marking all the pakets owing through a ongested node. When reeiving44
2.5. CONCLUSIONSECN-marked pakets, the destination node noties this ourrene to the soure.However, the soure node does not immediately initiate reestablishment uponreeipt of a regulate message. Rather, it waits for a random amount of timebefore initiating the reestablishment proedure. This avoids that all soures probethe network at the same time.Another solution would be for ongested/overloaded nodes to randomly seleta ongestion set of real-time sessions and only mark pakets assoiated with theset. This an be done using a hash funtion without keeping any per-ow state atthe intermediate nodes. A ongested node marks the ongested set for a periodof time T seonds and then alulates a new ongested set. As in the ase of theprevious algorithm, nodes stop marking pakets ongested when the measured rateof the real-time tra drops below the admission ontrol rate. A disadvantage onthis sheme is that it requires some intelligene at intermediate nodes to managethe ongested sets,as well as for determining if a ow is new or old in order toorretly respond to false admission. However, it enables a better utilization ofresoures than the soure-based regulation tehnique.DrawbaksSWAN's admission ontrol mehanism requires all stations to keep trak of theMAC's transmission delay of all pakets in order to estimate available bandwidth;however, the assoiation of a global estimate for transmission delay with a ertainbandwidth in the link towards a spei target station is not straightforward, es-peially outside simulation sope. Also, the overhead introdued by the proposedshaping and measurement tehniques proposed an be signiative for mobile ter-minals with few resoures.2.5 ConlusionsIn this hapter we oered an overview of the urrent state-of-the-art in mobile adho networks. We foused on two dierent subjets: routing protools and qualityof servie models.Conerning routing protools, there is still no agreement among the sientiommunity members on whih is the most adequate routing strategy for mobilead ho, and so a lot of researh is still being done.In this hapter we explored the main dierenes between the three most impor-tant routing protools for MANETS (OLSR, AODV and DSR) showing how eahrouting protool handles problems suh as route disovery and route maintenane.We also oered an overview of the dierent multipath routing protools available,evidening the proposal by Lee and Gerla. We will ompare their proposal to ourown on hapter 6.The issue of Quality of Servie support on MANETs is still on an early stage.Most of the proposals urrently available only fous on improvements at a speilayer, not oering an overall QoS arhiteture.The few QoS models urrently available for MANETs are INSIGNIA, FQMMand SWAN. In this hapter we have shown their main arhitetural priniples, as45
CHAPTER 2. WIRELESS MOBILE AD HOC NETWORKSwell as some of the drawbaks we have deteted for eah of these proposals. Inhapter 8 we will propose a new QoS arhiteture for MANETs intending to oera solution that is more lightweight and more easily deployable than those referredhere.
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Chapter 3Digital video odingDigital video is being adopted by an inreasing array of appliations, ranging fromvideo telephony and videoonferening to DVD and digital TV. The adoption ofdigital video in many appliations has been fueled by the development of eientvideo oding standards, resulting in many video oding standards that simultane-ously over a wide range of appliation areas. These standards were dened takinginto aount the interoperability between systems designed by dierent manufa-turers for any given appliation, hene failitating the growth of the video market.This hapter is dediated to digital video oding, more speially to the reentH.264 standard [H2603a℄. We start by oering an overview of the most importantvideo ode standards developed to this day, and we then proeed to analyze theH.264 standard in more detail. Our analysis of H.264, though embraing the stan-dard as a whole, fouses espeially on those issues related to H.264 transmissionin IP networks and error-resiliene issues.3.1 Evolution of video oding standardsThe ITU-T [ITU℄ is now one of two most important standard organizations thatdevelop video oding standards, the other being ISO/IEC JTC1 [JTC℄. The ITU-T video oding standards are alled reommendations, and they are denoted withH.26x (e.g., H.261, H.262, H.263 and H.264). The ISO/IEC video oding stan-dards are denoted with MPEG-x (e.g., MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4). MostITU-T reommendations have been designed for real-time video ommuniationappliations, suh as video onferening and video telephony. On the other hand,MPEG standards have been designed to address the requirements of video stor-age (CD/DVD), video broadast (broadast TV), and video streaming (e.g., videoover the Internet, video over DSL, video over wireless) appliations.H.261 was the rst video oding standard available, and it was designed forvideoonferening appliations. On the other hand, the MPEG-1 video odingstandard was aomplished for storage in ompat disks (CDs).The H.262/MPEG-2 standard, whih was developed jointly by the two om-mittees, is an extension to the MPEG-1 standard designed to support digital TV47
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Figure 3.1: Progress of ITU-T reommendations and MPEG standards.and HDTV. Conerning MPEG-4 part 2 [ISO01℄, it overs a very wide range of ap-pliations inluding video objets that an be either retangular pitures or shapedregions. This inludes also natural and syntheti video / audio ombinations withinterativity built in.The ITU-T, on its part, developed the H.263 standard [H2695℄ to improvethe ompression performane of H.261, and the base oding model of H.263 wasadopted as the ore of some parts in MPEG-4 part 2. After the H.263 standardwas ready the same study group enhaned H.263's video ompression tehnology,whih led to the appearane of two new video standards: H.263+ and H.263++.Figure 3.1 summarizes the evolution of ITU-T reommendations and ISO/IECMPEG standards.Reently, the ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC JTC1 have agreed to join theireorts one again to develop the H.264 / MPEG-4 part 10 standard, forming theJVT (Joint Video Team). H.264 was initiated by the ITU-T ommittee under thename H.26L, but it was adopted by both ommittees beause they were workingwith very similar tehniques for developing extensions of urrent standards in orderto signiantly inrease oding performane. So, joining eorts to exhange ideasand develop a ommon framework was the main reason for working together.We will now proeed to analyze with more detail the new H.264 standard,evidening the tehnial improvements that it oers.3.2 The H.264 standardThe main objetive behind the H.264 projet [H2603a℄ is to develop a high-performane video oding standard by adopting a bak to basis approah wheresimple and straightforward design using well-known building bloks is used. TheITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) has initiated the work on the H.26Lstandard in 1997. Towards the end of 2001, and witnessing the superiority of videoquality oered by H.26L-based software over that ahieved by the existing mostoptimized MPEG-4 based proposals, ISO/IEC MPEG joined ITU-T VCEG form-ing the Joint Video Team (JVT) that took over the H.26L projet of the ITU-T.JVT's purpose is to reate a single video oding standard that will simultaneouslyresult in a new part (Part 10) of the MPEG-4 family of standards and a new48
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Figure 3.2: Blok diagram of the H.264 enoderITU-T (H.264) Reommendation. The H.264 development work is an on-goingativity, being the rst version of the standard nalized tehnially before 2002and oially in 2003. The emerging H.264 standard has a number of features thatdistinguish it from existing standards while, at the same time, sharing ommonfeatures with them.Some of the key features of H.264 are: up to 50% in bit rate savings, high qualityvideo (inluding low bit rates), adaptation to delay onstraints (real-time ommu-niation appliations as well as video storage and server-based video streaming ap-pliations), error resiliene tools to deal with paket loss in paket networks and biterrors in error-prone wireless networks. Network friendliness is also aimed by thisstandard through a oneptual separation between a Video Coding Layer (VCL),whih provides the ore high-ompression representation of the video piture on-tent, and a Network Adaptation Layer (NAL), whih pakages that representationfor delivery over a partiular type of network.The above features an be translated into a number of advantages for dierentvideo appliations.The underlying approah of H.264 is similar to that adopted in previous stan-dards suh as H.263 and MPEG-4, and onsists of the following four main stages:1. Dividing eah video frame into bloks of pixels, so that the proessing of thevideo frame an be onduted at the blok level by using the well knownDCT transform. 49
CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL VIDEO CODING2. Exploiting the spatial redundanies that exist within the video frame by od-ing some of the original bloks through transform, quantization and entropyoding (or variable-length oding).3. Exploiting the temporal dependenies that exist between bloks in suessiveframes, so that only hanges between suessive frames need to be enoded.This is aomplished by using motion estimation and ompensation. For anygiven blok, a searh is performed in the previously oded one or in moreframes to determine the motion vetors that are used by the enoder andthe deoder to predit the subjet blok.4. Exploiting any remaining spatial redundanies that exist within the videoframe by oding the residual bloks, i.e., the dierene between the originalbloks and the orresponding predited bloks, again through transform,quantization and entropy oding.From the oding point of view, the main dierenes between H.264 and the otherstandards are summarized in gure 3.2 through an enoder blok diagram. Fromthe motion estimation/ompensation side, H.264 employs bloks of dierent sizesand shapes, higher resolution sub-pixel motion estimation, and multiple refereneframe seletion. In the transform side, H.264 uses an integer-based transform thatapproximates the DCT transform used in previous standards, but does not havethe mismath problem in the inverse transform. In H.264, entropy oding an beperformed using either a single Universal Variable Length Codes (UVLC) table orusing Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmeti Coding (CABAC).3.2.1 Proles and levelsThe H.264 framework denes dierent proles and levels. These onsist of sub-sets of the bit-stream syntax, as well as the minimum requirements that deodersonforming to that prole must have. The three most important proles devel-oped are: Baseline, Main, and Extended. The Baseline is the most simple, beingadequate for real-time servies suh as videoonferening and videophone. TheMain Prole is designed for digital storage media and television broadasting. Fi-nally, the Extended Prole was designed to support multimedia servies over theInternet.Apart from these three, there are also extension proles for H.264 aiming atappliations related to ontent ontribution and distribution, as well as for studioediting and post-proessing. These extensions onsist of four high proles denotedas High, High 10, High 4:2:2, and High 4:4:4, whih oer inreasing degrees ofauray representing pixels.All H.264 proles share some ommon parts that are mandatory for basi H.264funtionality. Among these are the use of Intra-oded and Preditive-oded slies,as well as CAVLC (Context-based Adaptive Variable Length Coding) for entropyoding.The dierent proles then extend these mandatory requirements aording tothe purpose being sought. For instane, the Baseline Prole requires support for50
3.2. THE H.264 STANDARDFlexible maroblok ordering, arbitrary slie ordering and redundant slies. Flexi-ble maroblok ordering onsists of using a map to assign marobloks to a sliegroup, whih allows marobloks to be transmitted and retrieved in a non-sanorder. Arbitrary slie ordering allows doing something similar, but ating on sliesinstead of marobloks. Conerning the use of redundant slies, it allows re-sendinga same slie obtained by using the same or a dierent oding rate.The Main Prole inludes B slies, weighted predition and CABAC (Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmeti Coding) for entropy oding. B slies (Bi-diretionally preditive-oded slies) are more exible than P slies sine the formerare oded using inter predition from both past and future pitures using two dif-ferent motion vetors and referene indies to predit the sample values of eahblok. Conerning weighted predition, it is a saling operation by applying aweighting fator to the samples of motion-ompensated predition data in P or Bslies.The Extended Prole is an extension of the Baseline Prole inluding SP, SIand B slies, as well as data partitioning. SP and SI slies are speially oded tooer eient swithing between video streams, being similar to P and I framesrespetively. Relatively to data partitioning, it onsists in plaing oded data inseparate data partitions, where eah partition an be plaed on a dierent layerunit.Finally, all the High Proles are extensions to the Main Prole oering alsoadaptive transform blok sizes, as well as quantization saling matries wheredierent saling an be applied aording to the spei frequeny assoiated withthe quantized transform oeients. The purpose is to optimize the subjetivequality.3.2.2 Layered strutureAn H.264 ode generates output bitstreams with two distint layers: NetworkAbstration Layer (NAL) and Video Coding Layer (VCL).The NAL operates at a higher abstration level than the VCL and is used toprepare data to be sent over a ommuniation hannel or to be stored on a media.The NAL denes two stream formats: byte-stream and pakets. The byte-streamformat is dened for any storage media and also for non-paket oriented networks,suh as video broadasting. On the other hand, the paket-based format is usedmostly on appliations that run over IP networks, typially using a RTP/UDP/IPombination.A NAL unit is lassied into VCL and non-VCL. A non-VCL unit ontainsextra information to form self-ontained pakets; the purpose is to support theloss of pakets by inserting those parameters that are required for the deodingproess. Conerning the VCL unit, it ontains the video sequene itself, whihis divided into pitures; pitures are in turn divided into slies, and these intomarobloks. 51
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Figure 3.3: Blok diagram of H.264's enoder (a) and deoder (b)3.2.3 Video Coding AlgorithmH.264 does not dene an enoder/deoder pair, but instead denes the videostream syntax and the methods for deoding the bitstream. We an, however,extrat the main funtional elements of both enoder and deoder. These are de-pited in gure 3.3. Most of the basi funtional elements presented are not new,being already present in previous standards suh as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4,H.261 and H.263, being the de-bloking lter the only exeption. However, interms of details, H.264 oers great enhanements for all funtional bloks.Starting our analysis by the enoder, it may selet either intra or inter odingfor eah piture blok. Intra oding is espeially important sine it does notrequire other pitures for a orret deoding of information. It uses various spaialpredition modes, as well as spaial redundany, in a single piture's sope.Inter oding, used for both P and B frames, is a more eient tehnique thatonsists in using previously oded pitures for the predition of eah blok. Toahieve that purpose it alulates motion vetors to redue the temporal redun-dany between nearby pitures. Predition values are obtained by applying adebloking lter to the pitures enoded previously. This lter is able to redueblok-related image distortion on blok boundaries.After the predition proess is done the residuals are then quantized and om-pressed using a transform that allows removing any spatial orrelation that mayexist. The nal step onsists in entropy oding the motion vetors or intra predi-52
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Figure 3.4: Intra 4 x 4 predition mode diretions (vertial : 0, horizontal : 1, DC: 2, diagonal down left : 3, diagonal down right : 4, vertial right : 5, horizontaldown : 6, vertial left : 7, horizontal up : 8)tion modes, along with the quantized transform oeients, using either ontext-adaptive variable length odes (CAVLC) or ontext adaptive binary arithmetiodes (CABAC).Intra preditionThere are two situations where intra predition is used. The rst one is when Intraframes are being oded - in that situation all the marobloks are intra-oded. Theseond situation ours when the motion ompensation predition oers very poorresults - in that situation only the marobloks that suer from poor preditionauray are intra-oded.One of the main drawbaks of using intra-oded pitures is low ompressionperformane, whih an beome a bottlenek when operating in onstrained bitrateenvironments. So, the H.264 standard gives speial attention to this issue in orderto inrease performane.The tehnique used onsists of prediting intra-oded marobloks based onpreviously deoded marobloks. It is the residual signal from the dierene be-tween the urrent blok and the predition that is nally enoded.The predition blok an have several sizes: 4x4, 8x8 or 16x16 (for luma sam-ples). So, 4x4 and 8x8 luma bloks an use 9 dierent predition modes, while16x16 luma bloks an use 4 dierent predition modes. To exemplify the pre-dition proess, gure 3.4 shows the 9 predition mode diretions for a 4x4 lumablok. For mode 0 (vertial) and mode 1 (horizontal), the predited samples areformed by extrapolation from upper samples [A, B, C, D℄ and from left samples[I, J, K, L℄, respetively. For mode 2 (DC), all of the predited samples are al-ulated using both upper and left samples [A, B, C, D, I, J, K, L℄. For mode 3(diagonal down left), mode 4 (diagonal down right), mode 5 (vertial right), mode6 (horizontal down), mode 7 (vertial left), and mode 8 (horizontal up), the pre-dited samples are formed from a weighted average of the predition samples A-M.For example, samples a and d are respetively predited by round(I/4 + M/2 +A/4) and round(B/4 + C/2 + D/4) in mode 4, also by round(I/2 + J/2) andround(J/4 + K/2 + L/4) in mode 8. The enoder may selet the predition modefor eah blok that minimizes the residual between the blok to be enoded andits predition. 53
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tionInter predition of video frames is used to redue the temporal orrelation betweennearby frames through motion estimation and ompensation.As referred before, H.264 allows splitting a 16x16 maroblok into smaller bloksizes with a minimum of 4x4 bloks. For the 16x16 maroblok mode there are4 ases: 16x16, 16x8, 8x16 or 8x8, and for the 8x8 mode there are 4 ases : 8x8,8x4, 4x8 or 4x4 . The purpose is that the extra bits onsumed to ode the motionvetors of these smaller bloks beome ompensated by an inrease in terms ofestimation auray. So, the best hoie will depend on the harateristis of eahvideo input, being that regions with more detail will benet from smaller partitionsizes.Another feature inluded in the H.264 framework is the support for sub-pixelmotion ompensation. This onsists in improving the auray of motion vetorsup to a quarter of a pixel. Obviously, the improvement in terms of estimationauray has a prie both in terms of omplexity (it requires interpolating samplevalues) and number of bits to ode the motion vetor. Sub-pixel auray is ex-peted to improve the oding eeny at high bitrates and high video resolutions.Yet another improvement introdued by the H.264 framework is the possibilityof using Multiple Referene frames. Previously, the motion ompensation proessused one referene frame for P frames and two referene frames for B frames. H.264introdues the possibility of using several referene frames, whih an be pituresbefore or after the urrent piture. Suh referene pitures are lassied as eithershort-term or long-term referene frames, and must be stored in the piture buer.The improvement oered by H.264 onsists of these long-term referene frames,unavailable until this standard appeared. Long-term referene pitures extend themotion searh range by using multiple deoded pitures, instead of using just onedeoded short-term piture.The use of multiple referene frames requires improving memory managementso that pitures an be deleted from the buer as soon as they are not used.Transform and quantizationBesides temporal redundany, video odes also have to deal with spaial redun-danies in an eient manner. These spatial redundanies are also relevant inthe ase of predition residuals. The H.264 standard makes use of a blok-basedtransform to remove spaial redundanies. So, one both inter and intra preditionproesses omplete suessfully, the resulting predition residual is split into either4x4 or 8x8 bloks whih are then transformed and quantized. Compared to pre-vious video oding standards where only an 8x8 DCT was used, the introdutionof 4x4 transforms allows reduing the typial ringing artifats enountered withthese transforms, and also removes the need for multipliations while alulatingthe transform value.H.264 introdues yet another oding improvement that onsists in ombiningthe DC values of nearby 4x4 transforms sine it was found that the orrelationamong these was typially high. The struture of the transform will, thereby, behierarhial. 54
3.2. THE H.264 STANDARDSome appliations an benet from a redued quantization step size. Thepurpose it to ahieve very high PSNR levels. So, H.264 inreases the quantizationstep size by two otaves, making the QP range vary from 0 to 51. To avoid theneed for several multipliations, the transform and the quantization proesses areombined using a modied integer forward transform, quantization and saling.Entropy odingThe previous standards developed by the ISO/MPEG and ITU-T/VCEG groupsused variable length odes (VLC) to perform entropy oding. This was done byusing xed tables with sets of odewords built using generi probability distri-butions. H.264 behaves dierently by adapting to ontext harateristis usingExp-Golomb odes [S. 66℄. Residual data is obtained using either a zig-zag oran alternate san, and oding is done using suh ontext-adaptive variable-lengthodes (CAVLC). Basially, the main enhanement introdued by CAVLC has todo with the oding of zero and ±1 oeients separately. Sine the probability ofthese values after transformation and quantization is rather high, it results in agood oding eieny.Main and High proles use a dierent algorithm, CABAC, sine it oers moreoding eieny. CABAC ahieves improved ompression through an adaptivearithmeti oding algorithm where the probability model for eah symbol is on-stantly updated.The enoding proess used by CABAC starts with binarization, whih is a meretransformation from non-binary values suh as transform oeients or motionvetors to a binary sequene. This is an essential step sine all the proessingthat follows requires symbol binarization. The following step onsists of ontextmodeling, whih onsists of a probability model for a symbol's elements whoseseletion depends on previously enoded syntax elements. The last and mostimportant step onsists of binary arithmeti oding. This element must performtwo tasks for eah element proessed. The rst one onsists in enoding aordingto the probability model used; the seond one onsists of an update of the modelitself.Debloking lterAvoiding bloking artifats is a very important issue for all blok-based transformsthat use oeient quantization. The need to avoid them beomes relevant sinethese an be pereptually notied by users, and so redues the quality of the videovisioning experiene.The purpose of the debloking lter is to redue these bloking artifats that arepresent on blok boundaries, and also to prevent the propagation of aumulatedoded noise. Previous oding standards did not inlude this element beause ofits omplexity; however, H.264 developers onsidered it to be relevant for higheroding performane. When the auray of motion vetors is as low as half a pixelit an be avoided.The ltering proess is applied to the four edges of a 4x4 maroblok, and itoperates on both luma and hroma omponents.55
CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL VIDEO CODINGThe debloking lter operates in an adaptive manner, and it is applied at dier-ent levels: slie, blok-edge and sample. At slie level the debloking lter allowsthe global ltering level to adjust to the harateristis of the video sequene itself.At the blok-edge level the enoder also applies an adaptive ltering level depend-ing on fators suh as dierenes in terms of motion, oded residuals or hoiesrelative to inter/intra oding for the partiipating bloks. When marobloks areharaterized by being very uniform, the debloking lter must operate espeiallywell to remove tilting artifats. Finally, at the sample level there are also adjust-ments sine ltering an be turned on or o depending on a sample's values andquantizer-dependent thresholds.3.2.4 Error resilieneError resiliene support on video odes is a very important issue. Currently thereis a inreasing demand for streaming video appliations, as well as for real-timevideo ommuniation. Sine the transmission media used is normally a lossy envi-ronment, error detetion and orretion algorithms are an important requirementfor video oding standards.In this setion we will disuss the dierent mehanisms made available in theH.264 framework to improve error resiliene. We start by disussing mehanismsthat were already available on previous video oding standards suh as plaementof intra-oded marobloks/slies/frames, piture segmentation, detetion of ref-erene pitures and data partitioning. We then proeed by exposing the new errorresiliene mehanisms introdued by H.264, whih inlude exible maroblok or-dering and redundant slies.Intra plaementThe use of intra-oding is an eient method to redue the propagation of errors.The H.264 framework oers the possibility of using intra-oding at maroblok,slie or piture levels.One of the issues to take into aount when good error resiliene is to beahieved is that the error reseting proess should be as eetive as possible for om-plete re-synhronization. When working with an H.264 ode we should take areof two issues: that intra-oded portions of a piture do not depend on inter-odedones, and that intra-oded slies remove referenes to previously oded pitures.The rst of this issues is solved by enabling the ConstrainedIntraPredition Flag onthe sequene level. The seond one is solved by using IDR (Instantaneous DeoderRefresh) slies instead of Intra slies. IDR pitures, whih are formed ompletelyby IDR slies, empty memory buers from any short-term referene frames, andso avoid that subsequent pitures make referene to other pitures that are olderthan themselves. This is to make sure that error drifting is ompletely eliminated.Finally, we should refer that H.264 also integrates a test model for lossy en-vironments. It uses a loss-aware rate/distortion optimized oder that, based onprobabilisti loss analysis, makes the best deisions about whether to apply interor intra oding to a spei maroblok.56
3.2. THE H.264 STANDARDPiture SegmentationPiture segmentation is ahieved in the form of slies. A slie is a group of ma-robloks; it an be as small as a single maroblok or as big as the entire piture.By using a higher number of slies per piture more overhead is generated but, onthe other hand, error resiliene improves. This improvement is due to the fat thatmarobloks from one slie an not be used to predit marobloks from anotherslie, whih eetively redues error propagation, and also due to the fat thateah slie arries its own parameter set. The slie size is typially set so that itan adapt to the network's MTU, thereby assuring that the information on eahpaket an be deoded independently.Marobloks are assigned to slies in san order, and every maroblok mustbe assigned to a single slie. The only exeptions to this rule are Redundant Sliesand Flexible Maroblok Ordering (both desribed below).Referene Piture SeletionThe use of multiple referene pitures an also be onsidered an error resilienemehanism of H.264. However, its appliation will depend on the harateristisof the video transmission system. If feedbak mehanisms are available then thedestination an notify the enoder when parts of referene frames are lost, makingit use older pitures for predition instead of diretly using intra-oding of data.When a feedbak hannel is not available we an make use of video redundanyoding to provide alternative information in the presene of losses.Data PartitioningThe data partitioning proess allows dierentiating data aording to its degree ofimportane. The purpose is allowing more relevant data to reeive a higher QoSfrom the underlying networks, thereby minimizing the impat of losses.The H.264 framework dierentiates data into three partition types: A, B andC. The A type is the most important one, and ontains header information whihinludes the types of marobloks used, the quantization parameters and the mo-tion vetors applied. Without this information the data of the two remainingpartition types an not be deoded. Also, in ase information of partition types Band C is missing, the available header information does still allow to improve theerror onealment eieny. This is due to the availability of the MB types andthe motion vetors, whih are able to oer a relatively high reprodution qualitysine only texture information is missing.The B type is a partition ontaining intra information, more speially IntraCBPs (oded blok patterns) and Intra oeients. Despite it requires type Adata to be available for its information to be useful, this layer is important sinethe intra information it provides allows to reset error propagation.The least important partition type - type C - ontains inter information, morespeially Inter CBPs and Inter oeients, whih typially oupies the largestshare of a slie. This partition, as ourred for type B, requires information frompartition type A to be available for its information to be useful, but not informa-tion from partition type B. The information from this partition (C) is the least57
CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL VIDEO CODINGimportant one sine it does not allow oder and deoder to re-synhronize (withfeedbak) or the error propagation to be reset (no feedbak).Flexible Maroblok Ordering (FMO)Flexible maroblok ordering is an error resiliene tehnique designed to avoidthe impat of losing information from a same setor of a piture, making error-onealment in that zone a very diult task.The FMO tehnique onsists in assigning marobloks to slies in non-sanorder, whih requires using a maroblok alloation map. The purpose is to avoidthat neighbor marobloks belong to a same slie. Though this tehnique oersvery good results in terms of error resiliene, it typially auses the in-piturepredition to beome unavailable, whih results in a lower oding eieny. Forhighly optimized environments, the maroblok re-arranging proess also has animpat in terms of delay.Redundant slies (RSs)The use of redundant slies is partiularly useful in highly error-prone mobileenvironments. Redundant slies onsist of repeating marobloks with dierentoding parameters on the same bit stream. For example, a maroblok ould bequantized for high quality for its primary representation, and quantized for lowquality on a redundant representation. This way, when the primary data arrives,it is used for the deoding proess; however, in ase the reeption of primary datafails, the redundant representation, if available, is used to ll-in the informationgap. Therefore, higher error resiliene is ahieved with a small ost in terms ofadditional bandwidth required.3.2.5 H.264 over IPThe use of H.264 over IP networks has three main purposes: onversational appli-ations, download of videos and non-real-time video streaming.Conversational appliations suh as videotelephony and videoonferening areharaterized by imposing low lateny values. These require using real-time videoenoders and deoders, whih restrits the type of tools used for oding (e.g.bipredited slies) and also for error-resiliene.The download of omplete video streams typially uses reliable protools fordata transfer, and the video oding proess is typially not done in real time.Therefore, the omplexity of the enoder and the time taken to generate the en-oded stream are not an issue, whih allows ahieving higher oding eieny.The third appliation - IP-based streaming - is a tehnology than is not sodemanding as onversational appliations, but that has more requirements thana mere video download. Video data is typially played-bak a few seonds aftertransmission begins, and the video stream is either pre-reorded or transmittedon demand. Anyway, the information is typially sent with dierent enodingparameters to the dierent users, so that the video harateristis an adapt to58
3.2. THE H.264 STANDARDthe user's bandwidth and display type. Also, it an use uniast, multiast or evenbroadast.In terms of the network protools used, IP networks operate over a great num-ber of dierent physial and link-layer tehnologies. One of the issues that mustbe taken into aount, however, is the maximum transmission unit (MTU) on anend-to-end path. The size of oded slies should be lose, but never superior, tothe MTU size for optimum performane. By surpassing this value data wouldbe fragmented, whih would ause pakets to be dropped entirely if one of thefragments is lost.Exept for downloaded videos, H.264 is typially transported in IP networksusing a ombination of IP/UDP/RTP. This ombination is optimal is terms ofservie, but introdues an overhead for eah paket equal to 20+8+12 = 40 bytes.The hoie of UDP instead of TCP is mandatory when supporting appliationswith real-time requirements beause only UDP oers a onnetionless servie; theUDP header also ontains an error detetion eld. Conerning the RTP protool, italso oers several advantages to H.264 streams suh as paket loss detetion, timestamping, marker bits and other administrative information. RTP paketizationissues in the sope of the H.264 framework are the topi of the next setion.3.2.6 RTP paketizationH.264's network adaptation layer (NAL) is prepared to oer full support for RTPpaketization. In fat, H.264's NAL also generates the RTP header.A NALU (NAL unit) onsists of a byte string of variable length that on-tains syntax elements of a ertain lass. Examples of suh lasses are slies, datapartitions and parameter sets.When designing the paketization system several issues must be taken into a-ount. The rst one is that fragmentation into RTP pakets must generate a lowoverhead so that MTU sizes as small as 100 bytes are possible. Also, distintionbetween essential and non-essential RTP pakets should be possible without de-oding the bit stream, so that undeodable data may be disarded. Finally, bothNALU fragmentation into multiple RTP pakets, as well as aggregation of severalNALUs in a single paket, should be supported.NALU fragmentation may beome neessary when the enoder an not produeNALUs smaller than the network's MTU. In that situation the IP protool willbe responsible for paket fragmentation and reassembly, whih invalidates some ofthe error reovery tehniques made available on the H.264 framework.NALU aggregation beomes relevant when there are NALUs that ontain onlya very small number of bytes. An example of suh NALUs are those whih ontainsolely parameter sets. In those ases it is interesting to join NALUs into a singleRTP paket to avoid the overhead introdued by the dierent lower-layer protoolsused.In the H.264 framework both the fragmentation and the aggregation tehniqueshave been designed so that media aware network elements an perform fragmenta-tion, aggregation, and the respetive inverse funtions without parsing the mediastream beyond the NALU header byte. 59
CHAPTER 3. DIGITAL VIDEO CODINGThe use of RTP to support H.264 video transmission in IP networks oersseveral advantages. By using RTP's sequening information the reeiver is able tond out when pakets have been lost, reordered, and it an also detet dupliatedpakets. The latter ould possibly be sent by the soure on purpose to ahieveerror-resiliene through data redundany. Conerning reordered pakets, theseare typially not a problem for the deoder in the sope of H.264, exept whenusing the main prole whih requires all pakets to be ordered. Finally, the timinginformation sent in RTP pakets simplies the rendering proess by allowing thedeoder to know the exat time for piture presentation.3.3 ConlusionsIn this hapter we presented the evolution of video oding standards, whih hasulminated in the reent H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 speiation. We analyzed themain features of H.264, evidening its error resiliene tools as well as its goodsupport for IP-based networks.In terms of error-resiliene we analyzed the purpose of the dierent tools thatH.264 oers, relating them to their elds of appliability.Conerning support for IP-based networks, we referred to the most ommonappliation for H.264 that an be found in these networks. We then explained thepurpose of the NAL, evidening its good integration with lower protool layers.Speially, we referred to the paketization proess when relying on a ombinationof IP/UDP/RTP for video transmission.The outstanding improvements introdued by the H.264 standard have madeit the video tehnology of hoie for the work developed in this thesis. The nexthapter is dediated to assessing the performane of the H.264 tehnology both interms of data ompression and error resiliene.
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Chapter 4Improving H.264'sperformane in ad honetworksIn the previous hapter we analyzed the main harateristis of the new H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 tehnology. The urrent hapter is dediated to tuning the H.264 odefor optimal operation in wireless ad ho networks. Our strategy onsists of startingwith a general purpose performane analysis to assess the impat of the dierentoding tools available on H.264's referene software. We then proeed by analyzingthe eetiveness of the dierent error-resiliene tools available in the presene ofrandom paket losses. Our work also inludes simulations of paket loss bursts inorder to test tools like exible maroblok ordering for short bursts, and multi-frame predition for longer bursts.We end the study of this hapter by evaluating the performane of H.264'serror resiliene tools on a MANET environment. This evaluation will be doneusing the results found in preeding setions, so as to use those options whih getbetter performane results. Finally, we present our onlusions.4.1 Tuning of the H.264 odeIn this setion we evaluate the impat of the most relevant parameters relatedto the H.264 framework. The hosen parameters onsist of intra frame period,quantization parameter, searh range, number of referene frames, maroblok lineintra updates, B frames, SP piture interval, motion vetor resolution, Hadamardtransform, rate/distortion optimization, onstrained intra predition and, nally,CABAC vs. UVLC.This evaluation was done using H.264's referene software [H2603b℄. The onlyrestritions in terms of available parameters were set by the seleted version ofthe referene software, whih is JM2.0. These restritions, however, were essen-tially related with options to inrease the robustness under paket loss (ex.: FMO61
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j=0 ‖I(i, j) − K(i, j)‖
2 (4.1)The atual PSNR value an then be derived using the following expression:
PSNR = 20 · log10 255√
MSE
(dB) (4.2)PSNR values in a range between 20 and 40 dB are typially onsidered usefulfor evaluation, being other values outside this range onsidered either too bad orunneessarily good.4.1.1 Intra Frame PeriodIntra frames are oded independently from other frames, using simply what isalled intra oding. This oding is similar to the one used for stati pitures, whihonsists of methods whih simply take are of spatial redundany issues. By not62
































































Figure 4.2: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the GOP size.taking advantage of temporal redundany, the ompression rates are typially lowompared to other frame types (e.g. B and P). Intra-oded frames are partiularlyimportant in terms of error propagation, sine the introdution of an I frame willstop the propagation of errors. Hene, the predition proess an start again froman error-free situation. So, our rst analysis onsists of determining the behaviorof the H.264 ode when varying the GOP size (distane between two onseutiveI frames in number of frames).In our experiments our GOP size (Intra frame period) ranged from 1 to 30frames; we also tested the value zero, whih onsists in not using I frames exeptfor the rst one. The results from our experiments are shown in gure 4.2.As it an be appreiated in that gure, using mostly intra oded frames resultsin small enoding times but very high bit rates, as expeted. The peak variationsin PSNR are not very signiative, and are due mostly to the dierenes in thequantization parameters between I and P frames.An analysis of the graphis inluded in gure 4.2 evidenes that using a periodof 15 (typial MPEG 2/4 GOP size) or more has almost no eet in terms of bit-rate and PSNR relative to a solution where no intra frames are used. This aspetis partiularly interesting in terms of error-resiliene, where intra-oded framesoer better results. 63
























































Quantization parameter for P frames
news
foreman
Figure 4.3: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the quantization parameter for P frames4.1.2 Quantization parameter for P framesA real-time video transmission relies essentially on I and P frames, being the latterthe most frequent. This means that the quantization of those frames mostly denesthe quality of the output signal. Therefore, we will now fous on the performaneof the H.264 ode in terms of quantization of P frames.Our evaluation of P frames was done using only a single I frame at the begin-ning. We tested the full quantization range, that goes from 0 to 31. Figure 4.3shows that the enoding time is quite stable, and that PSNR dereases linearlywith inreasing quantization as expeted. It is the bit rate urve whih gives morerelevant data sine non-linearities appear. The quantization value of 15 seems tobe the frontier between a zone where the atual data is dominant and a zone whereother data suh as RTP and stream headers dominate the bit-rate urve.This bit-rate non-linearity relative to P frames gives a hint on how to hoosethe best option for streaming. In general, quantization values between 15 and 20seem appropriate in terms of both bitrate - it is quite low already - and PSNR -the quality is still very good (lose to 35 dB).64





























































Figure 4.4: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the Searh Range4.1.3 Searh RangeThe searh range sets the searhing area in what refers to motion estimationmethods. A greater searh area typially ahieves greater estimation auray;the ost of that improved auray is an inreased estimation time. Relatively tothis parameter, the tests performed inluded all possible values for it, whih rangefrom 1 to 32.As it an be seen in gure 4.4, the enoding time grows almost exponentiallywith inreasing searh range; onerning PSNR and bitrate variations, these areminimal beause the quantization values are not hanged. We an see, though,that both are slightly aeted, being that the bitrate beomes lower and the PSNRbeomes higher as the searh range inreases. This phenomena is related to themotion degree of a video sequene. In our example the foreman sequene presentshigher motion than the news sequene. As motion inreases, the searh rangemust also be inreased to ahieve the same estimation auray. If the estimationauray improves then the required bitrate will be dereased; this is mainly be-ause the rate/distortion deision blok will deide to intra ode bloks less often.Also, the quality of the signal will be slightly inreased sine the residual valuesfrom predition will be smaller.These fators an be learly seen in the PSNR plot, where the dierene be-tween the minimum and maximum values is about 0.1 dB for the News sequene65
CHAPTER 4. IMPROVING H.264'S PERFORMANCE IN AD HOCNETWORKSand about 0.2 dB for the Foreman sequene (higher level of movement). In termsof bitrate the situation is equally lear, being the dierene between the mini-mum and maximum values of about 3 and 22 kbit/s for the News and Foremansequenes respetively.We nd that the News sequene reahes values lose to optimum for a searhrange of 4, while the Foreman requires a searh range of 7. This, as referred before,shows the impat of the motion degree of a video sequene on ode requirements.4.1.4 Number of Referene FramesThe use of multiple referene frames in the motion estimation proess aims atobtaining better results in terms of both ompression and robustness.The H.264 standard oers the option of employing multiple referene frames ininter piture oding. Up to ve dierent referene frames an be seleted, resultingin better subjetive video quality and more eient oding of the video sequene.Moreover, using multiple referene frames might help making the H.264 bit streamerror resilient. As shown in gure 4.5, using multiple referene frames signiantlyinreases the omplexity sine the enoding time will inrease proportionally tothe number of referene frames used. We have therefore a trade o between bit-rate/PSNR and enoding time, whih deserves srutiny sine the obtained bit-rate redution is not very signiative and the maximum PSNR inrease doesnot surpass 0.1 dB only (Foreman sequene). The reasons for the improvementsobserved are the same as for the searh range: better predition auray.To support multiple referene frames, both enoder and deoder require muhmore memory resoures. In general, we ould say that it is a good hoie forasymmetri video distribution (as in DVDs), but its use among devies with lim-ited resoures, suh as PDAs or mobile phones, may beome prohibitive. So, thehoie of whether to use them or not will depend mostly on their error-resilieneapabilities, whih is a topi foused on later setions.4.1.5 Maroblok Line Intra UpdatesThis parameter, when ative, instruts an H.264 enoder to intra-ode a GOB(Group of bloks) every N frames. Its usefulness is related to stopping errorpropagation as in I frames, but now this behavior is distributed throughout thesequene. So, a similar eet is ahieved in terms of error resiliene, but the bitrate is kept at more onstant values. In our experiments we have tested values forthe MbLineIntraUpdate parameter ranging from 1 to 30; a value of zero meansthat this option is not used, and so we also depit it for referene.As it an be seen in gure 4.6, the bit rate onstantly dereases as we inreasethe MbLineIntraUpdate value from 1 to 30; the PSNR values behave the oppositeway, showing an inrease instead. For a MbLineIntraUpdate value greater than 10the bit-rate is almost unhanged, though dierenes of a few tenths of dBs an stillbe notied for the Foreman sequene. The results relative to PSNR also evidenethat the quantization values used in the intra update proess are dierent fromthose globally dened. Should the PSNR be kept onstant, the peak experienedin terms of bit-rate would be even higher.66
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Figure 4.5: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the number of referene frames
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Figure 4.6: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the amount of lines using Intra Maroblok Updating
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4.1. TUNING OF THE H.264 CODEC4.1.6 B pituresThe use of bidiretionally oded pitures is not appropriate for real-time videotransmissions due to the temporal restritions inherent to real-time ommunia-tion. However, IP-based video streaming does not have suh strit restritions,whih means that B frames an be used within ertain bounds.In this setion we will ompare two options for using B frames based on theonguration used until now. So, the rst experiment onsists in analyzing theimpat on the ode and on the output data of swithing the frame rate from 10Hz to 30 Hz. In this strategy two B frames will be introdued between previouslyavailable I and P frames, so that the GOP will be hanged from IPPPPP... toIBBPBBPBBPBBP....In our seond experiment we will maintain the frame rate at 10 Hz, but we willuse either one or two B frames between I/P frame types so as to assess the PSNRimprovements for a same output bitrate.Quantization parameter for B pitures  30 HzThe use of B pitures for higher frame rates makes sense for high quality videoenoding systems. However, enoding B frames signiantly inreases the enodingtime, whih means that a higher performane proessor system should be employedwhen enoding time is ritial. As shown in gure 4.7, the use of B pituresinreases quite signiatively the enoding time, whih means that a highly eientode will have to be designed for the support of B pitures in devies like PDAsor mobile phones. In fat, the enoding time has grown from about 100 seondsusing the previous ongurations, to values above 450 seonds; notie that, despitewe had a three times frame rate inrease, the enoding time has grown by morethan four and a half times.Bit rate and PSNR graphs show that there is a knee eet when quantizationvalues reah 15, leading us to onsider that for values above 15 the improvementon bit-rate does not ompensate for the PSNR loss.B pitures  10 HzThe use of B pitures allows the enoder to ahieve muh greater ompressionvalues than regular P pitures do. However, eah B piture needs on average twiemore proessing than P pitures do. Also, due to the bidiretional preditionperformed on B pitures, the transmission of real time video an be aeted sineeah B frame will need to referene future P or I pitures, espeially on the enoderside. This will restrit its use severely for real time appliations, ontrarily towhat happens on stored video where large GOPs with abounding B pitures areommonly used.In our experiments we tested the impat of hanging the frame sequene fromIPPPPPP... to either IBPBPBPBP.... or IBBPBBPBBP....As shown in gure 4.8, mixing B frames will produe substantially better resultsas expeted, even in the simplest ase (left).In general, the use of B frames for real-time video streaming will be restriteddue to the temporal restritions that have to be met on either the enoder, the69
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Foreman IBBPFigure 4.8: Bitrate vs. PSNR results when introduing 1 (left) and 2 (right) Bframes on the GOP. 70



























































Figure 4.9: Bit rate (top-left), enoding time (top-right) and PSNR variation(bottom) when varying the SP piture periodiitydeoder or both. Sine the subjet of this thesis is entered on real-time videoommuniation, we will drop the use of B frames in our experiments from now on.4.1.7 SP Piture IntervalS-pitures are a speial frame type designed to provide funtionalities suh asbit-stream swithing, spliing, random aess, VCR funtionalities suh as fast-forward and also error resiliene/reovery.There are two types of S-pitures, namely SP-pitures and SI-pitures. SP-pitures make use of motion ompensated preditive oding to exploit temporalredundany in the sequene similarly to P-pitures; SP-piture oding allows iden-tial reonstrution of a frame even when dierent referene frames are being used,whih is very useful for swithing between similarly oded sequenes. SI pitures,on the other hand, are used to swith between ompletely dierent video sequenesby using 4x4 Intra Predition modes instead of inter-frame predition.The version of the H.264 ode used supports SP pitures only, and so we willfous on the error-resiliene features of SP pitures alone. Our tests onsisted ofvarying the periodiity of this frame type in a range from 1 to 10; a value of zeromeans that SP pitures are not used, and it is our referene.As it an be seen in gure 4.9, the eet of introduing SP pitures in terms of71






















Foreman 1/8Figure 4.10: Bitrate vs. PSNR results omparing 1/4 to 1/8 Motion vetor reso-lutionbit-rate and PSNR is essentially the same as the one provoked by the introdutionof I frames. Therefore, hoosing this kind of frames seems more appropriate insituations where other properties of SP frames, suh as random-aess, are alsodesired. In a later setion we will revisit SP pitures to assess their properties interms of error-resiliene.4.1.8 Motion vetor resolutionThe motion vetor resolution sets the granularity allowed in predition tasks. Sinethe H.264 framework introdues sub-pixel resolution, our enoder may be tunedto use either 1/4 th or 1/8 th of a pixel auray. Our tests onsisted in assessingthe goodness of either option for dierent data rates; these dierent data rateshave been generated by varying the quantization parameter used.As it an be seen in gure 4.10, higher motion vetor resolution leads to slightlybetter results, being the improvement more signiant on video sequenes withmedium/high degrees of movement. However, these improvements are only slightand are not worth the signiant inrease of omplexity of motion estimation.4.1.9 Hadamard transformThe H.264 enoder allows the use of either the Hadamard transform or the DCTtransform, whih was the one used by default in previous standards (e.g., MPEG-2and H.263). The Hadamard transform oers greater ompression levels, though itintrodues a slight proessing overhead.In our experiments we ompared both transforms at dierent data rates byvarying the quantization values.As it an be seen in gure 4.11, the Hadamard transform ahieves better resultsthan the DCT as expeted, whih validates and justies its integration into theH.264 standard.This improvement, though, does not surpass 0.5 dB for the same bit rate,whih means that perhaps there is little room for improvement using this familyof transforms. 72










































Foreman RD Opt.Figure 4.12: Bitrate vs. PSNR results when applying Rate Distortion Optimiza-tion algorithms4.1.10 Rate Distortion OptimizationThe rate-distortion optimization mehanism made available by the H.264 odeonsists of an enhanement to the predition proess, so that the ode is ableto ompare the ompression ahieved by performing predition tasks for a ertainmaroblok, in ontrast to the hoie of intra oding.Our experiments onerning this parameter onsisted in omparing the im-provements in terms of signal distortion at dierent bitrates.As shown in gure 4.12, this method ahieves better results for sequenes withhigh levels of movement, even though the gain is small. However, in terms ofrobustness, intra-updated marobloks are always a better solution. This meansthat by ativating Rate Distortion Optimization there are gains in terms of bothbit-rate and error-resiliene. This aspet will be addressed again in later setions.4.1.11 Constrained Intra PreditionThe aim of onstraining the intra predition proess is to inrease the error re-siliene by avoiding the use of inter maroblok residual data and deoded samplesfrom neighbor marobloks for the predition of intra marobloks. This way the73





















Foreman UCIPredFigure 4.13: Bitrate vs. PSNR results when enabling the Constrained Intra Pre-dition parameterloss of data will not aet negatively intra predited marobloks, whih resultsin an eetive method to blok the propagation of errors. As shown in gure 4.13,the rate-distortion results are only slightly aeted by ativating this parameter.In terms of error-resiliene, though, this parameter may show good results, asexposed in later setions.4.1.12 CABAC vs. UVLCUniversal VLC Entropy oding, based on the use of Variable Length Codes (VLCs),is the most widely used method for the ompression of quantized transform o-eients, motion vetors, and other enoder information. VLCs are based onassigning shorter odewords to symbols with higher probabilities of ourrene,and longer odewords to symbols with less frequent ourrenes. The symbolsand the assoiated odewords are organized in look-up tables, referred to as VLCtables, whih are stored at both the enoder and deoder. In some video odingstandards suh as H.263, a number of VLC tables are used, depending on the typeof data under onsideration (e.g., transform oeients, motion vetors). H.264oers a single universal VLC table that is to be used in entropy oding for all thesymbols in the enoder, regardless of the type of data those symbols represent.Although the use of a single UVLC table is simple, is has a major disadvantage,whih is that the single table is usually derived using a stati probability distribu-tion model, ignoring the orrelations between the enoder symbols.Context-Based Adaptive Binary Arithmeti Coding (CABAC) makes use of aprobability model at both the enoder and deoder for all the syntax elements(transform oeients, motion vetors). To inrease the oding eieny of arith-meti oding, the underlying probability model is adapted to the hanging statis-tis within a video frame, through a proess alled ontext modeling.Our experiments onsisted in omparing the performane in terms of signaldistortion between the CABAC and UVLC algorithms at dierent data rates.Figure 4.14 shows that using CABAC the performane inreases up to 1 dB forthe same bit-rate, or redue the bit-rate as muh as 14,4% for the same distortion(Foreman). Overall, we onsider that this distortion gain justies the inrease interms of proessing overhead. 74





















Foreman CABACFigure 4.14: Bitrate vs. PSNR results when omparing CABAC and UVLC algo-rithms4.2 Improving H.264's resiliene against randompaket lossesH.264 makes available error resiliene mehanisms both on the enoder and on thedeoder side. In the enoder we nd several parameters that an be tuned. So, atrade-o between ompression rate and error resiliene an be made targeting thedierent types of problems found in heterogeneous environments.Random intra maroblok updates and the insertion of intra-oded pitures(I frames) are the most ommonly used methods to stop the temporal propaga-tion of errors when no feedbak hannel is available. While intra frames reset thepredition proess, thereby avoiding error propagation, their use has a generallyhigh bandwidth ost ausing also severe bit rate variations. The use of randomintra maroblok refreshes is more eetive than I frames beause they help toahieve CBR-like streams. Moreover, random intra-updating of marobloks pro-vides more onstant quality in terms of signal distortion by statistially resetingthe error for eah of the marobloks. The Maroblok Line Intra Update is an-other robustness option where a group of bloks will be intra oded every N frames.It is just another form of maroblok updating.The use of slies is also a very important method to improve robustness bystopping spatial error-propagation. The marobloks belonging to a slie an bedeoded independently from other slies sine no inter-slie dependenies are al-lowed. In our work we have used slies intensively sine this mehanism is loselyrelated to the RTP paketization proess performed by the enoder.Another method whih deserves onsideration is Flexible Maroblok Ordering(FMO), whereby the sender an transmit marobloks in non-san order. Thismethod, although similar to slie interleaving, provides muh greater exibility andan be tuned to be more eetive in terms of error resilieny. It aims essentiallyat dealing with paket loss bursts.SP slies make use of motion-ompensated preditive oding to exploit tem-poral redundany in the sequenes, like P slies do. Unlike P slies, however, SPslie oding allows idential reonstrution of a slie even when dierent referenepitures are being used. They aim essentially at bit stream swithing, spliing,75
CHAPTER 4. IMPROVING H.264'S PERFORMANCE IN AD HOCNETWORKSrandom aess, VCR funtionalities and error resiliene issues.Rate Distortion Optimization [TDT02℄ is yet another tool integrated in theH.264 framework related to error-resiliene. If the predition proess does notoer good results, this element allows to intra-ode a pixel blok instead. Con-erning enoder tuning, it an be set to OFF for no optimization and ON if suhoptimization is desired. However, suh values will only be optimal in the abseneof errors in the network. For that reason, a third mode is available where theenoder takes into aount the expeted paket loss rate of the network, as well asthe deoder's methods to ope with errors in order to deide weather to intra orinter ode a blok. See [TS02℄ for more details on that subjet.The onstrained intra predition option is related with the H.264 intra predi-tion mode. When it is ative avoids using inter maroblok pixels to predit intramarobloks.Multi-frame ompensation predition is another tool targeting to inrease bothompression performane and error resiliene, sine the loss of an entire refereneframe will have less ritial eets on later predited frames [MJ97, MJ01℄.Conerning the deoder, it also plays a fundamental role in error resiliene sineit is responsible for error onealment tasks. With that purpose it keeps a statusmap for marobloks whih indiates, for eah frame being deoded, weather aertain maroblok has been orretly reeived, lost or already onealed. Themethods used vary between intra and inter frames. For intra frames the taskmainly onsists of performing a weighted pixel averaging on eah lost blok inorder to turn it into a onealed one. For inter frames the task performed onsistsmainly of guessing the adequate motion vetor for lost marobloks, althoughintra-style methods an also be used. For a more omplete desription of suhmethods please refer to [YMV+02℄.The deoder also has other tasks like handling multiple referene frames orentire frame losses.As exposed in [TS02℄, the referene deoder for H.264 does not inorporatebit error resiliene features sine it inreases signiantly the omplexity of thedeoder, with only slight improvements as a result. Therefore, bit error detetionand handling has to be proessed externally.The evaluation done in this hapter aims at verifying the eetiveness of therobustness tools developed under the H.264 framework. To ahieve this we usedversion JM3.9a of the H.264 referene software.In the previous hapter we piked the News and Foreman sequenes for ourevaluation. Now we additionally introdue the Bus sequene (see gure 4.15),whih has a higher degree of movement than previous test sequenes, so that theimpat of losses an beome more notieable. The three video sequenes are inthe QCIF format and are 10 seonds long. Our study employs a 10 Hz frame rate.4.2.1 Rate ontrolIn order to perform a detailed evaluation of the H.264 ode we are going towork with dierent onguration parameters, dierent test sequenes and dierentpaket loss rates. In gure 4.16 we show the seleted performane metris we aregoing to employ. 76
4.2. IMPROVING H.264'S RESILIENCE AGAINST RANDOM PACKETLOSSES
Figure 4.15: The bus video sequene
Figure 4.16: Parameters of interest in error-resiliene evaluation.Making our analysis as straightforward as possible requires xing one of thethree onguration parameters so that it beomes possible to depit the remainingtwo on a bidimensional plane. Sine we are interested in observing the evolutionof the PSNR deay with inreasing paket loss rates, we opt to use a x bitratevalue for eah sequene.The aforementioned approah requires using a rate ontrol mehanism. Sinethe H.264 ode used does not have suh a mehanism, a program in Perl wasreated with that aim.The Perl rate ontroller is an external mehanism that tests dierent quanti-zation values until it ahieves a value that best mathes the bit-rate seleted bythe user. The next setions will present not only the error-resiliene results, butalso the results of the rate ontroller here desribed.4.2.2 The Video Robustness parameterOur evaluation of the H.264 ode was done using both PSNR measurements anda Robustness parameter (R) that we dened. This parameter, ontrarily to PSNR,does not aim at providing a measure of the quality of the sequene but, instead,oers a mean through whih the ability to sustain the image quality in the presene77


























, 0< R ≤1 (4.3)In the absene of any kind of error the Robustness will remain at the maximumvalue of 1. As the error-rate inreases, the R values derease quadratially downto a minimum of 0.4.2.3 Bit rate vs. Pakets/FrameWhen streaming video through a network there is always a need for data pak-etization. This proess an be tuned in order to obtain optimal performane interms of throughput and error-resiliene.From the error-resiliene point of view, ne-grain paketization will be optimalsine the lost of a paket is translated in the loss of just a small amount of data.From the network point of view, though, ne-grain paketization means higherbit-rate, and so it is prone to inrease ongestion.Figure 4.17 shows the trade o between paketization and bit-rate. The bit-rateis alulated onsidering the atual IEEE 802.11 MAC-layer headers, inluding theoverheads introdued by RTP, UDP and IP. As it an be seen, the urves are notlinear presenting a peak at some point. This is due to the relationship betweenthe number of marobloks in a frame and the paketization proess itself.In this work we have ongured the H.264 ode to use 7 pakets per frame,exept when stated otherwise.4.2.4 Evaluation under lossIn this setion we will perform dierent experiments to assess the error-resilienefeatures of H.264. Our tests inlude the analysis of dierent intra-frame periods(GOP sizes), the impat of onstraining the intra-predition proess, of usingintra-updating of entire maroblok lines, of using a dierent number of referene78
4.2. IMPROVING H.264'S RESILIENCE AGAINST RANDOM PACKETLOSSESframes, of introduing SP frames and also of performing random intra-updates ofmarobloks.Conerning the test sequenes, we have hosen dierent target bitrates aord-ing to mid-sale quantization values as referene. This resulted in a target bitrateof 43 kbit/s for the news video sequene, 125 kbit/s for the foreman video se-quene, and 275 kbit/s for the bus video sequene. Due to the oarse nature of therate ontrol method employed, the bitrates ahieved will not always adjust per-fetly to these target bitrates dened; this was, however, the best results possibleusing the available H.264 software.Relatively to losses, these were simulated using a stohasti paket loss proessfollowing a uniform distribution. Sine the paket loss probabilities are equal forall pakets, large paket loss bursts are not prone to our. We will assess theeets of loss bursts later, more speially on setion 4.3.In all experiments the paket loss probabilities have been tested in the rangefrom 0.1% to 20%, and we present our results in terms of both PSNR and therobustness indiator introdued before.4.2.4.1 Results for I period variationIn this setion we evaluate the impat in terms of error resiliene of using dierentGOP sizes. GOPs start with an I frame followed by P frames. So, the GOP size isalso the interval between onseutive I frames. As referred in the previous hapter,intra-oded frames reset the propagation of errors. This an be a very useful toolin environments with high paket loss rates.Our experiments begin by testing the auray of the rate ontrol mehanismwhen varying the interval between onseutive I frames; we test intervals between1 and 30, inluding also the value 0 whih orresponds to a situation where theonly I frame used is the rst one. We also present the orresponding PSNR resultsin order to appreiate the initial video distortion value for eah I frame interval.Figure 4.18 shows the output from the external rate ontroller, as well as thePSNR results for dierent intra frame periods. The rate ontroller's output showsmore diulty to maintain a onstant bit-rate at higher bit-rate values due to theoarse granularity available. The intensive use of intra-oded frames has a negativeimpat on the PSNR value in no-loss senarios, espeially for the news sequenethat has low levels of movement.Using the values presented before as referene, we now proeed to study theimpat of paket losses on these three sequenes.As shown in gures 4.19 and 4.20, the robustness and distortion results ahievedby using low intra-frame intervals are in general quite superior. We nd that, asexpeted, video quality will benet from the intensive use of intra frames whenthe paket loss rate is high.In general there will be an optimal I period for eah sequene and for eahpaket loss rate. A method that would adapt itself to the sequene and networkongestion would be the best one, but would require a feedbak hannel. However,in the absene of suh method, we an say that using an I period ranging from 5to 15 produes good overall results. 79






















































































































Figure 4.19: PSNR results with dierent I periods for News (top-left), Foreman(top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.
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Figure 4.20: Robustness results with dierent I periods for News (top-left), Fore-man (top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.Table 4.1: PSNR and rate ontrol results for Constrained Intra PreditionNews Foreman BusOriginal With CIP Original With CIP Original With CIPPSNR (dB) 35,54 35,52 33,50 33,46 31,83 31,82Bit-rate (kbit/s) 42,64 43,26 122,80 122,85 272,46 272,93In terms of robustness, there is almost a diret relationship between the intraframes period and the robustness itself. The results obtained using the proposedmetri are, as it an be seen, not the same as for the PSNR one.4.2.4.2 Rate ontrol results for Constrained Intra Predition.As stated in the previous hapter, there is a slight loss in piture quality fora same bitrate by onstraining the intra predition proess to not using inter-predited pixels. However, onerning error-resiliene, it an be a fator thatdeserves serious onsideration sine the results ahieved on paket-loss senariosare theoretially better.
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Figure 4.21: PSNR results with paket losses for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.Our experiments were setup as previously so as to ompare the benets of usingthis tehnique. Table 4.1 shows the output of the rate ontroller in terms of bothbitrate and distortion. As was supposed to happen, the use of Constrained IntraPredition generates slightly worse distortion values and a minimum inrease interms of bitrate.We now proeed to analyze the eetiveness of this error-resiliene method byobserving the deay in terms of both PSNR and robustness as the paket loss rateinreases.As it an be seen by inspeting gures 4.21 and 4.22, there is in general aninrease in terms of both robustness and PSNR when the paket loss rate surpassesabout 3-5%. The only exeption is the Bus sequene, where the results are notlear as for the other two video sequenes.The results obtained justify the onstraining of the intra-predition proess,being useful in senarios and networks that suer from intensive paket losses.4.2.4.3 Maroblok Lines intra updateThis parameter oers another method to intra ode parts of a frame; more speif-ially, it allows to intra-ode an entire maroblok line randomly hosen every Nframes. Even though no benets are obtained by using this option in a no-lossenvironment, the results hange when the environment is error prone.Our experiments onsisted of varying the MB Line Intra Updates parameter82
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Figure 4.23: Bit rate and PSNR results for loop ontrol with variable number ofMaroblok Intra Updates
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Figure 4.24: PSNR results with paket losses for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.in a range from 1 to 30; the value of zero means that this tehnique is not usedand works as referene.The rate ontroller output is presented in gure 4.23, along with the orre-sponding PSNR results. As expeted, very small values for this parameter ausethe video distortion value to deay under no loss.As shown in gures 4.24 and 4.25, the results obtained under loss are quitesimilar to those obtained using intra oded frames: higher updating frequenyan lead to improved error resiliene, espeially on senarios that provoke a highnumber of paket losses.Conerning robustness we an generally say that, as happened with I frames,more frequent line intra updates result in higher robustness.The performane observed with this method makes it a possible tool to applywhen the paket loss rate is high and the GOP size is large.4.2.4.4 Multiple referene framesThe use of multiple referene frames has two main purposes: to inrease om-pression by improving the predition proess, and to inrease error-resiliene byoering a method that attempts to bypass those situations where a previous frameannot be used for referene sine it was lost. The prie to pay is both inreasedomplexity and buer size at enoder and deoder.Our experiments onsisted of testing the error resiliene ahieved when using84













































































Figure 4.25: Robustness results for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus(bottom) sequenes.a dierent number of referene frames. The H.264 framework allows using up to5 referene frames, and so our tests where performed with a number of refereneframes between 1 and 5.Figure 4.26 shows strange eets on the distortion output of the rate ontroller.It shows that the bit-rate ontrol proess has almost perfet results, with thedistortion showing osillations. This phenomena is possibly related to the numberof bits used to ode the number of the referene frames by using Exp-Golomb bitstrings.As it an be seen in gures 4.27 and 4.28, there are dierenes in distortion byusing this tehnique, but its error-resiliene features are not so evident. In fat,it an be notied that the use of multiple referene frames may provide betterbehavior on error-prone senarios, but it is not lear whih value is best.In terms of robustness the distintion is unlear too. This an be due to thefat that, although there are frequent losses, these losses do not result in the lossof entire frames. This explains why this method does not show great suess.Anyway, we will again assess the error resiliene feature of multi-frame preditionwhen the losses are bursty in later setions.4.2.4.5 Number of SP framesThough the onept behind SP frames does not take error resiliene issues as theprimary target, this frame type also performs well in error-prone environments.85














































































































Figure 4.27: PSNR results with paket losses for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.
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Figure 4.28: Robustness results for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus(bottom) sequenes.So, despite their use may ause a quality drop for a same bit rate, they also havedierent funtionality suh as quikly advaning on the video stream, as well asother features.Our tests onsisted of varying the periodiity of SP frames in a range from 0 (noSP frames used) to 30 (one every 30 frames is SP oded). Figure 4.29 shows therate ontroller's output in terms of bitrate and PSNR. We see that SP frames showa similar behavior to other types of intra oding methods presented previously.The results presented in gures 4.30 and 4.31 show that this kind of frames anbe eiently used in error-prone environments. Though we annot reah a nalonlusion by observing the PSNR and robustness results, we onsider that an SPframe interval around 20 seems to oer a good trade-o.As referred before, and as we will show in the next setion, H.264 oers othermehanisms that are more eetive in terms of error-resiliene that SP frames.4.2.4.6 Random Intra maroblok refreshThis tehnique oers an exellent method to ope with the most demanding senar-ios in terms of error-resiliene sine it does distributed intra-maroblok updating.So, it beomes an alternative to using intra oded frames and, moreover, it oersa simple method to approah a onstant bit rate video stream.Figure 4.33 shows that areful tuning of this parameter an ahieve good resultsin senarios with paket losses between 5% and 20%, whih are aeptable values87



























































































































Figure 4.30: PSNR results with SP frames for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right)and Bus (bottom) sequenes.
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Figure 4.32: Bit rate and PSNR results for loop ontrol with variable number ofrandom intra maroblok refreshes 89












































































Figure 4.33: PSNR results with paket losses for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus (bottom) sequenes.for, e.g., wireless ad-ho networks. Intra-updating 1/3 of eah frame oers a goodbalane between distortion and error-resiliene, and an be onsidered as a goodrule in suh senarios.In terms of robustness, the obtained onlusions are similar to those ahievedwith intra frames: higher intra updating rates lead to higher robustness, sine theapability of sustaining quality will be improved.After onluding this rst analysis of H.264's error-resiliene features, we nowproeed to analyze the performane of H.264 in environments haraterized bybursty paket loss events.4.3 Improving H.264's resiliene against bursty paketlossesIn setion 4.2 we evaluated the performane of H.264 in lossy environments. Theselosses where randomly generated using a uniform distribution; hene, paket lossbursts, if any, where quite small and typially aeted a single frame only.In this setion we proeed with the paket-loss analysis by provoking dierentloss burst sizes and measuring the eetiveness of the H.264 algorithms in opingwith these errors. The H.264 framework oers two tehniques to ope with paketloss bursts: Flexible Maroblok Ordering (FMO) and the use of multiple refereneframes. 90















































































Figure 4.34: Robustness results for News (top-left), Foreman (top-right) and Bus(bottom) sequenes.Conerning the FMO mehanism, it does maroblok rearrangement in orderto distribute the burst error throughout a frame. Due to problems with the ref-erene software used (JM3.9a), FMO tasks were performed by external softwarethat we have developed. Our evaluation was done using two and three groups ofmarobloks; suh options also belong to the H.264 framework.We onlude this setion by analyzing the improvements ahieved by the mul-tiple referene frames mehanism.4.3.1 Eet of maroblok reordering (FMO) on paket lossburstsMaroblok reordering is a new feature of the H.264 ode that provides inreasederror-resiliene when marobloks are lost in a bursty manner. It aids the ma-roblok onealing proess by spreading the error throughout the aeted frame,thereby reduing the temporal propagation of errors.In this evaluation we used the Bus sequene sine it haraterized by a highdegree of movement. We onsidered that for that reason it properly stresses theode for the evaluation being made. In our tests we used the rst 30 frames andtuned the quantization to mid-sale for a distortion of 31.73 dB at 10 Hz.The burst simulated ours on the rst P frame and was set to a duration ofone quarter of a frame, half a frame and three quarters of a frame.Conerning the maroblok reordering proess, the referene software used91
CHAPTER 4. IMPROVING H.264'S PERFORMANCE IN AD HOCNETWORKSBurst start relative to frame PSNR PSNR (FMO) Robustness Robustness (FMO)Beginning of frame 27.70 27.52 0.201 0.227Middle of frame 26.22 28.70 0.175 0.346End of frame 26.12 28.62 0.178 0.276Average Value 26,68 28,28 0.185 0.283Table 4.3: PSNR and robustness average results for bi-partitioning after the lossof half frame.(JM3.9a) had that option broken, whih led us to evaluate it by performing anexternal reordering of marobloks. Sine this early version of the H.264 oderashed when a one maroblok per paket mapping was made, we had to use aminimum granularity of 2 marobloks for testing. This means that we split eahpiture into 2-maroblok slies for our experiments.Relatively to the reordering strategy, we divided the image in two groups (rstthe even, then the odd) and in three groups (rst marobloks 1, 4, 7, et., then2, 5, 8, et., and nally 3, 6, 9, et.). The H.264 referene software is expetedto oer more omplex reordering (suh as a spiral pattern distribution or a useddened one) in future implementations.4.3.1.1 Loss burst of half a frameWe now proeed to analyze the benets of the FMO tehnique when losses provokehalf of a frame to be lost. We begin by testing the benets of splitting the piture'smarobloks into two groups using a hekerboard approah (even/odd sanning),and we then proeed to ompare it to a solution using three groups instead.Even / odd sanningOur experiments using FMO based on two dierent maroblok groups oer agood insight into the usefulness of this tehnique. As shown in table 4.3, FMOreordering ahieves an inrease in terms of average distortion values of 1,6 dBompared to a solution with no FMO.Robustness always shows an improvement by using FMO, though distortionvalues may present slightly worse results when the error ours at the beginningof the frame.We onsider that the dierene of eetiveness for the FMO tehnique is relatedto the levels of movement in the image, whih are lower on the top and higher onthe middle and bottom.In relation to the initial distortion value for this sequene (maximum), we ansee that on average the use of FMO reordering loses the gap towards that valueby 31,68%, showing its eetiveness in relation to the best results that ould beahieved.Analysis of gure 4.35 shows that, on the long term, the spreading of errorsby FMO reordering an lead to higher onvergene times. Sine the solution withFMO always produes improved results before frame 16, it gives us a hint relative92
































































Figure 4.35: PSNR reovery with 2 groups after half-frame loss on the beginning(top-left), middle (top-right) and end (bottom) of frame 1.to minimum intra-updating frequeny for enhaned performane, whih should beat least every 15 frames aording to the results found for this video sequene.As expeted, the highest improvements in terms of PSNR normally our onthe frame whih suers the loss, validating the adequateness of the FMO tehniqueompletely.Figures 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38 show what ours when the loss burst ours at thebeginning, middle and end of a frame, respetively. The error presented in thosepitures was obtained through subtration of the orrespondent lossless frames;afterwards, the olor levels were inverted so that white pixels mean that no errorexists. The eet of using FMO is learly evidened on these gures, being the errorspread throughout the frame as expeted. This behavior helps error-onealmenttehniques at the deoder side, showing better rate-distortion performane.After 8 frames we an see that the error propagation has been redued by usingthe FMO tehnique, being almost residual.Having ompleted this analysis for dual sanning, we now proeed with a similaranalysis using triple sanning instead.Triple sanningOur experiments using triple sanning required splitting the pitures into threedistint groups, and the splitting was made so that onseutive marobloks belongto distint groups. This is to assign marobloks from dierent piture zones toall maroblok groups. 93
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Figure 4.36: Error with (right) and without (left) maroblok reordering for aburst ourring at the beginning of the frame: on the aeted frame (top), after 8frames (bottom).
Figure 4.37: Error with (right) and without (left) maroblok reordering for aburst ourring at the middle of the frame: on the aeted frame (top), after 8frames (bottom). 94
4.3. IMPROVING H.264'S RESILIENCE AGAINST BURSTY PACKETLOSSES
Figure 4.38: Error with (right) and without (left) maroblok reordering for aburst ourring at the end of the frame: on the aeted frame (top), after 8frames (bottom).We now present the results ahieved using our triple sanning tehnique. Wefound that, as expeted, the performane is slightly inferior to the 2 groups solutionanalyzed before. Table 4.4 presents the results ahieved.As it an be seen from that table, even though this method leads to inferiorresults, there is still an average improvement of 1,27 dB relatively to the originalsolution. Therefore, the gap towards the maximum value is redued by 25,15%(6% less than the 2 groups solution).After obtaining these results, we now proeed to validate them in situationswhere the amount of information lost is redued to a quarter of a frame, andinreased to three-quarters of a frame.Burst position PSNR PSNR (FMO-3) Robustness Robustness (FMO-3)Beginning of frame 27.70 27.06 0.201 0.210Middle of frame 26.22 27.77 0.175 0.254End of frame 26.12 29.03 0.178 0.302Average Value 26.68 27.95 0.185 0.255Table 4.4: PSNR and robustness results for triple-partitioning with half frameloss. 95


































































Figure 4.39: PSNR reovery with tri-partitioning after half-frame burst ourringat the beginning (top-left), middle (top-right) and end (bottom) of a frame.4.3.1.2 Loss burst of 1/4 frameThis evaluation is used to ompare the results obtained in the half-frame lossevaluation in order to hek the generality of the onlusions ahieved. Therefore,the sequene of analysis and the methodology used are the same. Our analysisbegins with a dual eve/odd sanning and proeeds with triple sanning.Even / odd sanningBy foring quarter-frame losses, the drop in terms of video distortion is not assevere as was previously. The use of FMO reordering, however, still brings benets,as it an be seen in table 4.5.The average inrease in terms of distortion is of 0,57 dB. This means that thegap towards the maximum value is redued by 20,7% on average, whih in termsof performane is not as good as with half-frame losses.If we observe gure 4.40 we an see that when the loss ours at the beginningof the frame (upper left piture), using FMO will atually produe worse results(FMO urve is below the one with no FMO reordering). We should take intoonsideration, though, that the upper quarter of the piture is muh more statithan the rest. We an also see that when the error burst ours at the end ofthe frame there is only a slight gain for the same reason too. For losses ourringin the rest of the piture FMO produes better results. After several frames,96
4.3. IMPROVING H.264'S RESILIENCE AGAINST BURSTY PACKETLOSSESBurst position PSNR PSNR (FMO) Robustness Robustness (FMO)Beginning of frame 30.40 29.51 0.498 0.3341/4 of frame 27.91 28.87 0.230 0.3751/2 of frame 28.25 30.44 0.268 0.5323/4 of frame 29.15 29.23 0.348 0.347Average Value 28.93 29.51 0.336 0.397Table 4.5: PSNR and robustness results after quarter-frame loss with maroblokbi-partitioningBurst position PSNR PSNR (FMO-3) Robustness Robustness (FMO-3)Beginning of frame 30.40 28.74 0.498 0.2841/4 of frame 27.91 28.45 0.230 0.3241/2 of frame 28.25 30.77 0.268 0.6283/4 of frame 29.15 29.70 0.348 0.368Average Value 28.93 29.42 0.336 0.401Table 4.6: PSNR and robustness results after a quarter-frame loss with marobloktri-partitioningthough, FMO is no longer the best option beause of diulties to stop the error-propagation entirely.We now proeed with a similar analysis using triple sanning instead.Triple sanningThe results obtained when performing a triple san show that this alternativetehnique ontinues to result in a worse performane ompared to a dual sanmaroblok reordering. Table 4.6 shows the atual values. Now the average in-rease is of just 0,49 dB, so that the gap towards the optimum value is redued by17,5% only.The results presented in gure 4.41 allow us to reah similar onlusions tothose with frame bi-partitioning. Again, the loss of the rst quarter of the frameis the only situation where FMO produes worse results. Error-propagation phe-nomena ours in this situation too, and again frame 15 seems to be a transitionpoint where applying FMO leads to worse results, as it an be seen in the pitureat the upper right.We now proeed with our nal analysis onerning the FMO tehnique, whihonsists of inreasing the loss area to three-quarters of a frame.4.3.1.3 Loss burst of 3/4 of framePreviously we presented the results of quarter frames losses to perform a ompar-ison towards the referene evaluation - half frame loss. We now do so with 3/497





















































































FMO (2 groups)) d)Figure 4.40: PSNR reovery with bi-partitioning after quarter-frame loss at a)beginning of frame b) 1/4 of frame ) half frame d) 3/4 of frame.
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Figure 4.41: PSNR reovery with tri-partitioning after quarter-frame loss at dif-ferent frame positions.frame losses to see what happens for bursts larger than those used in the referenesituation. As previously, we rst analyze the performane of FMO with a dualsan, and we then proeed to triple sanning.Even / odd sanningAs before, our experiments onsisted in omparing the performane improvementsby using FMO in terms of both PSNR and Robustness. Table 4.7 shows that,on average, FMO presents worse distortion values by a dierene of 0,26 dB.Robustness, though, still shows a slight inrease.Taking a look at gure 4.42 we an see that what is atually happening is thatFMO still provides superior results, though only slightly at times. However, afterBurst position PSNR PSNR (FMO) Robustness Robustness (FMO)Beginning of frame 26.61 26.51 0.183 0.183End of frame 25.58 25.17 0.158 0.172Average Value 26.10 25.84 0.171 0.178Table 4.7: PSNR and robustness results after loss of 3/4 of frame with maroblokbi-partitioning. 99











































Figure 4.42: PSNR reovery after burst ourring at the beginning and end offrame 1.Burst position PSNR PSNR (FMO-3) Robustness Robustness (FMO-3)Beginning of frame 26.61 26.74 0.183 0.189End of frame 25.58 27.88 0.158 0.230Average Value 26.10 27.31 0.171 0.210Table 4.8: PSNR and robustness results after loss of 3/4 of frame with marobloktri-partitioningseveral frames, FMO reordering an show a muh worse behavior. This explainsthe worse average results found before.We now proeed with the triple sanning analysis.Triple sanningContrarily to dual sanning, applying FMO with triple sanning does produeimproved average results, as exposed in table 4.8. Now the inrease is on averageof 1,21 dB, and so the gap towards the optimum value is redued by 21,49%.This result is quite unexpeted, sine the dual-san option (bi-partitioning) isin theory more eetive at spreading errors.As shown in gure 4.43, the improvement is mainly due to the performaneahieved when the error ours in the lower part of the frame, whih in this aseis the one with a higher level of movement.We also nd that, again, some sort of error resetting mehanism - suh as intra-oded frames or other - should be introdued in onjuntion with FMO tehniquesin order to ahieve optimum overall results.4.3.2 Using multiple referene frames to derease error prop-agationIn this setion our experiments onsist of analyzing the tehnique of using morethan one referene frame to redue the impat of very large paket loss bursts.100





































































Figure 4.44: Analysis of error propagation by simulating an inreasing number ofentirely lost framesSine large bursts an ause one or several onseutive frames to be lost, we wantto verify if using more referene frames auses the error-resiliene of an H.264 videostream to improve.To evaluate the error-resiliene properties of the multiple referene frames teh-nique, we took the Foreman QCIF sequene and provoked alulated losses rangingfrom 1 to 5 onseutive frames, so that the error propagation eet was presentedas learly as possible. The analysis was done using 1, 3 and 5 referene frames foromparison.Figure 4.44 presents the results ahieved. Number/arrow pairs refer to howmany onseutive frames were lost at eah point.As it an be seen, the behavior experiened is quite lear: using more refereneframes leads to worse results every time.This result was unexpeted aording to previous works [MJ97, MJ01℄ whihstate that the use of multiple frames of referene is eetive in terms of error-resiliene; these works, however, fous on resiliene to bit errors instead of entireframe losses.From our results we an onlude that using a single referene frame is themost eetive hoie to stop temporal error propagation. Demands in terms of101
CHAPTER 4. IMPROVING H.264'S PERFORMANCE IN AD HOCNETWORKSmemory on both enoder and deoder are also redued by this setup.Sine the version of the ode used (JM3.9a) is still under development, theresults found previously should be validated with a ompleted version of the H.264ode.4.4 Evaluation of H.264 in simulated MANET en-vironmentsIn the previous hapters our analysis began by tuning the dierent H.264 parame-ters for an adequate transmission over MANETs. Conerning the main parametersof interest after this rst analysis, the Hadamard transform, CABAC and RateDistortion Optimization were used sine they oered the best results. The useof adaptive blok transforms for inter and intra marobloks was set to the fullyexible mode taking into aount the results available in [TM02℄.We then proeeded to study those error resiliene properties of H.264 thatoered optimum performane under both random and bursty paket losses. Wefound that the two best options were enabling random intra maroblok updates- set to 1/3 of frame size - and applying two-group FMO reordering.This setion is dediated to evaluating the eetiveness of the parameter setupperformed previously on a real MANET environment. The test sequene we havehosen for our evaluation is the well-known QCIF Foreman sequene. We on-sider that real-time video over ad-ho networks will essentially be used to provideommuniation between peers; sine the Foreman sequene shows in essene theupper body of an individual, it ts perfetly in our model. Conerning its size(176x144), it is onsidered adequate for display in urrent PDAs and other mobiledevies. The hosen frame rate for the sequene is of 10 frames per seond, andthe sequene's average bit rate is of 178.64 kbps.4.4.1 MANET simulation setupIn order to perform the desired evaluations we used the Network Simulator (ns-2)[KK00℄ version 2.1b9a. Ns-2 is the most widely used disrete event simulator.Changes and enhanements to the simulator an be done in a straightforwardmanner sine it is open soure.The radio propagation model used in our simulations is based on a two-rayground reetion radio propagation model. The physial and MAC layers areimplemented using IEEE 802.11. Evaluation of MANETs requires using IEEE802.11's Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF), and so the Media Aess Con-trol Protool (MAC) is CSMA/CA - Carrier Sense Multiple Aess with CollisionAvoidane. All protools simulated maintain a send buer of 64 data pakets, on-taining the data pakets waiting for a route. Pakets sent by the routing layer arequeued at the interfae queue until the MAC layer an transmit them. This queuehas a maximum size of 50 data pakets, and it gives priority to routing paketsbeing served. The transmission range for eah of the mobile nodes is set to 250m,and the hannel apaity to 11Mbps (full rate in IEEE 802.11b).102
4.4. EVALUATION OF H.264 IN SIMULATED MANET ENVIRONMENTSConerning the routing protools used, we test AODV, OLSR, TORA andDSR. Besides the AODV implementation integrated in the ns-2 simulator, we alsotest the AODV implementation of Uppsala University, denoting it with AODVUU.We also test a version of AODV based on Hello pakets for neighbor disovery,denoting it AODVUU-H.To evaluate the desired video ows, we make a onversion of the RTP outputfrom the H.264 enoder to ns-2's native format. That way we are able to stressthe network with a trae of real-life video tra, instead of relying on CBR owsto mimi them.Though the sequene is only 10 seonds long, ns-2 automatially re-reads itsinput so that the sequene automatially restarts. Our evaluation is done over 100seonds, and so we average the distortion values found for eah 10 seond interval.Moreover, all results presented are average results from 20 random simulationproesses.A 10 seond wait period was introdued at the beginning of eah simulationin order to allow the dierent routing protools to onverge, and also to start thebakground tra; the purpose is to evaluate the onditions experiened by thevideo ow on an almost steady-state situation.After the ns-2's simulation proess ends, we onverted its output results inorder to asertain whih pakets from the video ow under evaluation had beenlost. This is ahieved through a series of Perl sripts. Afterwards, the output fromthe sripts is used in order to lter the original H.264 RTP le aording to thepaket losses that our. That ltered video le is then passed through the H.264deoder, whih provides the nal result.The steps desribed envisage ahieving as muh onsisteny and real-life prox-imity as possible to our evaluation.4.4.2 Performane ResultsWe now proeed to present the atual simulation results found. This setion isdivided into 6 parts. We begin by obtaining some preliminary results to assessthe re-routing time of the dierent MANET routing protools under evaluation.We then proeed with a performane analysis of the dierent routing protoolsat dierent levels of mobility. Our tests ontinue with a study on the impat ofvariable ongestion levels on the performane of the H.264 video streams, followedby a detailed analysis of the eets of re-routing and ongestion on the videostreams.To onlude our evaluation we again review the goodness of dierent odehoies made, nishing with a study on the most adequate data rate values forongested networks.4.4.2.1 Preliminary analysisProtools used for routing in MANETs are usually divided into two main ate-gories: reative and proative. Moreover, another division an be made aordingto the way in whih they detet link failures. While the method of sending Hellomessages is more universal, the IEEE 802.11 tehnology enables the use of a more103
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Figure 4.45: Simple senario for re-routing evaluationeetive and eient method to detet link breaks by using the information itprovides. Using that information nodes an reat to broken links more quikly,avoiding sending pakets to nowhere.Broken links are the main ause of long paket loss bursts in MANETs. Infat, long paket loss bursts an be a major soure of problems for video owsin MANETs. This problem is more evident when Hello pakets are used todetet broken links. Typial Hello intervals [PR99, TPA+01℄ range from 1 to 2seonds, and so re-routing times an be as high as 6 seonds or more - onnetionis onsidered lost usually after 3 missing Hellos. Sine suh failures are too longto be handled even by the most versatile video ode, we reommend the use ofLink Level aware protools suh as AODV (link aware version), DSR or TORA inorder to perform re-routing tasks as soon as possible.In this preliminary evaluation a simple senario was devised, as presented ingure 4.45. The purpose is to evaluate the re-routing times of dierent routing pro-tools by setting a CBR ow from node A to node B through path {A,X1,...,Xn,B}and provoke a re-routing proess using path {A,Y1,...,Yn,B}. To ahieve that, thelast intermediate node from the upper path (Xn) moves quikly away making thatroute unusable; just before that Y1 moves into the range of A. Choosing the de-parture of the last node on the upper path (Xn) and the arrival of the rst nodeon the lower path (Y1) aims at ahieving a worst re-routing senario.The results for the evaluation under this senario are presented in gure 4.46.Hello based protools suh as OLSR and AODVUU-H perform signiantly worsethan protools that inlude broken link detetion, as expeted. Moreover, the re-routing time for Hello based protools depends essentially on the Hello periodand on the number of missed Hellos for a link to be onsidered lost. OLSR'sRFC [TP03℄ states that the default value for the Hello period is 2 seonds, twiethat for AODV (1 seond); both onsider the link to be lost after 3 failed Hellos.This explains the gap between both.The best performing protools are AODV and DSR. Conerning AODV, wehoose the AODVUU implementation for further testing sine it follows the AODVspeiation more rigorously than the one that omes bundled with ns-2.To make the evaluations that follow more lear, we drop ns-2's AODV im-104
































































Figure 4.47: Evaluation of dierent routing protools for varying mobility in termsof paket losses and pereived PSNR for the video test sequeneplementation, as well as OLSR sine the interruptions produed are too high forreal-time ommuniation, and we maintain TORA, DSR and both AODVUU andAODVUU-H.4.4.2.2 Mobility evaluationAfter this initial evaluation, we devised a typial MANET senario onsisting of30 nodes moving inside a 670x670 m area. Mobility was generated through therandom waypoint model bundled in the ns-2 tool, and we test dierent node speedswith a wait time of 5 seonds; this applies to all nodes. For more information onMANET mobility models refer to [JCPM04℄.In addition to the H.264 video ow, 5 bakground FTP ows are also set (1every 6 nodes). Figure 4.47 shows the results ahieved in terms of distortion andpaket loss rate when using dierent routing protools.Hello based AODV (AODVUU-H) performs well in situations of very lowmobility beause route hanges do not our often. Also, there are less hanesthat bakground ongestion auses one link to be onsidered lost (3 onseutiveHellos have to be lost). Its link aware ounterpart (AODVUU) performs wellon low and average mobility senarios. TORA shows the best overall behavior105
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Figure 4.48: PSNR and paket loss rate performane for a variable number ofbakground TCP onnetionsunder this senario, showing good distortion levels at all speeds and good abilityto maintain the paket loss rate at high mobility levels. DSR is also able tomaintain steady levels of distortion and paket loss rate, although not so eientlyas TORA.This analysis does not pretend, though, to be an in-depth examination ofthese routing protools, but rather a study on best hoies to ahieve good videorobustness at dierent mobility levels in the presene of TCP-based ongestion.The results ahieved ontrast with those found in the literature onerning thegoodness of routing protools; for instane, AODV and DSR are known to besuperior to TORA and Hello-based AODV. However, the presene of resoure-greedy TCP soures is prone to ause routing protools to malfuntion, as shownin setion 7.9.Please, refer to works suh as [SCM99℄ for a more general study on the perfor-mane of dierent routing protools.4.4.2.3 Performane under ongestionBased on the results of the mobility evaluation made before, we hoose both TORAand the AODV implementation from Uppsala University to proeed with our anal-ysis. We now pretend to evaluate their performane when submitted to dierentlevels of ongestion at user mobility levels; the values used to ongure the randomwaypoint mobility model were 2 m/s for speed, and 5 seonds for the wait time.These results were ahieved using the same 30 node square senario desribedin the previous subsetion.Our experiments onsist of varying the number of TCP onnetions from 0to 25 and assessing both the video distortion (PSNR) and the loss rate. We thenmake a similar experiment by varying the number of bakground video onnetionsinstead. We vary the number of video onnetions in a range from 1 to 15. Thesevideo onnetions are similar to our referene H.264 stream.Figure 4.48 allows us to ompare the performane of TORA and AODV with avariable number of TCP onnetions in the bakground (TCP tra is urrentlythe most ommon - FTP, Web, Peer-to-peer, Database Aess, et. - but perhaps106
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Figure 4.49: PSNR and paket loss rate performane for a variable number ofbakground video onnetionsnot in a near future). We an see from that gure that aeptable distortion levelsannot be reahed with more than 10 bakground onnetions using either TORAor AODV. TORA is, therefore, the best hoie for this range and, even thoughAODV performs signiantly better under ritial levels of ongestion, the resultsin terms of distortion are almost at noise levels.In gure 4.49 we show the results of a similar analysis made using a variablenumber of video onnetions idential to the one under evaluation as bakgroundtra. In this senario AODV always performs better than TORA and, overall,we onsider AODV to be an adequate hoie to support video ows as reliably anduninterruptedly as possible, espeially in environments where there are no QoS orongestion-ontrol mehanisms available as the ones tested here.4.4.2.4 On the eets of re-routing and bakground traTo omplete our analysis we altered the senario so that it maintained the samenumber of nodes and the same area as before, but was made retangular instead(1500×300m); the purpose is to inrease the average number of hops. Envisaginga dierentiated analysis of mobility and ongestion, we started with a situationhaving no bakground tra nor mobility. We then analyzed separately the eetof assigning a high degree of mobility to all nodes (10 m/s and no bakgroundtra) and of ongesting the network by setting all the nodes to transmit a mod-erated amount of CBR tra (all nodes are stati). In all situations, the average(or exat) number of hops was three; the routing protool used was AODVUU,though with DSR we obtain similar results.Figure 4.50 shows the eets of mobility and ongestion on the distortion aspereived by the user. It an be seen that mobility aets distortion in a burstyfashion, typially ausing the loss of multiple frames and onsequent freezing ofthe image. On the other hand, tra ongestion auses pakets to be lost in amore random manner, and so the distortion variations are smoother though morefrequent.The delay analysis also evidenes the nature of both kinds of losses, as presentedin gure 4.51. 107
























































Figure 4.51: Delay eets of ongestion and mobilityIn the referene situation, more than 99,9% perent of the pakets arrive before7 ms; with high mobility, 92% of the pakets arrive in less than 10 ms. Point Xis the frontier between two distint regions: the one on the right where a verysmall number of pakets have very high delays (as muh as 6 seonds or more),and the one on the left where paket forwarding is uninterrupted. In the mobil-ity senario, although the average number of hops is 3, the atual value variesthroughout the simulation. This explains why some of the pakets arrive earlierthan those in the referene senario, and others arrive later (for points before X).The phenomena whereby some pakets arrive with very high delays (after X) isexpeted sine AODV auses pakets to wait in a queue when re-routing tasksare being performed. So, the perentage of pakets that experiene high delaysdepends on the path hange rate experiened between soure and destination.Congestion auses a very dierent behavior, so that all pakets that arrive atthe destination do so in less than 1 seond. The delay between onseutive pakets,though, an vary greatly. The start point (Y) for both referene and ongestionsenarios is the same beause the destination is 3 hops away on both.The jitter analysis of gure 4.52 also aids at visualizing the fundamental dier-enes between both test senarios. Even though the peaks of jitter for the mobilitysenario our rather infrequently, they are an order of magnitude superior thanthose aused by ongestion. We onlude that jitter peaks in the order of seonds108
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Figure 4.53: PSNR and Paket Loss Rate variation for dierent delay thresholdsusually translate into a hange of route when using reative protools.Real-time video tightens the limits on end-to-end delay and jitter. Depend-ing on the deoding strategy and buer size, dierent degrees of exibility anbe ahieved. However, ertain limits are imposed in order that jerky video visu-alization is avoided. The results presented in gure 4.53 show the variation interms of distortion and paket loss rate by applying dierent delay thresholds tothe video stream. As it an be seen, the eets of ongestion are apparently morenegative sine worse distortion values are ahieved at smaller loss rates. It shouldbe notied, however, that long bursty paket losses results in image freezing. Thiseet, even though muh more annoying to a human reeptor, is not reeted wellin terms of PSNR sine the minimum value ahieved when the image freezes isaround 13 dB, and not zero. Random paket losses, on the other hand, provokemore uniform distortion levels, being therefore more suitable for aeptane froma human reeptor point of view.As it ould be inferred from the previous results, tightening the limits on paketdelay auses more negative eets on distortion in high-ongestion senarios thanin high-mobility ones. These eets an, however, be ountered by QoS poliies ateither the MAC or higher levels. Transmission gaps due to mobility, though, aremuh more diult to ounter and are more ritial.Solutions to the ongestion problem ould be introdued at the MAC level itself109
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Figure 4.54: Performane under high ongestion of a variable number of refereneframesby assigning QoS tra a higher probability of aessing the wireless medium, ina manner similar to what IEEE 802.11e[IEE05℄ does, or by assuring that ollisionsare minimal by assigning it a dediated inter-frame spae. The latter solution,though, would require new hanges to the speiation. Neither of this options,however, is able to provide a delivery guarantee even to a single surrounding node.Relatively to the mobility problem, it requires enhaning routing protoolsin order to redue to a minimum the ommuniation gaps provoked by routedisruption.4.4.2.5 Evaluation of video ode hoiesIn this setion we assess if some of the onlusions reahed in setions 4.2 and 4.3relatively to ode tuning also apply to MANET environments.Our evaluation fouses on two topis: the number of referene frames used andthe best method to do intra-maroblok updating.We start by evaluating the impat of using a dierent number of refereneframes. The experiments are made using the heavy ongestion senario presentedin the previous subsetion.In gure 4.54 we present the distortion values ahieved in this senario. Aord-ing to the results depited, using multiple referene frames inreases ompressionslightly, being this the expeted result. In terms of error-resiliene, though, we ndthat there is a monotonous distortion derease; in fat, gure 4.54 shows that a 1dB drop results from using 5 referene frames instead of just 1. These results arein aordane to those found in setion 4.3.2, and so we restate that the optimumH.264 onguration for MANETs in terms of number of referene frames onsistsin using a single referene frame, whih not only allows simplifying the ode'stasks, but also oers improved error resiliene.Conerning maroblok intra-updating, H.264 provides several hoies to theuser. We have evaluated the main hoies available in the referene software used,whih are: use of I frames, intra update a pre-dened number of marobloksrandomly and intra update a whole line hosen randomly for eah frame. Theresults of our evaluation are shown in gure 4.55.110

























Figure 4.55: Evaluation of dierent tehniques for intra maroblok-updatingTable 4.9: Average PSNR results evaluating strategies for intra MB updating at23% loss Updating Avg. PSNR Avg. PSNR Avg. PSNRmethod (20% loss) (12% loss) (4% loss)1/3 random MB updates 25,58 28,22 30,63IPP sequene 24,01 27,18 30,19IPPPPP sequene 23,35 27,04 29,32Random line intra update 22,79 26,12 28,93No intra MB updates 20,62 22,93 25,84In this proess all the test les are enoded at the same bit-rate by varying theglobal quantization values. Suh proess is required beause the used H.264 soft-ware ode does not urrently provide a loop-bak mehanism for bit-rate ontrol.This allows a fair omparison between dierent parameter hoies, paving the wayfor more meaningful onlusions.The senario used was xed so that the paket loss ratio is of 23% for all theoptions being tested.Figure 4.55 shows the results for the two best performing solutions - Randommaroblok updates and IPP GOPs - along with the worst solution - not usingany sort of intra maroblok updating strategy.With this setup, random intra-maroblok updating is by far the best option,oering more stable video distortion values. Table 4.9 presents the average distor-tion values for all solutions tested sorted by performane. We an see that, for asame target bitrate, hoosing an adequate maroblok updating method an bringbenets in terms of PSNR of up to 5 dB.The proess of random intra-maroblok updating ould, however, be tuned toadapt to network ongestion interatively. This proess would require a feedbakhannel, whih would also inrease network ongestion. Therefore, we didn't on-sider it the best option for MANETs with a fast-hanging topology, though thismatter may deserve further analysis in other elds of appliation.111





































Figure 4.56: Behavior experiened by varying the sequene's original distortion4.4.2.6 Soure distortion tuningTo ahieve the results presented in previous setions we used a bit-rate value forthe sequene whih was obtained by setting the quantization parameter to a mid-sale value. However, in IP-based networks, and ontrarily to telephony networks,inreasing the data rate does not translate into a better performane always. Thereason for this has to do with the TCP rate-ontrol paradigm. TCP souresadapt their data rate to avoid states of ongestion, and TCP-friendly appliationsfollow the same paradigm, despite possibly using dierent transport protools (e.g.UDP).Conerning our study, we will now perform a simple test that onsists of, start-ing from a senario with a pre-dened ongestion, assessing whih is the data ratesthat oers the best results from the reeiver point of view. For our experimentswe used dierent quantization values, whih produe distint soure distortion andbit-rate values. The senario used was the same one used in the previous setion- 1500×300 in size and under high ongestion.Figure 4.56 presents the results of our evaluation. The ongestion eet referredbefore an be notied in that gure, whereby improving the original distortiondoes not translate into better PSNR at reeption. This eet happens beausethe growth in PSNR is surpassed by the paket loss inrease. The distortionexperiened by the user is, therefore, almost onstant, with a maximum around50 kbps.By looking at table 4.10 we observe that high bit-rate values provoke anotherdrawbak: not only do they inrease ongestion, resulting in higher PSNR de-ays, but the standard deviation is also muh higher. The user will, onsequently,pereive less stability on the quality of the video stream.4.5 ConlusionsIn this hapter we foused on the H.264 video oding standard. Our analysisstarted with a study on the behavior of the various tuning parameters inluded inthe referene software, presenting the results in terms of distortion, bit-rate and112
4.5. CONCLUSIONSTable 4.10: PSNR deay and deviation for dierent bit-ratesBitrate (kbps) Avg. PSNR deay (dB) Standard deviation for PSNR19.08 0.77 0,8151.15 3.27 1,64178.64 10.37 2,55513.35 17.88 4,22974.18 27,23 4,08proessing overhead. Using those results we tuned the ode in order to ahieveoptimum performane in terms of ompression.We proeeded to analyze the eetiveness of the error-resiliene tools integratedinto the H.264 framework. Conerning the error resiliene tests, our analysis wasentered on two types of error: random and bursty paket losses. The random-lossresults obtained allow tuning the enoder aording to the expeted paket lossrates inside the network, and show that a areful hoie an inrease signiantlythe overall PSNR of a video sequene. We also presented the eets of paketloss bursts on the quality of video and propose methods to eiently handle thesesituations. Assuming a typial situation where there is a 10% paket loss in thenetwork, tuning the Random Intra Maroblok Update to 1/3 of the total numberof marobloks improves error-resiliene on random and burst error situations atthe ost of only a marginal inrement in terms of bit-rate.Conerning the use of multiple referene frames, our study points out that thistehnique inreases the temporal error propagation in the presene of large lossbursts, and so it should be avoided in MANET environments.We found that the FMO tehnique performs signiantly well in the preseneof small bursts, and the inrease in terms of proessing time is not relevant.After tuning the ode using the aforementioned ndings, we then proeededto evaluate the performane of H.264 streams in atual MANET environments.Sine one of the main problems of MANETs is the large interruption time ausedby routing protools every time a route breaks, we made a preliminary analysisfousing on typial re-routing times assoiated with ommon MANET routingprotools. This analysis made evident the eetiveness of link-level aware routingprotools in re-routing tasks.We proeeded with a mobility evaluation under average ongestion, whereTORA has shown to oer the best distortion results to the video stream. Variableongestion tests followed using TORA and AODVUU. When using FTP soures asbakground tra, TORA has only provided slightly better results with less than10 onnetions. If a variable number of video onnetions is employed we ndthat AODVUU performs better, supporting up to four extra video onnetionsand maintaining a ommon level of video distortion.Srutiny of our results evidened that, even though routing protools detetbroken links in milliseonds, they are not able to perform re-routing tasks asquikly as would be desired. This phenomena ours beause ongestion auses113
CHAPTER 4. IMPROVING H.264'S PERFORMANCE IN AD HOCNETWORKSollisions (losses) and higher delays, whih prevent routing protools from operat-ing adequately; this is prone to ause long transmission breaks. In fat, inreasingbakground tra intensies this problem, ausing routing tasks to beome moreand more impossible. That way, routing protools whih are known to be moreeient (e.g. AODV and DSR) may oer a worse performane that other routingprotools (e.g. TORA) when the level of ongestion is high.An analysis of delay and jitter followed, showing the eets of ongestion andmobility on video streams separately. We found that the ON/OFF behavior withhigh mobility auses the loss of ommuniation for several seonds, being thereforeprone to ause annoyane by the reeptor.Conerning the video ode, we have also showed that the tuning performedwas eetively resilient in terms of maroblok updating. The use of more thanone referene frame, though eetive in reduing bit-rate, inreases the temporalpropagation of errors and so should be disarded in MANET environments.We ended our study analyzing the eet of varying the sequene's bit-rate. Re-sults show that, under high ongestion, no distortion improvement an be ahievedby inreasing the bit-rate. In fat, the optimum value found for the video sequeneunder study is around 50 kbps, a very low one.Work planThe ndings of this hapter show that, independently of the performane of a videoode in terms of ompression and error-resiliene, there are several issues requiringfurther srutiny and improvements in order to ahieve a reliable and robust videotransmission system for MANET environments. These problems are essentially:large ommuniation gaps due to re-routing proesses, lak of QoS support at theMAC level and lak of an admission ontrol system for QoS streams.The ore of this thesis will propose solutions to the dierent problems thatwere put in evidene in this hapter. So, the main ontributions to be detailedalong this thesis are the following:
• A formal study of the transmission gaps provoked by mobility when operatingwith both proative and reative routing protools, inluding a model forend-to-end paths in MANETs to haraterize them, and also to aeleratethe evaluation of dierent video oding tehniques. This is the topi ofhapter 5.
• Proposal of an enhaned route disovery algorithm, along with a tra split-ting tehnique, to redue the impat of mobility on real-time multimediastreams, espeially video streams. This is the topi of hapter 6.
• Evaluation of IEEE 802.11e as an enabling tehnology for QoS support inMANET environments, inluding a study on the interation between reativerouting protools and the IEEE 802.11e tehnology. This is the topi ofhapter 7.
• Proposal of a distributed admission ontrol system for MANETs that oper-ates optimally in onjuntion with the IEEE 802.11e tehnology. This is thetopi of hapter 8. 114
4.5. CONCLUSIONSIn hapter 9 we will assess the overall benets of the dierent proposals of thisthesis by jointly evaluating them all.
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Chapter 5A novel end-to-end path modelfor MANETsOn the previous hapter we found that routing related paket losses an provokequite large paket loss bursts, even when operating in ideal onditions. These lossbursts an extend for up to several seonds, depending on the routing protoolused. Sine this degree of burstynessburstiness is unusual and aets QoS streamsgreatly (e.g. real-time video), we onsider adequate to pursue two purposes: todesign metris that are able to properly measure loss bursts, and to MANET'send-to-end paths as experiened by higher layer appliations, in our ase videoappliations.The topi of this hapter is, therefore, a formal study of paket loss burstsourring on MANETs. We start by proposing a methodology to nd an adequateend-to-end path model for MANETs based on hidden Markov hains. We use botha reative and a proative routing protool as example of how to tune a modelfor adequate operation, evidening the dierent requirements of both families ofrouting protools. We also inlude a set of heuristis on how to nd good initialestimates for the dierent parameters of the proposed models.We proeed by proposing dierent metris whih allow assessing the magnitudeof loss bursts; these metris are used to validate our models, showing their au-ray. We also demonstrate, with an example, how these models an be used toredue greatly the time required to tune a video ode for optimum performanein MANET environments.5.1 Model desription and proposed methodologyIn a MANET, the assoiated nodes exeute a routing protool daemon that anbe in dierent routing states. Independently of the routing state, paket losses anour for a variety of other reasons (ollisions, hannel noise, queue dropping, et.).Therefore, an outside observer annot relate a paket loss with a ertain routingstate. We deal with a situation where the observation is a probabilisti funtionof the state, that is, only the output of the system and not the state transitions117
CHAPTER 5. A NOVEL END-TO-END PATH MODEL FOR MANETSare visible to an observer. We will therefore try to solve the lassiation problemusing a hidden Markov model (HMM) [Rab89℄.HMMs are well known for their eetiveness in modeling bursty behavior, rel-atively easy onguration, quik exeution times and general appliability. So,we onsider that they t our purpose of modeling end-to-end paths in MANETS.Suh a model shall aelerate the proess of evaluation of multimedia streamingappliations, while oering results similar to simulation or real-life testbeds.5.1.1 General methodologyRelatively to the methodology proposed in this work, we start by fousing on asingle data stream (e.g. audio, video, et.) for analysis, as well as the riteria foronsidering a paket good or unusable by the appliation at hand. We an takeinto aount fators suh as whih pakets arrive to destination within a maximumdelay, the delay jitter limits, the dependeny among pakets, et. We then have tomap eah paket sequene number with values 1 - when the paket is onsideredgood - or 0 - if the paket does not arrive to destination or does not meet any ofthe hosen riteria. This output mapping is stored in a trae le (ST ) that willbe parsed to obtain the distributions of onseutive pakets arriving (CPA) andonseutive pakets lost (CPL), stored respetively in trae les C1 and C0. Wethen use the latter two to tune the proposed HMMs.In a HMM the number of states is not dened by the number of possible outputevents. To hoose an adequate HMM onguration we propose starting from a verysimple 2-state model as presented in the next setion. We onsider that one of thestates models a urrently broken path, where the probability for a paket to reahdestination is zero. The other state models path availability, and the probabilityfor a paket to reah destination is given by funtion h(s), where s is the paketsize. This funtion models pakets lost mostly due to ollisions, but also due tohannel noise, paket fragmentation, buer overow, et.Starting from the 2-state model we an ompare the model's output with thedistributions used for its tuning, and assess if the desired degree of auray isahieved. If the results are not aurate we have to add more states to the model,and repeat the proess until the results are satisfatory.The harateristis of the routing protool used an be useful to provide aninsight on how to enhane the model (see setion 5.1.3 for an example). In ourexperiments we did not have to use more than three states, showing that the modelomplexity an be kept low and still provide the desired behavior.In the two following setions we show how to model the transmission of datastreams on MANETs using a proative routing protool (OLSR) and a reativeone (DSR) by using 2-states and 3-states HMMs, respetively. In order to speedup the determination of the optimum values for the model parameters we alsopresent, for eah ase and for eah parameter, a set of heuristis that oer goodinitial estimates. 118
5.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY










] (5.1)In this work we estimate the dierent parameters of the HMM using exper-iments based on the ns-2 simulator [KK00℄ as input. We have tested severaldierent senarios with dierent mobility and tra patterns, and we have hosenone that was partiularly representative in terms of large paket loss bursts. Thishoie aimed at stressing the model using a very demanding example.Our setup onsists of a 200 m × 200 m indoor senario with 80 nodes. Thewireless interfaes are based on the IEEE 802.11b standard with radio range limitedto 50 m. The medium aess used is the distributed oordination funtion (DCF).Node mobility is generated using the random waypoint model with the node speeduniformly distributed in a range from 0 to 2.4 m/s. The soure of the referene owsends pakets with random sizes ranging between 10 and 2300 bytes at a rate of 50pakets per seond. The bakground tra onsists of 4 UDP soures generating
512 bytes pakets at a rate of 4 pkt/s. We evaluate both a reative (DSR) and aproative (OLSR) routing protool. Applying a lter to the simulation's output weobtain a trae le (ST ) where inrementing paket sequene numbers are taggedwith either a 1 or a 0 (for pakets reeived and pakets lost/unusable respetively).Our riteria for this example is that all pakets that arrive to destination in lessthan 300 ms are onsidered good pakets (tagged 1); the remaining were taggedas lost (0). From this trae we obtain two other with the lengths of the sequenesof onseutive pakets lost (trae C0) and of the sequenes of onseutive paketsreeived (trae C1 ). These traes will be used as training sequenes for the modelalulation. 119
CHAPTER 5. A NOVEL END-TO-END PATH MODEL FOR MANETSUsing trae ST we rst analyzed the orrelation between paket size and theevent of losing, or not, a paket. The orrelation oeient found is r2 = 6.03 ×








, and Pe = 1
µb
,where µc is the average length of the sequenes of onseutive pakets arriving(CPA), and µb is the average length of the sequenes of onseutive pakets lost(CPL) imposing CPL> 1, that is, after removing all isolated paket losses.The value He is estimated using the transition probability matrix A2. We annd the steady-state probability π for all states by evaluating π = πA2. Afternding π we an dene the exat probability for a paket to arrive to destination,
parrival, using the following expression:
parrival = He · π1 = He ·
Pe
Pe + Se
(5.2)Sine we have already estimated values for P and S, and sine parrival an be foundusing the simulation results, we an obtain from Equation 5.2 the value for He.This onludes our preliminary analysis whose purpose was to determine an initialvalue for vetor ve.Starting from the vetor of estimated parameter values ve = (Se, Pe, He), weproeeded to nd a more preise solution through an iterative proess, whih anbe any one of the many available in the literature [Rab89℄. We onsider that ourestimates ve are lose to the denitive ones, and so the method we use is a hybriditerative/brute fore tehnique. Starting from the estimated parameter values weselet a searh interval for eah parameter testing several points in this interval andhoosing the one that minimizes error funtion f. In the next iteration we reduethe searh interval around the point that minimizes f in the previous iteration.We proeed with this algorithm until the output from funtion f is smaller than120
5.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGYTable 5.1: Estimated parameters values (ve) vs. the values obtained through theiterative proess (vi) for both routing protools.DSR ve vi
P 10.786× 10−3 11 × 10−3
S 1.357× 10−3 1.3 × 10−3
H 0.99560 0.99998
OLSR ve vi
P 5.44 × 10−3 5 × 10−3
S 2.868 × 10−3 1.85 × 10−3







| (5.3)where µCPA−S and µCPA−M refer to the mean values of the onseutive paketarrival distribution for the simulator and the model output, respetively. In asimilar way, µCPL−S and µCPL−M refer to the mean values of the onseutivepaket loss distributions. We have hosen this funtion for minimization sine italso allows to set bounds on the probability of paket arrivals. If we impose that




(5.4)we nd that the relative error for parrival (e) is bounded by 1−ξ1+ξ < e < 1+ξ1−ξ .We onsider f to be a good hoie beause similar values for parrival obtainedfrom the simulator and the model will allow us to perform onsistent omparisonswhen evaluating multimedia appliation's software. In fat, if we ahieve similardistributions for CPL and CPA, but do not ahieve very similar values for parrival,it would not be possible to validate the model against the simulator orretly. Itwould mean that dierent goodput values are ahieved with the simulator andwith the model, making any kind of omparison unfair.Table 5.1 presents both the ve values and the values obtained through theiterative proess (vi). As it an be seen, the initial parameter estimates are veryaurate.In table 5.2 we present a omparison, in terms of onseutive pakets arriving(CPA) and onseutive pakets lost (CPL), of the auray of the initial and nalestimated values relatively to the referene values obtained with the simulator.The simulator's results were obtained from traes C1 and C0, and vetors ve and
vi represent the initial and nal estimates for the two-states model. We nd thatthe heuristi proposed oers more aurate initial estimates for the DSR routing121
CHAPTER 5. A NOVEL END-TO-END PATH MODEL FOR MANETSTable 5.2: Statistial average mathing for the estimated and iterated model valuesDSR Simulator Model
ve error vi error
µCPA 737,04 554,65 24,75% 746,58 1,29%
µCPL 86,91 71,53 17,70% 88,99 2,39%OLSR Simulator Model
ve error vi error
µCPA 348,69 29,58 91,54% 346,96 0,50%












































































































Modela) DSR b) OLSRFigure 5.3: Cumulative distribution funtion of onseutive lost pakets (CPL) forDSR (a) and OLSR (b). 122












] (5.5)We work with the traes desribed in the previous setion: trae ST with themapping between paket sequene number and paket reeived/lost events, traeC0 with the lengths of the sequenes of pakets lost, and trae C1 with the lengths123
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, and P2e = 1µB (5.8)The values obtained from these expressions allow to evaluate the transitionprobability matrix A3, and after that to determine the steady-state probability forall states, π, obtaining:








)−1 (5.9)The expression parrival = He · π1 gives us the exat probability for a paket toarrive to destination, and it is used to alulate the value for He, thus ompletely124
5.1. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGYTable 5.3: Estimated parameters values (ve) vs. the values obtained through theiterative proess (vi).DSR ve vi
S1 1.2735× 10−3 1.173× 10−3
S2 0.08324× 10−3 0.07669× 10−3
P1 59.21 × 10−3 59.2 × 10−3
P2 0.79821× 10−3 0.7982× 10−3
H 0.99916 0.9999Table 5.4: Statistial average mathing for the estimated and iterated model valuesDSR Simulator Model
ve error vi error
µCPL 86,91 28,59 67,1% 85,82 1,25%
µCPA 737,04 268,15 63,6% 737,12 0,01%dening vetor ve. We then nd the nal parameter values using the same iterativemethods exposed in the previous setion. Table 5.3 presents both the vetorof estimated values (ve) and the vetor of values obtained through the iterativeproess (vi). As it an be seen, the initial estimate is very aurate, reduing thenumber of iterations to nd the nal solution to a minimum.Table 5.4 presents a omparison of the mean errors when omparing traesC1 and C0 obtained from the simulator with the same traes obtained using thethree-states model using either the values from vetor ve or from vetor vi. Theomparison is made in terms of onseutive pakets arriving (CPA) and onseutivepakets lost (CPL). Notie how slight dierenes in terms of the values of thedierent parameters result in great dierenes in terms of error values.Figure 5.5 shows that, with this enhaned model, the probability density fun-tion and umulative distribution funtion obtained resemble the desired distribu-tion with a muh higher degree of auray than the original model. It beomesevident that the introdution of two loss-states instead of one improves the be-havior of the model's CPL umulative distribution urve, reproduing very largebursts with more auray.Conerning the onseutive paket arrivals distribution, both density and u-mulative distribution funtions are very similar to the ones obtained with thetwo-states model, as expeted. Though the model ould be further extended inorder to ahieve small values of onseutive paket arrivals, thus oering a betterapproah to the umulative distribution urve of the simulator, we onsider thatit is an irrelevant issue to our purpose.125





























































































, 0 ≤ MSF ≤ 1 (5.13)where T is the total number of inter-bursts or burst delimited periods, identiedas Fi, and N is the total number of pakets. Figure 5.6 shows an example on howto determine Fi and Bi zones. In this example the burst start and burst endthresholds are set to 3 pakets, thus resulting in K = 2 and T = 3. Applying thisthreshold we have two well dened loss bursts and three burst delimited zones.The MSF measures the uidity experiened by a multimedia data stream; ob-viously, MSF ≫ BF must hold for ommuniation to be sustainable. To betterunderstand the dierent properties of BF and MSF we propose a ase study se-nario, depited in gure 5.7, where we have a train of K bursts of length G,separated by exatly X pakets. The burst sequene is entered so that Y pakets127
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Figure 5.7: The BF vs MSF ase study senarioseparate the rst and last bursts from the beginning and end of the observationperiod, where Y = (N − K · G − (K − 1) · X)/2.In this senario BF = √K × G/N , whih is independent from the inter-burstvalue (X), while:
MSF =
√
(K − 1) · X2 + 2 · Y 2
N
, (5.14)depends not only on the size and number of bursts, but also on the distanebetween them. Considering that the upper limit for X (ahieved when Y = 0) isgiven by:
Xmax =
N − K · G
K − 1 (5.15)we an normalize Equation 5.14 using z = X/Xmax, thus obtaining:
MSF =





K − 1 +
1
2
· (1 − z)2 (5.16)Figure 5.8 shows the behavior of Equation 5.16 as a funtion of K, taking
G
N



















































K=32Figure 5.8: MSF variation with distane between burstswhih depends solely on the number of loss bursts present on the sequene.We an diretly hek the orretness of this expression from the results of gure5.8, and also hek that it approahes 1 for large values of K. Sine typially we willhave a large number of gaps (K ≫ 1), the MSF will be monotonially dereasing.This result allows us to onlude that MSF oers a measure of burst onentrationfor similar values of BF, inreasing as the onentration of bursts inreases.Summarizing, we have dened four metris for analyzing paket loss bursts: thePBP (burst perentage), the RB (relative burstiness), the BF (burstiness fator),and the MSF (media smoothness fator). These metris give us dierent infor-mation about loss burst patterns, and they will help us in the model validationproess that follows.5.2.2 Validation proessWe now apply the previously dened metris to ompare the two-states and three-states HMM results with the simulator's output when using the DSR protool.We set the burst start threshold equal to the burst end threshold for the sakeof simpliity in the presentation of results.Results show that the bursts' perentage over the total number of paketssent (PBP), as well as the RB parameter, vary with inreasing thresholds forburst start/end values (see gure 5.9). The variation in terms of PBP, though, isminimal.The RB parameter represents learly the relation between paket losses thatpertain to bursts and those that don't. As it an be seen, the three-states modelapproahes the referene urve from the simulator with muh greater auraythan the two-states model.In gure 5.10 we ompare the output from the HMMs and the simulator interms of the Burstiness Fator (BF) and the Media Smoothness Fator (MSF). Interms of the BF metri, the impat of varying the burst start/end threshold is notsigniant, as ourred for the PBP metri.We also observe that, in terms of both BF and MSF metris, the results forthe three-states HMM are muh loser to the referene values. We onsider thatthe degree of auray ahieved is aeptable for appliations suh as video ode129




























































































Figure 5.10: BF (left) and MSF (right) omparison
130















NS-Fore. HMM-Fore. NS-Cont. HMM-Cont. NS-Flower HMM-FlowerFigure 5.11: Box plots for the video distortion ahieved with the simulator andHMMs for the foreman, ontainer and ower QCIF video sequenes.enhaning and tuning. In terms of the MSF, whih takes into aount onseutivepaket arrivals instead, notie that the three-states HMM approahes the refereneMSF value with inreasing thresholds. This slight dierene is expeted sine theauray of the onseutive paket arrivals distribution was not the main fous ofour model. It ould be improved by inreasing the number of states in the HMM,similarly to was done for DSR's onseutive paket losses distribution.To further validate our model, we now proeed omparing the results in terms ofvideo quality ahieved with the model against the ones obtained with the simulator.To perform this omparison we replae the randomly generated data stream usedinitially with the video streams of well-known QCIF video sequenes, namely:foreman, ontainer and ower, eah repliated to be 300 seonds long. In ouranalysis we used the H.264 video ode framework [H2603a℄ in order to obtain boththe input video trae les and the output video quality results for the simulatorand the model.The metri we use is video distortion, also known as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio(PSNR), whih is the most ommonly used objetive video quality metri.In gure 5.11 we present a box-plot omparison between the simulation valuesand the model values using the three video sequenes under test. In eah boxplot we represent the minimum, the median, and the maximum values (the threerosses), as well as the box (retangle) whih ontains the values between the0.250 and the 0.750 quantiles of the data. The gure learly shows that the resultsahieved with the model losely resemble the ones ahieved via simulation. Theseresults, along with the previous ones, allow us to onlude that the model proposedoers a behavior quite similar to the one we wish to obtain.5.3 A model's appliation exampleIn this setion we illustrate the appliability of our models by using them as a toolto speed up the evaluation and tuning of a video ode (in this example, an H.264video ode). We measure the impat of the dierent steps required for simulationand data extration when using either the ns-2 simulator or HMMs; we do it for131
CHAPTER 5. A NOVEL END-TO-END PATH MODEL FOR MANETSTable 5.5: Duration of the dierent simulation steps using a) the ns-2 simulatoror b) HMMs. a) DSR OLSRMobility generation time (s) 840 840Single simulation time (s) 1320 9720Extration of paket loss details (s) 60 60Total time for 100 simulations 61h40m 295hb) DSR OLSRMobility generation (s) - one 840 840Single simulation time (s) - one 1320 9720Extration of paket loss details (s) - one 60 60Determination of model parameters (s) - one 3600 3600Single simulation time using model (s) 0,40 0,39Total time for 100 simulations 1h38m 3h58mboth the DSR and the OLSR routing protools.We simulate the streaming of a typial movie 1 hour and 30 minutes long. Theresults presented in table 5.5 allow omparing the time onsumed at eah stepusing the ns-2 simulator alone, or using HMMs in onjuntion with ns-2. Thevalues presented are ahieved on a dual 2,6 GHz Pentium-IV server with 2 Gbytesof RAM running GNU/Linux version 2.4.22.Notie that, when using ns-2 only, steps I, II and III must be repeated everytime. When using HMMs steps I to IV are only performed one, and step V is theonly one repeated for eah additional simulation run.Results show that, when relying on HMMs, most of the time is onsumed insimulation and in the determination of model parameters. One that is done,though, the exeution of the model is very quik. Relatively to the entry namedDetermination of model parameters, we wish to point out that this time takesinto aount not only the time to determine the initial estimates for the dierentparameters (ve), but also to nd the nal iterated values (vi). In the bottom ofboth tables we present the estimated time to run 100 simulations, a value requiredto extrat statistially signiant results when tuning, e.g., a video ode.Relatively to the improvements ahieved, we nd out that our algorithm allowsexeuting experiments 38 times faster when using DSR, and up to 74 times fasterwhen using OLSR. This dierene is due to the time taken by eah simulation runwhen using OLSR: 9720 s.In terms of trae le output we nd that, omparing trae le sizes, the model'soutput is 300 to 12000 times smaller than the simulator's output, though the132
5.4. CONCLUSIONSoutput from the last an be redued. Conerning real-life experiments, the traele size an be redued to the size of the HMM's trae le.5.4 ConlusionsIn this hapter we proposed an alternative to evaluate multimedia streaming ap-pliations in MANETs avoiding repetitive, time-onsuming simulations or tests inreal environments. Our solution, based on hidden Markov models, allows assess-ing the eets of paket loss and arrival patterns when streaming a ompressedaudio/video sequene in MANETs using dierent routing protools. Results showthat a two-states model is eetive in modeling paket loss bursts when using aproative protool suh as OLSR, though failing to aurately model MANET be-havior when using a reative protool suh as DSR. This ours beause DSR'smehanisms present a higher level of asymmetry, thus requiring a three-statesHMM. We nally validated our models showing that the proposed HMMs providesimilar results in terms of the loss burst metris we dened, and also in terms ofvideo distortion.Finally we showed an appliation of our models to the design and evaluationof a video ode, obtaining very signiant gains in terms of simulation time anddisk spae usage.Overall, we onsider that the strategy presented in this paper has proved to bean adequate alternative to the developers of multimedia streaming appliations forMANETs, showing exellent results in terms of both the auray and the speedupahieved.
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Chapter 6Reduing the impat ofmobility on video streamsAs disussed in hapter 4, path instability provoked by the mobility of stations isone of the main problems that real-time multimedia streams enounter in MANETenvironments.This hapter is dediated to proposing tehniques to redue the impat ofnode mobility on MANET tra in general, and partiularly on real-time videostreams. Suh tehniques onsist in altering one of the routing protools availablefor MANETs (DSR) so that it an use multiple routes, reduing the hanes thatommuniation between end stations is ompletely interrupted.This hapter is organized as follows: in setion 6.1 we propose some hangesto DSR's route disovery mehanism so that stations are able to nd more routes.Setion 6.2 is dediated to the tuning of one of the route disovery mehanismsproposed in setion 6.1, assessing the benets it brings to multimedia streams byinreasing the number of bakup routes for eah node. In setion 6.3 we proposeenhanements to the paket handling mehanism in order to do per-paket trasplitting through dierent routes. A joint evaluation of the dierent tehniquesproposed throughout the hapter is made in setion 6.4, and setion 6.5 presentsthe onlusions that we derive from the analysis made in this hapter.6.1 Extending DSR to nd more routesDSR is a protool that, by default, nds only a small number of routes; it doesso by provoking a ontrolled broadast storm that has a relatively small routingoverhead, and that operates rather quikly. By extending the route disoverymehanism in DSR we are able to inrease the average number of routes found pernode. This extra information inreases the route hoies at nodes when a route islost, so fewer route disovery proesses are required.As an enhanement, nodes an use the extra routes available for other usefulpurposes, like paket splitting or paket repliation over disjoint routes, routeongestion analysis, QoS routing, et. Obviously, the suess of these tehniques135
CHAPTER 6. REDUCING THE IMPACT OF MOBILITY ON VIDEOSTREAMSdepends on how good the available routes are, and how low are we able to keepthe additional routing overhead generated. When referring to the goodness of aset of routes we are talking about their degree of disjointness. This is beause,when mobility auses a link breakage, all the paths using that link are removedfrom ahe. So, if routes that do not rely on that link are available (link disjointroutes), ommuniation an be resumed with low interruption times.In this setion we propose enhanements to DSR's route disovery mehanismbased on the proposal of Lee and Gerla [LG01℄ referred in setion 2.3.5. For thesake of larity, we refer to their solution as LG from now on.In the LG route disovery algorithm the route disovery proess is altered sothat during the RREQ propagation phase pakets with the same route requestID an be forwarded if they arrive through a dierent inoming link than the linkfrom whih the rst RREQ is reeived, and whose hop ount is not larger than therst RREQ. It is up to the soure to analyze the disjointness of the paths found.In this work we tried to follow their route disovery proposal stritly in order toevaluate the performane of our own proposals.Based on the LG proposal, we will propose an alternative route disovery strat-egy whih we denoted as Super Restritive mode (SR). Starting from the basiDSR approah, the SR algorithm enhanes it in order to allow more routes to befound. We ompare SR with the LG proposal in order to assess its eetiveness. Inaddition to SR, we also propose the RLG (Relaxed LG) solution whih, ontrarilyto SR, surpasses the LG proposal in terms of the routing overhead generated.6.1.1 The Super Restritive route disovery algorithm (SR)The solution we propose in this setion, the SR algorithm, aims at oering anenhanement to DSR's route disovery tehnique so that the average number ofroutes found per node is inreased.The implementation of the SR mode required enhaning DSR's ode by addinga new data struture to the already existing route disovery table struture on eahnode. So, every node is able to keep trak of all the last hops that forwarded theurrent route request.The LG solution presented previously is simpler, keeping trak of just the rstnode through whih a RREQ paket arrived. This approah has the drawbak ofnot limiting the maximum number of route request pakets propagated per node,possibly allowing the routing overhead to grow without bound. So, the maindierene between the SR and the LG algorithms is that the former disontinuesthe propagation of a route request arriving through a repeated last hop. Thereason behind this hoie is that, when the last hop is the same than that of aprevious request, there will be at least one link in ommon between the routes.Therefore, the usefulness of these extra routes will be redued. With the SR modewe expet to derease the routing overhead signiantly when ompared to theLG solution.For the moment we will limit the maximum route size to the one of the rstroute request, the same heuristi as for the LG solution. However, the propagationproess of the Super Restritive mode will be further enhaned and tuned insetion 6.2. 136
6.1. EXTENDING DSR TO FIND MORE ROUTES6.1.2 Relaxed LG (RLG)The RLG solution we propose here is similar to the LG solution, exept that therestrition onerning the last hop through whih the rst message arrived is nolonger used. This means that nodes will propagate RREQs pakets with the sameroute request ID even if they arrive through the same input link. The route sizerestrition, though, is maintained.To better explain the dierene between DSR, LG and RLG route disoverytehniques we will now expose what would happen in a senario suh as the onepresented in gure 6.1.During a route disovery proess using the standard DSR implementation aRREQ paket would arrive to node 3 through both sub-paths a and b. Only therst one arriving would be propagated to the reeiver through both sub-paths and d. As it an be seen, these routes are not link disjoint, though link disjointroutes do exist.The propagation tehnique used in LG allows node 3 to propagate both RREQpakets arriving through sub-paths a and b. However, only the rst one to beforwarded will arrive to D through both  and d sub-paths; the seond one isretained at nodes 4 and 5 beause the previous node on the path (node 3) is thesame.By weakening of restritions of the LG solution, RLG allows up to 4 possibleroutes to be found: {S-1-3-4-D}, {S-2-3-4-D}, {S-1-3-5-D} and {S-2-3-5-D}. As itan be observed, this solution is less restritive that the LG solution, whih meansthat routing overhead shall be inreased aordingly.6.1.3 Analytial omparison of LG, RLG and SR route dis-overy strategiesTo further evidene the dierenes between the LG, RLG and SR route disoverymethods we will now show, with an example, what is the upper bound on therouting overhead generated by eah of them. Our example (see gure 6.2) is basedon the use of groups, whih represent stations that are nearby. Every node ongroup i is able to listen to pakets oming from every node on group i-1, and is
Figure 6.1: Multiple paths applying the RLG solution.137
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Figure 6.2: Example senario based on the use of groupsTable 6.1: Upper bound on the number of pakets generated at eah step for thedierent propagation strategiesProp. strategy Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step LNormal 1 N N N NRLG 1 N N2 N3 NLLG 1 N N2 N3 − N2 + N N × ∑L
i=1
(N − 1)i−1SR 1 N N2 N2 N2able to transmit to every node on group i+1. Nodes belonging to groups thatare not nearby (e.g., 1 and 3) an not establish ommuniation; every group isomposed by N nodes.In table 6.1 we present the maximum routing overhead generated (number ofpakets) at eah step of propagation. We inlude data relative to the DSR routingprotool (denoted as Normal) for omparison.On step 0 the soure sends a RREQ paket to be propagated throughout thenetwork. Nodes of group 1 reeive this paket and propagate it, ausing N paketsto be generated; this is in ommon for all propagation strategies. Nodes of group 2then propagate the route request again, ausing the number of pakets generatedto grow to the square value of those that are normally generated by DSR. So, wend that after L steps the normal overhead of DSR is maintained at N pakets,and that the SR mode is able to bound this overhead to N2 pakets. Both LGand RLG strategies are prone to generate an exessive overhead, with a growth inthe order of θ(NL).In setion 6.2 we will further redue the overhead of the SR propagation teh-nique, so that the routing overhead generated grows with θ(N) instead of θ(N2).138
6.1. EXTENDING DSR TO FIND MORE ROUTES
Figure 6.3: Average number of routes found6.1.4 Simulation setup and resultsFor the evaluation being made on this setion we will again use the ns-2 simulator[KK00℄ sine it models ollisions ourring at the physial level, an issue whihwe believe to be very important. Otherwise, the route request proess would notsuer performane degradation aused by losses, being able to nd all the bestroutes to a ertain destination on every attempt, a result whih is not aurate.In order to perform an initial evaluation of the dierent propagation strategiesunder study we generated a senario with dimensions 1500×300; 40 nodes arerandomly positioned in that senario. We impose a stati setup whih aims atmeasuring the total number of routing pakets generated by eah tehnique in aontrolled environment. In later setions we will present further results varyingmobility and tra onditions.In the interval omprised between 0 and 20 seonds half of the nodes start aroute disovery proess towards a destination node belonging to the other half.This is ahieved by reating a lient appliation that generates only a single smallUDP paket, whih as a onsequene starts a route disovery proess on that node.Conerning the use of ahe in DSR, we performed tests with both ahe onand o. Turning the ahe on means that intermediate nodes an reply to RREQpakets instead of the destination if they have a valid route in their ahe; turningit o means that no node exept the destination itself an reply, and so RREQpakets are propagated all the way. By default, DSR turns ahe on to redue therouting overhead generated.In gure 6.3 we present the average number of routes found per node with thedierent propagation tehniques under test. As it an be seen, our purpose wasmet orretly sine the SR algorithm allows a node to obtain a number of routeswhih is higher than that ahieved with the normal route disovery method, thoughlower than that ahieved with the LG and RLG tehniques.Contrarily to what was expeted after the analysis made in the previous setion,the RLG solution an not nd a superior number of routes when the ahe is turnedo. To understand the ause of this phenomena we analyze the routing overhead139
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Figure 6.4: Routing overhead (left) and paket loss rate (right) for dierent prop-agation tehniques Table 6.2: Paket loss reason (Cahe ON)Paket loss reason Normal SR LG RLGAddress resolution 13,3 36,8 92,2 297,6MAC Collision 2,0 3,0 10,7 19,9Queue full 0,0 0,0 5,9 225,7Other 2,8 0,9 0,8 1,2Total 18,1 40,7 109,6 544,4and the routing pakets lost during the RREQ propagation period (see gure 6.4).We nd that the RLG solution generates too muh routing overhead, espeiallywhen route ahing is turned o. Consequently, the paket loss rate for routingtra is also quite high.Conerning the LG solution, we see that it does not perform very well omparedto the normal and SR route disovery methods. In fat, it generates more thattwie the overhead with ahe turned on, and more than ve times the overheadwhen replies from ahe are not allowed.On tables 6.2 and 6.3 we detail the reasons why paket losses our. By lookingat the number of pakets lost on the interfae queue we nd that the RLG solutionlearly generates too many ontrol pakets, and so its use is not reommended.On the other hand, both normal and SR methods pratially do not suer fromlosses on the queue, being the total amount of losses quite lower than for the LGand RLG solutions.Queue dropping is an event that is related to network overloading, and thatin our example beomes espeially relevant when the ahe is turned o. On theother hand, the number of pakets lost at the physial level (MAC ollisions) givesa measure of the magnitude of the broadast storm generated, being also a measureof adequateness for the dierent route disovery tehniques used.140
6.2. ENHANCEMENTS TO THE SR ALGORITHMTable 6.3: Paket loss reason (Cahe OFF)Paket loss reason Normal SR LG RLGAddress resolution 17,7 64,0 214,4 510,5MAC Collision 2,6 6,2 30,7 157,5Queue full 0,0 0,3 452,1 6751,3Other 1,6 0,6 1,0 46,9Total 21,9 71,1 698,2 7466,2
Figure 6.5: Average time for route disovery yleTo learly notie the duration of the broadast storm generated during a routerequest yle, we present at gure 6.5 the average time it takes to omplete.As it an be seen, the normal and SR solutions have aeptable values (muhlower than one seond), while the LG and RLG solutions present muh highervalues. In fat, exept for the LG tehnique with ahing on, the rest of the valuesare too high, being therefore prohibitive.Based on the results found on this setion, we drop the RLG proposal byonsidering it inadequate for MANET environments.6.2 Enhanements to the SR algorithmIn the previous setion we presented an enhaned route disovery algorithm forDSR, denoted as Super Restritive (SR).In this setion we propose new enhanements to the SR tehnique by restritingeven more the propagation proess, and also by inreasing its exibility. Bothproposals are independent and an be used together.141
CHAPTER 6. REDUCING THE IMPACT OF MOBILITY ON VIDEOSTREAMS6.2.1 Inreasing propagation restritionsAs desribed previously, the SR algorithm maintains a list with all the last nodesthrough whih a route request arrived. However, as long as the last hops dier,there is no limit to that list's size. This ould result in the propagation of anexessive number of route request pakets when the MANET is too dense. So, wenow propose an extension to this method by restriting the list to a ertain size.By doing so a route request is not propagated by a node if, upon arrival, the listof that node for that partiular route disovery event is already full; this meansthat only a pre-dened number of route requests is forwarded.From now on we shall refer to the maximum size for this list as PNC (PreviousNode Count). If the list size is very large, we obtain the same behavior as for theoriginal SR algorithm; if it is redued to one, the behavior beomes similar to thedefault DSR propagation algorithm.If we now go bak to the analysis presented in table 6.1 we onlude that, afterL steps, the number of pakets propagated an be maintained at PNC · N if therestrition proposed is applied. So, this simple hange is enough to avoid a θ(N2)inrease, as we desired.Besides nding extra routes, it would also be desirable to improve the goodnessof the additional paths found. A frequently used measure of the goodness of apath towards another path is the degree of disjointness. When referring to pathdisjointness we an distinguish between link disjointness and node disjointness.Node disjoint paths are those whih do not have nodes in ommon exept for thesoure and destination nodes; link disjoint paths are those where all links dier,though nodes in ommon may exist. So, node disjointness implies link disjointness,but the opposite does not apply.The link disjointness ondition is less restritive than the node disjointnessondition, and so we will adopt the later. In pratial terms this means that, inorder to propagate a route request paket, a station must rst assess if the pathtraversed by that paket is node disjoint relatively to any other paths traversed bythe previous route request pakets reeived (for that same route disovery event).Though we nd that the routing overhead is not greatly aeted when introdu-ing this last onstraint (we experiene a redution of about 10%), in terms of pathquality we expet to have relevant improvements. If tra splitting algorithmsare applied, these improvements will be reeted in the performane experienedby real-time streams in the presene of mobility. This is topi of later setions.6.2.2 Inreasing the exibility on propagationThe SR algorithm, as well as its enhanement presented in the previous setion,both aim at restriting the number of route requests propagated during a routedisovery proess ompared to the LG algorithm. Also, both SR and LG algo-rithms restrit the route request forwarding proess to route sizes not superior tothe rst one arriving.In this setion we propose an inrease of exibility by allowing routes with anadditional number of hops up to a ertain value (the exibility parameter) to bealso forwarded. This tehnique allows alternate routes to be found in senarios142
6.2. ENHANCEMENTS TO THE SR ALGORITHM
Figure 6.6: Senario that benets from inreased exibility on route disoverysimilar to the one presented on gure 6.6, where soure S wants to nd routes toD ; the transmission range for all stations is r.As it an be seen, if exibility is inreased to 1 or more the soure is able tond two routes to the destination, whih are mostly disjoint (exept for the lastnode). These are: {S,1,2,6,D} and {S,3,4,5,6,D}. Otherwise, it would just ndthe rst of these routes.In general, the inrease of exibility an have two dierent eets in terms ofroute propagation. On one hand it allows more routes to be found, and so therouting overhead should inrease. However, if the number of requests that eahnode is going to propagate is small (as when PNC is as low as 2), then it an resultin a redution of the route request yle time, espeially for dense senarios. Suhanalysis is made in setion 6.2.3.6.2.3 Tuning of the Super Restritive modeIn this setion we will vary both the PNC and the Flexibility values to evaluatethe trade-o ahieved between number of routes found, routing overhead generatedand yle time.This evaluation, as well as the ones presented in the next setions, are doneusing the ns-2 simulator [KK00℄. In our experiments we use the same 1500×300stati senario with 40 nodes used in setion 6.1.4. We tested several<Flexibility,PNC> pairs in order to study the impat on eah of these parameters.Figure 6.7 shows the average number of routes found varying the exibility ina range from 0 to 3, for values of the PNC parameter ranging from 1 to 4. Asit an be seen, all solutions allow more routes to be found ompared with theoriginal DSR implementation (PNC=1). When the ahe is turned o the averagenumber of routes is further inreased. Figure 6.7 also shows that inreasing PNCdoes usually translate into more routes found. On the ontrary, inreasing theexibility parameter may, at times, redue it instead.In terms of routing overhead, we an see from gure 6.8 that the extra routesfound have a ost, as expeted. We nd that, when inreasing the exibility valuefrom 0 to 1, there is a onsiderable inrease on the routing overhead, whih remainsmore or less stable afterwards.Conerning paket losses, the paket loss rate is below 4% in all simulationsthat we exeuted, whih is an aeptable value taking into aount that there is noway to avoid ollisions for pakets broadasted using the IEEE 802.11 tehnology.143
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Figure 6.7: Average number of routes found
Figure 6.8: Routing overhead
Figure 6.9: Average time for the route request propagation yle144
6.2. ENHANCEMENTS TO THE SR ALGORITHMTable 6.4: Dierent test modes using SRMode Flexibility PNC1 0 22 2 23 0 4To onlude this evaluation of the SR mode we also analyzed the average yletime, this is the time that goes from the moment a route request is generatedto the time when the last message assoiated with that request is reeived. Theresults are presented on gure 6.9. In general, turning the ahe o results in aredued yle time, whih is rather unexpeted. When the maximum propagationount is 2 we nd learly a minimum when Flexibility equals 1 for ahe on and 2for ahe o. This phenomena has been referred to in setion 6.2.2.Based on the results of this setion, we have hosen three dierent Flexibility /PNC pairs to proeed with our study. These are presented on table 6.4. We haveassigned a test mode number to eah pair of parameters for the sake of simpliityon the tests that follow.In mode 1 the propagation using the SR tehnique is restrited to the max-imum, so that only one extra route per node is allowed relative to the defaultDSR behavior. Modes 2 and 3 maintain one of the parameters of mode 1, but inmode 2 we inrease the value of the exibility parameter by two, and in mode 3we inrease by two the PNC parameter instead.We onsider that having the ahe turned o is the most reasonable hoiewhen attempting to maximize the number of disjoint paths found; therefore, theahe is impliitly turned o for all three test modes in the experiments that follow.6.2.4 Validation of the proposed SR modesIn the previous setion we analyzed the impat of using dierent ombinationsfor the PNC and Flexibility parameters in a stati senario, and we nished byhoosing a set of modes for further study. We now proeed with a performaneevaluation omparing the impat of the dierent SR test modes dened on table6.4 in terms of their salability properties.Our validation of the dierent SR modes onsisted of omparing the resultsobtained under dierent onditions against the standard DSR implementation.Tests are made with the ns-2 simulator, and we use dierent senario sizes andvariable node densities.Eah node is equipped with an IEEE 802.11b radio interfae transmitting at11Mbps, and the radio range is 250 meters. We loaded the network with 10 UDPsoures, eah sending 512 byte pakets at a rate of ten pakets per seond. Thetra from eah soure starts at a random time between zero and ten seonds.Afterwards the simulations run up to 900 seonds.Conerning node movement, it was generated using the random waypoint mo-145








































































Figure 6.10: Fixed node density and variable size (left) and xed size and variablenode density (right)bility model bundled in ns-2; we set the node speed to be generated in a range from0 to 10 m/s; an extra sript was reated in order to aept only senarios withoutnetwork partitioning (no unreahable destinations), in order to obtain a onnetedgraph. To perform a fair omparison, eah senario generated is tested with allprotools under evaluation. Eah depited value is an average of 5 simulation runs.We now present the results ahieved for the dierent SR modes in terms ofadditional routing overhead ompared to the standard DSR implementation. Wealso inlude values for DSR with ahe turned o as referene.On the left side of gure 6.10 we present the relative routing overhead generatedby the dierent modes with respet to DSR. We use a squared senario with sidesizes varying from 700 to 1225 meters; the node density is xed at 80 nodes persquared kilometer. In terms of paket arrivals, the dierene of all modes omparedwith DSR does not exeed 3%, exept for the 1225×1225 m senario where thedierene is slightly higher.We an observe from gure 6.10 that mode 1 does not generate muh additionaloverhead, being that this value never surpasses 100%. Mode 2 provokes a higherrouting overhead than mode 1 as expeted, though the inrease is not exessive.Mode 3, on the other hand, faes salability problems for large senarios.To omplete our salability analysis, we make a similar evaluation varying thenode density in a squared senario with size xed at 1000×1000 meters. Theright side of gure 6.10 presents the results ahieved in terms of relative routingoverhead with respet to the standard DSR implementation. In terms of paketarrivals, the dierene ompared with DSR, for all modes, does not exeed 3%.Conerning modes 1 and 2, they perform well for all node densities, being thatagain mode 1 oers lower overhead than the remaining SR modes.6.2.5 Evaluation of the SR mode in typial MANET se-nariosPreviously we evaluated how well did the dierent SR modes sale. In that evalu-ation we generated only a little amount of UDP tra, so as not to ause routingprotools to ollapse due to ongestion. However, we onsider that it is also im-146
































































Figure 6.11: H.264 Goodput and UDP Goodput at dierent mobility levelsportant to assess how routing protools behave when we have dierent degreesof mobility and dierent kinds of tra soures in the MANET. We will studyif, under varying onditions, the tra delivery rate does not derease, and therouting overhead is kept within aeptable bounds.In our framework we used the same Flexibility / PNC pairs presented in table6.4.The senario used in our simulations has 40 nodes in a 1500×300 area, andthe simulations run for 310 seonds. The senario generation proess uses therandom waypoint mobility generator that omes bundled with the ns-2 simulator;the output of the generator has been restrited with the help of a sript thatassures that no node partitioning phenomena ours during the simulation. Thisis done in order to assure that all paket drops are solely due to ongestion orrouting problems.We used 3 FTP/TCP tra soures, 3 CBR/UDP soures and 2 H.264/RTP/UDPvideo soures. The dierent soures of tra start at a random time between 0 and10 seonds, and generate tra until the end of the simulation. One seond beforethe beginning of eah H.264 video ow, one UDP paket is sent to the destinationto initiate the session; this is to assure that a route is available for video streaming.The average bit rate for eah H.264 video ow is 186 kbit/s. H.264 pakets areidentied in the simulator as video pakets, so that they have a higher priorityon the interfae queue. Therefore, only routing pakets have higher priority thatvideo pakets. Conerning CBR tra, eah soure sends 512 byte pakets at arate of 20.5 kbit/s.For eah speed value we generated 10 dierent senarios where all DSR modeshave been evaluated. So, all the points depited are the average values obtainedfrom these 10 distint senarios.We will now present the simulation results ahieved by using the simulationframework desribed above. We ompare eah of the three SR modes proposed,using the original DSR implementation as referene; we also inlude data for theLG proposal, so that it beomes evident that it is a route disovery mehanismwhih does not oer high performane under heavy tra loads.Figure 6.11 shows the results ahieved in terms of goodput at dierent speeds.As it an be seen, even though nodes are not using the extra routes available to147







































































Figure 6.12: TCP Goodput and total number of data pakets reeived at dierentmobility levelsperform tra splitting or repliation through them, the eet of having moreroutes in the ahe is quite visible, being the results superior to the original DSRimplementation for moderate mobility (H.264 streams) and for low mobility (UDPtra). Relative to the LG solution, we nd that its performane is quite poor,as we expeted from previous results.Figure 6.12 shows the results ahieved in terms of TCP performane and totalnumber of data pakets reeived on the network. The TCP improvements at highnode speeds show learly the inreased route stability aused by having more routeson ahe. We therefore believe that suh improvements are the main ause of theworse video and UDP results at high speeds. In terms of global performane, mode1 surpasses DSR for speeds over 5 m/s. We an also see from that gure that,when the speed reahes 18 m/s, the advantage of having more routes available islessened; this an be explained by the fat that having many routes beomes lessuseful as the topology hange rate ahieves very high levels.In terms of routing overhead, gure 6.13 shows that the dierene between thedierent SR modes and DSR is minimal; in fat, the overhead for SR mode 1 iseven lower than DSR's at average speeds. Obviously, when the speed is zero, thereis no benet by obtaining further routes sine no route will ever be lost. The lakof eieny of the LG algorithm is learly put in evidene on this gure and, as itan be seen, onsumes most of the network bandwidth with routing pakets. Theuse of the SR strategy is, therefore, a more stable and reommendable tehnique.In summary, these simulations have shown that SR mode 1 performs betterwhen ompared to modes 2 and 3. Notie that mode 1 is the most restritivepropagation method and, therefore, an nd extra routes without muh extrarouting overhead. We believe that this is the main ause for the superior resultsahieved when ompared to the other two modes.6.2.6 Eets of route stability on real-time video streamsThe performane of real-time video streams on wired paket networks (suh as theInternet) depends on queue management, sheduling poliies, et. Video streams'performane in MANETs also depends on other fators, suh as the medium aess148



























Figure 6.13: Relative Routing Overhead at dierent mobility levelsmehanism, the degree of node mobility, the routing protool used, et.When video pakets sent by one node ompete for the medium with severalTCP soures, the bandwidth is shared fairly among them due to TCP's adaptivenature. If the resulting bandwidth is not enough for the video stream, paketswill experiene high delays and queue drops. This problem an only be solvedthrough ongestion ontrol tehniques (e.g. SWAN [GAAL02℄) or through QoSmehanisms at the MAC level (e.g. IEEE 802.11e [IEE05℄), being fundamental inongested MANETs. Conerning mobility and the number of hops, these an onlybe handled by appropriate routing tehniques.In this setion we are going to study how severely does node mobility aet areal-time video stream in terms of video ommuniation disruptions (video gaps).We will prove that suh video gaps are intimately related to route disovery events,and that the enhaned route disovery solution presented before, the SR mode,onsiderably mitigates the eets of mobility.Experiments are made with the ns-2 simulator, and take plae on a 1000×1000m squared senario with 80 nodes. Conerning tra load, it onsists of the traeof a single H.264 [H2603a℄ video stream obtained from the well known Foremansequene; we enoded this video at 10 frames-per-seond in the QCIF format. Eahvideo frame is split into 7 RTP pakets, whih means that the paket generationrate is of 70 pakets per seond; the target bitrate is 186 kbit/s.We hose to perform our study with only one video stream in order to learlyobserve the impat of the dierent route disovery mehanisms under analysis,making it independent from other tra ows and from ongestion-related routingmisbehavior.Figure 6.14 shows that modes 1 to 3 always perform slightly better that theoriginal DSR implementation in terms of paket arrivals. The best performingmode is SR mode 1, where the improvements over DSR reah 4,5%. Conerningrouting overhead, SR mode 1 provokes only a moderate routing overhead inreaseompared to the standard DSR implementation, and generates fewer routing on-trol pakets than the remaining two test modes, again proving to be the besthoie. 149






























































, 0 ≤ BF ≤ 1What remains undened, though, is the minimum number of onseutive lostpakets to reate a video gap. In this work we set that threshold to 7 pakets (oneentire frame), that is, Bi ≥ 7.Conerning BF limits, the lower limit, zero, indiates that there are no videoframe gaps (though losses an our) and 1 is the upper limit, meaning that theentire sequene was lost. Notie that the quadrati relation allows taking intoaount the fat that many distributed 1-frame gaps are almost impereptible toa viewer, while a single 50 frames gap (5 seonds interruption at 10Hz) is quitedisturbing from a user's point of view. 150






















Figure 6.15: Video throughput variationTable 6.5: Video annoyane statistisProtool BF (10−3) BF % towards DSRDSR 6,17 -Mode 1 0,709 11,5Mode 2 0,841 13,63Mode 3 0,876 14,20We now analyze a typial paket drop pattern on a simulation using the stan-dard DSR implementation and a single H.264 video ow. The results are presentedon gure 6.15, and allow us to observe that some of the paket losses are bursty, aommon ourrene in MANETs. This auses the video ow to be stopped sineseveral entire frames are lost.Table 6.5 presents a omparison between the dierent routing protools interms of the BF parameter. As it an be seen, the BF value assoiated withmodes 1 to 3 is only a small fration (less than 15%) of the BF ahieved withthe original DSR implementation. This result alone proves how the dierent SRmodes improve the video experiene in terms of video disruptions.To further analyze and validate the improvements ahieved in terms of the BFparameter, we study (see gure 6.16) the video gap histogram for all protools atvery high mobility levels (maximum node speed set to 18 m/s). We nd that DSRperforms muh worse with respet to the three SR modes, being mode 1 the onethat whih ahieves the best results overall.Another important fator shown in gure 6.16 is that SR modes 1 to 3 presentgap sizes of no more than 20 frames, ontrarily to DSR. In fat, DSR is prone tolose as muh as 217 onseutive frames (more than 20 seonds of interruption),while for mode 1 the maximum gap size experiened is of only 13 frames (1,3seonds interruption). 151
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Figure 6.17: Relationship between RREQs, RERRs and video gaps (left) andrelative number of RREQs generated (right)6.2.6.2 Gap auses and solutionsIn senarios suh as the one seleted, where ongestion is not a problem, paketlosses are intimately assoiated with link breaks and subsequent route failures.However, DSR uses link layer information to detet broken links, and so theinterval between the detetion of a broken link and the reeption of the respetivenotiation by the soure is, in terms of video streaming, not exessively long.We therefore onlude that the ause of suh long video gaps is related to routedisovery proedures, and not just route failures. Figure 6.17 (left) proves thatthis statement is true. As it an be seen, only RREQ proedures are relatedto situations where the number of onseutive pakets dropped is above the gapthreshold, while route failure (RERR) events are usually not assoiated with videogaps at all. We also veried that, in this senario, all video gaps are assoiatedwith a route request (RREQ) event sine there is no ompeting tra. Relativeto the Gap threshold, it is equal to 7 pakets as referred in the previous setion.Proven this diret relationship between video gaps and route request events, westudied the behavior of the dierent SR modes relative to DSR in terms of routerequest events generated so as to obtain a lear explanation of the results of table152
6.3. MULTIPATH ROUTING6.5 and gure 6.16. We alulated the number of route requests generated by thevideo soure at dierent speeds, ahieving the results presented on the right sideof gure 6.17. Results are relative to those found for the standard DSR protoolimplementation.These results show that modes 1 to 3 present less video gaps for all speeds;this is expeted due to the higher number of routes found by these enhaned routedisovery algorithms. The relationship between the number of RREQ events andvideo gaps also explains the improvements in terms of BF. The mode with bestoverall performane (mode 1) shows an average redution of 68% on the numberof RREQs generated in relation to DSR, and so we will use it as a basis for furtherimprovements.6.3 Multipath routingIn the previous setion we have shown that video streams owing in MANETs areprone to be degraded by mobility through paket loss bursts whih ause gaps onommuniation. We presented some tehniques to measure those gaps, suh as theBF parameter and the video gaps histogram, and proved that by using any of theSR modes proposed we an redue the number and size of these ommuniationgaps. We also showed that video gaps are intimately related to route disoveryproesses.In this setion we will present further improvements by analyzing how theuse of simultaneous paths on data transmission eetively redues the down-timeof multimedia ows, making the ommuniation experiene smoother and morepleasant to the user. Though the use of multipath routing an be extended to anytype of data, in this proposal we onentrate on multimedia streams alone.6.3.1 Tra splitting strategiesTra splitting in the ontext of multipath routing refers to the tehnique ofdistributing the pakets of a ertain stream through dierent paths. An optimalstrategy in terms of tra splitting would be one where the shortest disjoint pathsare used. In general, node disjoint paths are preferable sine these ahieve thebest usage in terms of both bandwidth and node resoures. There are some aseswhere no node disjoint paths are available and, therefore, link disjoint paths arereommendable. In fat, the link disjointness ondition is enough to redue theeet of mobility in ad-ho networks. The algorithm we propose for maximumdisjointness is algorithm 1. Notie that this algorithm works independently of theroute disovery strategy used, though it learly benets from extensions suh asthe SR modes proposed for DSR. From now on, we shall refer to Disjoint solutionas the one whih makes use of this algorithm, in onjuntion with SR mode 1 forroute disovery and the preventive route disovery tehni proposed in the nextsetion.The ation of nding the disjointness of one route is always done relativelyto the previously used route. The tehnique employed by our algorithm allowsto easily adapt to extra routes found through the forwarding or intereption of153
CHAPTER 6. REDUCING THE IMPACT OF MOBILITY ON VIDEOSTREAMSAlgorithm 1 Fully adaptive route disjointness algorithmif (no path has been hosen previously) {hoose the rst shortest path;} else {nd the shortest node disjoint path;if (not found) { nd the shortest link disjoint path; }if (not found) { nd the shortest path with least ommon links; }if (not found) { hoose rst shortest path; }} Table 6.6: Comparison of tra splitting strategiesMode Video Routing End-to-end Dispersionarrivals(%) overhead delay (ms)Disjoint 99,70 6759 39,54 0,71
R2 97,60 11346 51,19 0,32routing pakets, as well as adapting to lost routes. To provide a good basis ofomparison we dene a metri that learly evidenes the exat gains in terms ofpath dispersion, that is, an average degree of path disjointness. So, the dispersionbetween two onseutive paths for a single stream would be:
Dispersion = 1 − CL
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Figure 6.18: Eet of hoosing dierent inter-request intervals on the routingoverhead generateddoes not vary with speed.This analysis allows us to onlude that the results ahieved fully justify theextra omputational omplexity required by the Disjoint solution, being the R2a possible solution for environments with few resoures (though the performanewill drop). From now on we will always use the Disjoint solution when performingtra splitting.6.3.2 Preventive route disoveryIn order to omplete the Disjoint solution, whose tra splitting strategy was pre-sented in the previous setion, we now propose a mehanism to perform preventiveroute disovery proesses. Its objetive is to minimize the eet of video gaps onthe video quality delivered to the user.Normally, the DSR protool initiates a route disovery proess when it has noavailable routes to the destination. So, until a new valid route is disovered, ourvideo ow transmission will lose a burst of pakets, produing a video gap. Wepropose performing preventive route disovery proesses in order to avoid thatsituation. So, we think that it is reasonable to look for new routes when there areno disjoint paths available.Also, it is neessary to take into aount the following situation: after omplet-ing a preventive route disovery yle, no disjoint routes are found. In this ase wehave to start another route disovery proess to avoid video ow stall if the urrentroute is lost. So, by doing sporadi route disoveries we inrease the probability offalling in video stall states, produing more video gaps. On the other hand, doingfrequent route disoveries may result in an exessive routing overhead. Then, weneed to nd a trade-o.With that purpose we made some experiments varying the preventive routedisovery period. We tested route disovery intervals of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16seonds, inluding the default situation (never) for omparison. Remind that,when all routes to the destination are lost, a new route disovery proess is started;in that situation the probability of provoking a video gap is high.In gure 6.18 we present the routing overhead dierenes among the dierent155





















Random (10%)Figure 6.19: Distortion values for dierent paket repliation strategies.tagged I frames, the repliation mehanism repliates only those pakets relatedto I frames.From that gure we nd that, by repliating 10% of the pakets randomly,the distortion inreases by 0.5 dB relative to no-repliation, so it almost does notjustify the 10% inrease in terms of bandwidth. We do ahieve onsiderable gainsby performing an intelligent paket repliation, though still maintaining the samebandwidth inrease. In fat, the introdution of video awareness in the paketrepliation proess allows to ahieve up to 2,14 additional dBs when paket lossesreah 20%.6.3.3.2 Optimal video data distribution in multipath senariosWe now fous on some aspets of video distribution in multipath senarios. Asexposed previously, paket splitting attenuates the eets of mobility by assuringthat, even when one path is lost, the other one remains available for data trans-mission. As soon as the loss is deteted, the soure stops sending pakets throughthat invalid route. However, from the moment a broken link is deteted to the mo-ment the soure reeives the orrespondent notiation, a onsiderable amount ofvideo pakets ould have been transmitted. Contrarily to random error senarios,now the losses will aet well dened data - pakets assigned to the invalid path.For example, if we split eah frame in two pakets and we route data through twodisjoint paths, the loss of one path will always result in the loss of the upper orlower part of the frame, depending on the aeted path. This situation will go onuntil the failure is deteted.To further examine this problem we use the same video sequene as before(Foreman), and simulate the loss of one of the routes. Our evaluation envisagedsenarios where the soure splits pakets through 2 and 3 disjoint paths, for om-parison.The results presented in gure 6.20 refer to the average video distortion per-eived in the rst 10 aeted frames. Also, when using 2 disjoint paths, we averagethe distortion values resulting from losing one path or another; when using 3 pathswe average the three distortion values obtained. Notie that, in terms of videodistortion, we present experimental values for both intra-oded sequenes (I) andpreditive-oded sequenes (P). 157
























P - 3 paths
P - 2 paths
I - 3 paths
I - 2 pathsFigure 6.20: Average distortion value for varying paketization granularity in therst 10 aeted framesFigure 6.20 shows that the number of pakets per frame is a parameter whihaets the sequene's distortion, ausing dierenes of up to 2 dB. Here we havetwo distint fators ating simultaneously: (1) a higher granularity in paketiza-tion will ause information loss to be spread in a more uniform manner throughoutframes. This eet helps in inreasing the piture quality, but has the drawbakthat it does also inrease the network's tra. And (2), there is a relation be-tween the number of pakets per frame and the number of routes used. So, whenthe number of pakets per frame is a multiple of the number of paths, the lostinformation will always refer to the same frame areas.As a onsequene of these interations, we an see that using 7/8 pakets perframe is the best solution in terms of video signal distortion for both preditedand intra-oded video sequenes.Another aspet shown in gure 6.20, and that should also be taken into on-sideration, is that I frames are more severely aeted by losses than P frames.However, one the route is established, an intra-oded sequene will reover tomaximum quality instantly, while sequenes that rely on predition alone will re-over slower. Therefore, a good balane between intra oded (I) and predited (P)frames on a sequene should be found in order to simultaneously optimize the useof bandwidth and the propagation of errors. We tuned the sequene for a GOPsize of 10 frames, that is, frame groups formed by an I frame followed by 9 Pframes.6.4 Joint evaluation of proposalsIn this setion we are going to perform a global evaluation of the DSR, SR andDisjoint solutions, adjusting them with the options found to be the best in preed-ing setions. The simulation setup onsists of a 1000×1000 meters senario with80 nodes. The mobility pattern is generated using the random waypoint mobilitymodel bundled in ns-2, and an extra sript was reated in order to aept onlythose senarios where node topology forms a onneted graph.A single video ow, with the same harateristis desribed in setion 6.2.6,onforms the injeted tra. The Disjoint solution uses the multipath routing158


















































Figure 6.21: Comparison in terms of video paket arrivals (left) and routing over-head (right) of the dierent routing algorithms for dierent levels of mobilityalgorithm 1, SR mode 1 for route disovery and also preventive route disovery,being the latter mehanism onstrained to a minimum period of 8 seonds betweenonseutive route requests.We an learly see on the left side of gure 6.21 that, in terms of paket arrivalrate, DSR performs worse than the remaining proposals for moderate/high speeds.The Disjoint solution proves to be the best for all speeds, though using SR alonealready ahieves very good performane.In terms of routing overhead, we an see on the right side of gure 6.21 thatSR mode 1 generates slightly more ontrol pakets than DSR. The Disjoint modeauses a muh greater inrease in terms of routing overhead sine this protool isperforming preventive route disoveries. If preventive routing disovery mehanismis turned o (notie the No PRD tag) the routing overhead values are similar tothose for SR.Notie also that the rate of growth between the three solutions is quite dierent.Comparing the routing overhead at minimum and maximum speeds we an seethat, while DSR ontrol pakets have inreased by a fator of 9, in the SR modethere has been a 5 times inrease, and just a twofold inrease for the Disjointmode. This shows the better adaptation of the later ones to very high mobilitysenarios.If we now look at what we wished to redue - video streaming gaps - we ansee that there has been a gradual improvement as shown in gure 6.22. As itan be seen, both the SR mode and the multipath Disjoint solution are able tosigniantly redue the video gap ourrene, being the latter the most eetiveas expeted.Table 6.7 shows the improvements in terms of global gap perentage and theBF parameter. The reason why the dierene in terms of BF between SR andDisjoint modes is not greater is due to the fat that both approahes avoid largevideo gaps, being large video gaps those that provoke signiant dierenes interms of the BF metri. For video gaps of less than 3 frames, though, the disjointmode shows its eetiveness without doubt.Relatively to the benet of inluding or not the preventive route disoverymehanism, we ahieve a redution of 37% in terms of BF and of 50% in terms of159
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Figure 6.22: Video gaps distributions for the 3 protools under test at high mobility(18 m/s)Table 6.7: Comparison between the dierent routing protool versions in terms ofgap perentage and the BF parameterProtool version DSR SR DisjointGap (%) 2,41 0,303 0,0776Avg. BF (10−3) 1,80 0,46 0,25gap perentage by turning it on. The main reason for this dierene are the fewsituations where preventive routing saves us of video gaps.To onlude our analysis, we now apply the I-frame repliation method devel-oped speially for video streams in multipath routing environments to determineglobal improvements. The senario is the same one used in setion 6.2.6, and weuse both the Disjoint multipath routing solution and the standard DSR imple-mentation for omparison.We add bakground tra, so 10% of the nodes are either soures or destina-tions of tra. Eah bakground soure sends CBR/UDP tra using 512-bytepakets, at a rate of four pakets per seond.Table 6.8 shows the results ahieved with dierent protool/repliation om-binations. In terms of paket arrivals for video data we see that the dierene isTable 6.8: Video arrivals and routing overhead for dierent protool/repliationombinations Mode Video Routingarrivals (%) overheadDSR 97,2 7011DSR+Rep. 95,9 6438Disj. 97,4 18380Disj.+Rep. 97,6 18953160



















Disj.+Rep.Figure 6.23: Distribution funtion for video paket delaysminimum, exept for DSR plus repliation where the arrival perentage is slightlyredued. Conerning the use of the Disjoint mode with or without I frames repli-ation, it auses a 2% inrease in the bakground tra, along with a onsiderableinrease of the routing overhead, as expeted. Notie that this additional routingoverhead an be redued by about 50% if the preventive route disovery mehanismis turned o.In terms of end-to-end delay we found that, exept for very high paket ar-rival values, DSR alone performs better than the remaining modes, as shown ingure 6.23. This result is expeted sine both paket splitting and paket repli-ation mehanisms are prone to ause additional delays to a video stream. It isalso interesting to notie that, when using multipath tra splitting, 96% of thepakets arrive faster without repliation, but the remaining 4% arrive faster withrepliation on.In order to assess the eet of the dierent strategies under study on the videostream we evaluate the results, in terms of average distortion, for varying end-to-end delay thresholds. Suh results are shown in gure 6.24. We should pointout that the PSNR dierenes found are due to paket drops that are related torouting and delay thresholding, but are not related to ongestion.Contrarily to what would be expeted by observing gure 6.23, DSR alonenever performs better than its multipath ounterpart. Conerning Disjoint modeplus repliation, we also notie that it behaves better than DSR for end-to-enddelay thresholds above 500 ms.In this senario it is not possible to observe the goodness of I frames repliation,as obtained theoretially in setion 6.3.3.1, sine the main ause for paket lossesare path breakages, whih are not frequent, randomly distributed paket losses. Itis lear, though, how the 10% inrease in terms of video tra aets the overallperformane, whih leads us to think that this option shall be optimal only insituations where paket loss is more severe and more randomly distributed, andalso when the available radio tehnology oers higher bandwidths.161






















Disj.+Rep.Figure 6.24: PSNR variation for varying end-to-end delay thresholds6.5 ConlusionsIn this hapter we presented several enhanements to the DSR routing protoolin order to provide a better support to real-time multimedia streaming, taking anH.264 video stream as referene. We started by presenting the SR algorithm, anextension to DSR's route disovery method based on a previous proposal by Leeand Gerla [LG01℄.In order to assess the eetiveness of the SR algorithm we simulated a statisenario, and obtained values for several quality parameters. We ompared it withthe LG solution, notiing that the SR algorithm ahieves exellent improvementsin terms of routing overhead, lost pakets and route disovery time.We also proposed two enhanements to the SR algorithm whih aim at bothinreasing and dereasing the route disovery overhead, varying the number ofroutes found aordingly. Using low values for the PNC parameter, in onjuntionwith path disjointness enforement, suessfully restrits the propagation over-head; on the other hand, the Flexibility parameter an be tuned to allow ndingmore routes. We make an evaluation of the behavior of these parameters throughsimulation and analysis of the results.We proeeded with an evaluation in typial senarios using dierent speedsand with typial tra loads. By observing the improvements relative to the LGsolution and the default DSR implementation we onlude that the LG solution,though allowing nodes to nd more routes, generates too muh overhead. Wetherefore onsider it not appropriate for networks under average/high load. The SRsolution, on the other hand, allows nodes to nd extra routes without introduingtoo muh routing overhead. Results showed that the routing overhead generatedis very similar to that of DSR's.Conerning data pakets, the extra routes provided by the SR mode enhaneroute stability for average speeds (6 to 15 m/s), whih was learly evidened bythe improvements on TCP goodput, and was also reeted on the total number ofdata pakets reeived.We proeeded by evidening the existene of video transmission gaps in wirelessad-ho networks. We studied their auses, as well as the relation between videogaps and route stability. Conerning video streams, we also proposed using an162
6.5. CONCLUSIONSalternative metri to PSNR - BF -, developed in hapter 5, in order to measurevideo gaps in a lear and straightforward manner.We presented additional solutions to the video gap problem through paketsplitting proedures and performing preventive route disoveries. The rst of thesemehanisms aims at reduing small but frequent video interruptions, while theseond aims at eliminating very large video interruptions aused by the loss of allroutes to a destination. We ahieved redutions in terms of video gaps of up to97% by applying both tehniques simultaneously.After the multipath framework was set, we analyzed the interations betweenthe video ode and the paket splitting mehanism, tuning the former so as toobtain the best performane.We onluded our work with an overall evaluation of the improvements ahieved,showing that there are lear improvements in terms of video distortion values fordierent delay thresholds, where the mobility-related gains an surpass 1.2 dB.
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Chapter 7MAC layer support for QoS inMANETSOne of the most important requirements for MANETs supporting real-time ows ishaving a QoS-enabled MAC layer. Without tra dierentiation on hannel aessit beomes very diult to avoid that bandwidth-greedy protools (e.g. TCP)oupy most radio resoures. Also, the ation of routing protools is muh moreimportant in MANETs than in wired networks due to the presene of mobility;therefore, it is important to assure that routing-related tasks are not aeted bythe rest of the tra.In this hapter we study the viability of using the IEEE 802.11e [IEE05℄ teh-nology to ahieve MAC layer QoS in multi-hop wireless network environments.We begin our study by evaluating how well does the prioritized hannel aessmehanism proposed for IEEE 802.11e perform in stati MANET senarios. Wethen proeed by assessing the impat of mobility on QoS tra.We onlude this hapter with an analysis of the benets that the IEEE 802.11etehnology oers to reative routing protools, suh as DSR and AODV, provingthat it is enough to mitigate routing misbehavior under high loads of best eorttra.7.1 Evaluation of the IEEE 802.11e tehnology inMANETsIn order to assess the performane and eetiveness of IEEE 802.11e in multi-hopenvironments we perform several simulation tests fousing on throughput and end-to-end delay values for dierent degrees of network saturation, dierent numberof hops from soure to destination, and dierent number of ompeting soures.We reated both a stati referene senario and a mobile referene senario.The stati referene senario, shown in gure 7.1, is a ontrolled environment usedin order to make strit performane measurements. Therefore, all hanges in statisenario situations will always be made relative to this referene senario.165
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Figure 7.1: Stati multi-hop senarioTable 7.1: ns-2 PHY settings for IEEE 802.11a/gParameter ValueSlotTime 9 µsCCATime 3 µsRxTxTurnaroundTime 2 µsSIFSTime 16 µsPreambleLength 96 bits ∼=16 µsPLCPHeaderLength 40 bitsPLCPDataRate 6 Mbit/sDataRate 54 Mbit/sAs shown in gure 7.1, we have four soure/destination pairs (Si, Di) whihare 4 hops away from eah other (3 intermediate nodes). All tra soures are setto generate the same data rate in all four ACs, and the tra type hosen onsistsof CBR/UDP soures with paket size xed at 512 bytes.Relatively to the mobile referene senario, it represents a typial mobile MANETenvironment. It onsists of a retangular area sized 1900×400 meters, where theaverage number of hops from soure to destination is four - the same as for thestati referene senario presented above. The number of stations partiipatingin the MANET is 50, and all of them are moving at a onstant speed of 5 m/saording to the random waypoint mobility model. The routing protool used isAODV, and routing tra is assigned the highest priority (AC_VO).To ondut our experiments we used the ns-2 simulator [KK00℄ with the IEEE802.11e extentions from Wietholter and Hoene [SC03℄. We setup the IEEE 802.11radio aording to the parameters exposed in table 7.1. These values are valid forboth IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g sine the radio model of the simulator doesnot dierentiate between both.Conerning the IEEE 802.11e MAC, it was ongured aording to the valuespresented earlier in table 1.3.The simulation results using the stati senario show a 99% ondene intervalin all depited points. Conerning the results of setion 7.1.2, whih use themobile senario instead, all points depited are an average of 5 simulation runsusing dierent mobility traes; this is beause, ontrarily to a stati senario,166
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AC_BK (Background)a) b)Figure 7.3: End-to-end delay ahieved with a) no CFB and b) CFB ativatedthe ompletion time is muh higher and strit ondene intervals would require avery large number of simulation runs sine mobility has a strong impat on results.Simulation times are of 300 seonds in eah senario.7.1.1 Determining the saturation limitsUsing the stati referene senario, we start our analysis by observing the behav-ior in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay when hoosing dierent trageneration rates for the soures. Remember that the same paket generation rateis used for all ACs and for all stations ating as tra soures.Figure 7.2 shows the results ahieved in terms of throughput with and withoutthe ontention-free bursting (CFB) mehanism. We an learly observe how thepoints of departure from the oered tra load line hange when this mehanismis ativated. This is espeially relevant for the Video Aess Category (AC_VI),where the saturation bandwidth reahes muh higher values. We also nd that theost of this improvement in terms of Voie tra is not high, being mainly due to abetter utilization of the wireless hannel apaity thanks to the large TXOPLimitassigned to both AC_VO and AC_VI.167

















































a) b)Figure 7.4: Throughput ahieved with a) no CFB and b) with CFB ativatedIn terms of end-to-end delay, gure 7.3 shows that the probabilisti prioriti-zation mehanism proposed by the IEEE 802.11e tehnology is quite eetive inproviding tra dierentiation. In fat, the end-to-end delay dierene (for lowvalues of oered tra) between the highest priority AC (AC_VO) and the lowestone (AC_BK) is almost of one order of magnitude. We also observe that, understrong saturation (more than 4 Mbit/s per AC), best-eort and bakground traf- suer from starvation, whih an be veried analyzing both throughput andend-to-end delay graphs.We now proeed with our analysis performing a dierent evaluation. Thepurpose is to observing the deay in terms of throughput as the number of hopsis inreased. Our purpose is also to assess if the share of bandwidth assignedto eah AC in a single hop situation remains the same as the number of hopsinreases. If tra with lower priority obtains signiatively higher bandwidthshares with inreasing number of hops, we ould onlude that the eetiveness ofIEEE 802.11e is redued.In this experiment we vary the number of hops from soure to destination byvarying the number of intermediate nodes. The total oered tra per AC is setto 12 Mbit/s (3 Mbit/s per soure), so that we operate under network saturationeven when soures and destinations are within radio range. In suh situation thedelay values are very high, as expeted, oering no signiant data.In gure 7.4 we present the saturation throughput when varying the number ofhops with and without the CFB mehanism. As expeted, the throughput for alltra ategories dereases as the number of hops inreases. In terms of the totalaggregate throughput, we observe that it drops from 16,60 Mbit/s (1 hop) to 3,32Mbit/s (8 hops) with no CFB, and from 21,74 Mbit/s to 3,34 Mbit/s with CFBative. This result shows that, as the number of hops inreases, the improvementsin terms of hannel utilization oered by the CFB mehanism derease. However,it still inuenes the hannel shares obtained by eah Aess Category.In terms of bandwidth share, gure 7.5 shows the alloation of bandwidth tothe dierent ACs with and without CFB. We observe that both Voie (AC_VO)and Video (AC_VI) tra maintain a steady share of the available bandwidthwhen CFB is o, as desired. When the CFB mehanism is ativated we observe168












































AC_BK (Background)a) b)Figure 7.5: Bandwidth share for varying number of hops with a) no CFB and b)CFB ativatedthat the Voie tra share inreases as the Video tra share dereases. Thisvariation, up to ten perent for eight hops, is due to the loss of eetiveness of theCFB mehanism with inreasing number of hops, as referred before.The Best eort (AC_BE) tra share slightly dereases with no CFB; onthe ontrary, it inreases if CFB is turned on. Bakground (AC_BK) trainreases its share as the number of hops inreases in both ases, though it isalways maintained very low.To omplete the analysis performed in this setion we now examine the stabilityof Voie and Video tra when only Best eort and Bakground tras vary. Ourpurpose is to assess the impat of non-real-time data pakets (e.g. peer-to-peerle sharing) on real-time tra, suh as video or voie streaming. With thispurpose we set soure S1 to transmit nothing but Voie tra at a rate of 0.5Mbit/s; likewise, soure S2 is set to transmit solely video tra, at a rate of 1Mbit/s. Soures S3 and S4 transmit variable rates of Best eort and Bakgroundtra respetively. With this setup we nd no dierene between using the CFBmehanism or not, sine it is never ativated (only beomes ative when tra isgenerated in a bursty manner).Figure 7.6 shows the results obtained with this new onguration. In termsof throughput we observe that neither Video nor Voie tra are aeted byinreasing Best eort and Bakground tra loads. When the hannel beomessaturated, Best eort tra obtains a bandwidth share about six times greaterthan Bakground tra. In terms of end-to-end delay, we nd that Voie trasuers from delay variations up to 70%, while for Video tra the delay variationsan reah 91%. Nonetheless, the atual delay values an be onsidered low enoughto support real-time appliations adequately.Overall, results show that the prioritization mehanism of IEEE 802.11e retainsmost of its eetiveness independently of the number of hops traversed by tra,or the load of Best Eort and Bakground tra. As with legay IEEE 802.11networks, though, the impat of the number of hops on available bandwidth isonsiderable. 169














































































































Total offer per AC
a) b)Figure 7.7: Throughput ahieved in a) the stati senario and b) on the mobilesenarios7.1.2 Impat of mobility on QoS performaneIn this setion we evaluate the performane of IEEE 802.11e in both stati andmobile environments. The purpose is to ompare the dierenes between bothenvironments so that the impat of mobility on performane is put in evidene.Conerning the simulation setup, we vary the number of tra soures andeah tra soure generates 0.2 Mbit/s (50 pakets per seond) per AC. The CFBmehanism is turned o.Figure 7.7 shows the throughput behavior in both stati and mobile senarios.The results for the stati senario show that throughput values follow the oeredtra load line losely before saturation. After saturation is reahed, the through-put inrease rate is no longer maintained, and it starts dropping after a ertainpoint due to the ontention mehanism inherent to IEEE 802.11.Relative to the senario with mobility, we observe that throughput values nolonger follow the oered tra load so stritly, though the points of maximumprodutivity for the dierent ACs are reahed for a higher number of soure sta-170























































AC_BK (Background)a) b)Figure 7.8: End-to-end delay ahieved in a) the stati senario and b) on themobile senariostions. This is due to the higher degree of path diversity ahieved in the mobilesenario. So, while in the stati senario the maximum aggregated throughput isof 4,1 Mbit/s (6 soures), in the mobile senario this value is inreased to 6 Mbit/s(14 soures).Conerning end-to-end delay, the results shown in gure 7.8 are quite represen-tative in the sense that they allow observing two rates of growth: the one beforesaturation (below the line shown) and the one when saturation starts to ause ol-lisions (above the line). We also see that Best eort and Bakground ACs almostan not transmit data with 8 tra soures or more.In the mobile senario we observe that the minimum end-to-end delay valuesare higher ompared to the stati senario. Moreover, the interval between thevarious ACs is not very high when there are only a few soures of tra. This isdue to mobility itself, whih auses the routing protool to reat to route hangesby buering tra on its queue. Similarly to what was found for throughput, nowthe end-to-end delay values do not reah saturation limits so quikly due to theexpeted tra dispersion eet. In terms of tra dierentiation, we observe thatin both senarios the prioritization mehanism of IEEE 802.11e eetively oersbetter QoS to higher priority tra, and so we onsider that the eetiveness ofthis mehanism in multi-hop environments is preserved.7.2 Interation between IEEE 802.11e and reativerouting protoolsIn the previous setion we studied the performane experiened by QoS datasoures in MANET environments whih take prot from the IEEE 802.11e teh-nology. We have showed that this tehnology is able to dierentiate ows withdierent QoS requirements with great eetiveness, and so we onsider that itreates the adequate onditions for deploying QoS servies in MANETs.From the results of the experiments made in hapter 4 we onluded that best-eort tra an have a negative impat on routing protools if there is no way171
CHAPTER 7. MAC LAYER SUPPORT FOR QOS IN MANETSto dierentiate it from routing tra. So, this setion is dediated to assess thebenets that IEEE 802.11e tehnology brings to MANETs in terms of routingresponsiveness ompared to the traditional IEEE 802.11 tehnology. We onsiderthat these benets beome more relevant when the routing protool used is reativeand relies on broadast storms for route disovery; further benets are obtainedif the routing protool uses link-layer feedbak for the detetion of broken links.Sine urrently the most well-known reative routing protools for MANETs areAODV and DSR, our experiments will fous on both of them.To ondut our experiments we used the same mobile senarios dened insetion 7.1. We wish to evaluate the eets of injeting variable loads of bothUDP and TCP best-eort tra when using either legay IEEE 802.11 or IEEE802.11e. When referring to legay IEEE 802.11 we are atually using an IEEE802.11g physial layer; tests performed with IEEE 802.11e also make use of theIEEE 802.11g physial layer, being the MAC layer enhaned with IEEE 802.11etehnology.In all the simulations made we set an initialization period of 100 seonds.During that period all tra soures send ICMP eho requests to destination ata very slow rate; the purpose is to nd all the routes required, and also to allowrouting protools to onverge. This tehnique aims at making measurements ina steady-state environment. After that period the atual tra being measuredstarts, and our measurement period lasts for 300 seonds on eah senario beingevaluated.Relatively to the soures of tra, TCP tra soures are greedy for band-width throughout the entire measurement period. We simulate this behavior usingFTP le transfers whih go on forever. Sine TCP uses an automati bandwidththrottling mehanism, we vary the load injeted into the MANET by vary thenumber of TCP onnetions. When simulating UDP tra we take the oppositeapproah: we x the number of soures (at four soures) and we vary the datageneration rate. The purpose is to saturate the network gradually.In all the experiments our purpose is to ompare the performane ahieved interms of throughput and routing overhead when using either plain IEEE 802.11or an IEEE 802.11e-enhaned MAC layer. For the omparison to be fair, bothTCP and UDP pakets are assigned to the best-eort aess ategory (AC_BE)under IEEE 802.11e. Conerning routing pakets, these are assigned to the highestMAC Aess Category under IEEE 802.11e; suh assignment is the most logial,and is also the one reommended in the IEEE 802.11e speiation (see table 1.2).This way we are able to deouple routing tra from best eort tra, and so allthe improvements experiened in terms of best eort tra are solely due to aninreased responsiveness of the routing mehanism itself.7.2.1 Improvements on TCP traIn this setion we fous on the improvements in terms of TCP throughput by usingIEEE 802.11e ompared to legay IEEE 802.11. We experiment with a variablenumber of FTP/TCP soures, and all tests are onduted with both DSR andAODV routing protools. 172
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Legacy 802.11
IEEE 802.11ea) b)Figure 7.10: Dierenes in terms of unaknowledged TCP data with a) AODVand b) DSR when using dierent IEEE 802.11 MAC layersIn gure 7.9 we show the TCP throughput performane results. When usingthe AODV routing protool we enounter the most signiant improvements. Infat, TCP throughput inreases by around 300% for all points depited. Whenusing DSR the inrement is also signiant, being lose to 150% for all points. In[GN99, TR01℄ authors show that TCP suers from poor performane in mobilenetworks beause it is not able to dierentiate between ongestion related paketlosses and mobility related ones, treating all losses as ongestion. To obtain aninsight into the paket loss phenomena, and related it to the ndings of thoseworks, we evaluate (see gure 7.10) the number of unaknowledged TCP datapakets using both MAC tehnologies. Notie that the lak of aknowledgmentsan be due both to the loss of TCP data pakets on the diret path, or to the lossof TCP ACK pakets on the reverse path.The results show that there is a signiative dierene in the perentage ofunaknowledged TCP data pakets, espeially when using the AODV routing pro-tool. In fat, when using AODV and the legay 802.11 MAC, we nd that thereare up to 3 times more unaknowledged pakets than with 802.11e. When using173
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a) b)Figure 7.11: Number of routing ontrol pakets with a) AODV and b) DSR whenusing dierent IEEE 802.11 MAC layersDSR the dierene between both MAC tehnologies is lower, whih is in aor-dane with the throughput results of gure 7.9. This dierene is due mainly toa better performane of DSR when relying on legay IEEE 802.11 for data trans-mission. DSR diers from AODV in its intensive use of ahing and snooping ofroutes from pakets in transit. Also, with DSR a signiative share of routingpakets are uniasted due to gratuitous route replies and route replies from ahe,ontrarily to AODV whih relies muh more on broadasting. Sine broadastpakets are not aknowledged under IEEE 802.11, ongested senarios will ausemore of these pakets to be lost due to ollisions. This fat is also put in evideneby observing the results shown in gure 7.11 relative to the routing overhead.Figure 7.11 shows that the number of routing ontrol pakets transmitted withAODV inreases when using IEEE 802.11e. So, IEEE 802.11e has the eet ofinreasing the robustness of the AODV routing mehanism by making routing re-lated ommuniation more reliable (fewer routing pakets dropped). When usingthe DSR routing protool the results are the opposite of those found for AODV.Now, assigning routing pakets more priority when aessing the medium makesrouting related ommuniation between stations muh faster. The eet this pro-dues is that fewer timeouts are triggered, and therefore fewer routing ontrolpakets are generated.The goodness of routing protools is usually evaluated in terms of normalizedrouting overhead, whih is dened as routing pakets required per data paketarriving to the destination. In our ase, the data pakets arriving to the destinationare both TCP data and ACK pakets.The results relative to AODV (see gure 7.12) show that, in general, the in-rease in throughput ompensates the inrease in routing overhead. In fat, withmore than 5 stations, results using IEEE 802.11e are signiatively better. Whenusing DSR this dierene is even more notieable, and the normalized routingoverhead an be dereased by up to 6 times when IEEE 802.11e is used.174
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a) b)Figure 7.13: UDP throughput with a) AODV and b) DSR when using dierentIEEE 802.11 MAC layers7.2.2 Improvements on UDP traIn this setion we analyze the improvements obtained with dierent UDP traloads. One of our purposes is to observe routing misbehavior as the ongestion inthe network inreases.We start by analyzing the improvements in terms of throughput with inreasingsoure load. Results are shown in gure 7.13. We an see that, again, when usingIEEE 802.11e the overall throughput inreases, though all UDP tra is assignedto the best-eort aess ategory (AC_BE). We nd that, for a soure load up to0.25 Mbit/s, the dierene in terms of throughput between using IEEE 802.11e ornot usually does not exeed 1%. For higher soure loads the dierene beomesquite notieable. When using UDP tra there is no loss-dependent behavior aswith TCP tra, and so the dierene in terms of throughput an be diretlyrelated to the degree of responsiveness of routing mehanisms. In this situationwe found that the dierenes between both routing protools are not very relevant,though DSR always performs slightly better.175
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a) b)Figure 7.15: Normalized routing overhead with a) AODV and b) DSR when usingdierent IEEE 802.11 MAC layersthe bandwidth share among dierent tra ategories depends on the numberof hops traversed, and that the ontention-free bursting mehanism loses mostof its eetiveness as the number of hops inreases. We also showed that, withIEEE 802.11e, high priority tra (Voie and Video) is able to maintain a steadythroughput independently of the lower priority tra load (Best eort and Bak-ground), and that, in terms of end-to-end delay, the impat is kept within veryaeptable bounds.Our analysis also inluded a omparative performane evaluation of the statisenario onguration with a mobile senario onguration for a variable numberof tra soure stations. Results show that, ompared to the stati onguration,the overall apaity is inreased due to the spreading of tra throughout thetest area; however, throughput values are always lower than the oered load dueto mobility related losses. Overall, we found that the upoming IEEE 802.11etehnology retains most of its eetiveness in both stati and mobile multi-hopsenarios.We nished our study by oering an insight into the interation of routingprotools and dierent IEEE 802.11 MAC layer implementations. Our study fo-used on both TCP and UDP performane improvements in a typial MANETenvironment when assigning routing pakets to the highest priority aess ate-gory under IEEE 802.11e. We detail the performane dierenes of two reativerouting protools - AODV and DSR - relating the tra throughput and routingoverhead results to their internal mehanisms.Results show that, when routing pakets benet from the prioritization meh-anism of IEEE 802.11e, the performane is improved drastially. We nd that thisimprovement is due to an inrease in the responsiveness of both routing protools.In terms of TCP throughput, we ahieve an inrease of up to 150% with DSR andup to 300% with AODV. Maximum UDP throughput is also inreased substan-tially, up to 200% for both routing protools. Relatively to normalized routingoverhead, whih is our referene metri to measure the eetiveness of routingprotools, we nd that IEEE 802.11e allows ahieving better results. The dier-ene beomes more notieable as we inrease the level of saturation in the network,177
CHAPTER 7. MAC LAYER SUPPORT FOR QOS IN MANETSsine saturation auses the routing protool's mehanisms to malfuntion.Overall, we onsider that upgrading the MAC layer of MANET stations toIEEE 802.11e is very important not also for multimedia tra support, but alsoto improve the eeny of the routing mehanism used, espeially if it is a reativeone.After the analysis made on this hapter we onrm that the IEEE 802.11etehnology is able to oer tra dierentiation, being adequate to deploy QoS-onstrained appliations in MANET environments. So, the topi of the next hap-ter is a proposal for a novel admission ontrol system to be deployed in IEEE802.11e-enabled MANETs.
178
Chapter 8Distributed Admission Controlfor MANET EnvironmentsSignaling mehanisms were rst introdued in the eld of telephony as the mostprimitive form of admission ontrol and resoure reservation. In the beginningmanual signaling systems were used, providing a simple alling signal to the nextoperator in the all path. Later these mehanisms beame automati (no interven-tion from a human operator) and, with the introdution of the rst PCM systems,they further evolved to digital line signaling systems.In the Internet we an also nd examples of the use of signaling at dierentlevels. The establishment of a TCP session is an example of a signaling proedurethat takes plae at the transport layer. HTTP request/reply exhanges is anexample of a signaling proedure taking plae at the appliation layer. Belowthe network layer we an also nd a variety of signaling mehanisms dependingon the underlying network tehnology used. In hapter 2.4 we presented someQoS models for MANETs. These QoS models oer solutions whih approah thetraditional onept of signaling in what refers to admission ontrol and reservationof resoures.In this hapter we propose a novel QoS framework for MANETs whih rep-resents a shift from the traditional signaling paradigm. Our solution, whih wenamed DACME (Distributed Admission Control for Manet Environments), doesnot rely on the suessive network elements in the path from soure to destinationnodes to perform any sort of resoure aquisition, relying instead on appliation-level end-to-end resoure measurements.DACME is designed to operate on MANETs whih benet from the MAC-levelQoS support oered by the IEEE 802.11e tehnology. The purpose of DACME isoering a distributed admission ontrol mehanism whose implementation in real-life MANETs is feasible, not too ompliated, and does not impose onstraints orrequirements on intermediate stations partiipating on tra forwarding tasks.This hapter is organized as follows: in the next setion we disuss the mainproblems to ahieve QoS support in MANETs, motivating our work by evideningwhat was and wasn't ahieved in previous works; in setion 8.2 we expose the179
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSore of our proposal. We then proeed to tune DACME parameters for MANETenvironments in setion 8.3, followed by some onformane tests in setion 8.4.Afterwards, we analyze the benets of DACME under dierent onditions, and weassess the performane when supporting bandwidth-onstrained, delay-onstrainedand jitter-onstrained appliations. Finally, we present our onlusions for thishapter.8.1 MotivationMANETs do not follow the Internet's Client / Servie provider paradigm IntServand DiServ were reated for. The development of a QoS framework for MANETsrequires a muh more exible philosophy of ooperation and resoure sharingamong users. In fat, the onept of MANET itself implies the existene of users,exept in situations where speial nodes have been deployed at a partiular loa-tion to form some sort of infrastruture, oering more reliability to a partiularMANET. The ad ho onept, though, is somehow misapplied in that situation.In MANETs we an devise two main poliies for resoure management and userontrol. The rst one follows the entralized ontrol paradigm, where one personor entity has pratially all the ontrol of the devies themselves, both in termsof their omponents (inluding hardware and software), as well as ontrol on howusers will operate the devies. An example of this an be a military unit or aremen resue group, where both devies and users follow strit poliies and rules.The entralized ontrol paradigm allows optimal operation and muh exibility atall levels in order to ahieve the best QoS support possible. However, it an onlybe deployed in very limited situations.The seond one drops the entralized ontrol paradigm, embraing a muhsofter one of ooperation among equals. This ooperation may be based on willing-ness to ahieve mutual benet, or enfored through punishment of selsh nodes.Anyway, there is always a notion of strong dependeny among users and omplexinterations in the network, whih an be remarkably well desribed using gametheory when nodes behave selshly. Urpi et al. [AMS03℄ develop a formal expla-nation of the harateristis of ad-ho networks, using the Nash equilibrium toanalyze strategies that stimulate ooperation among nodes. We onsider that, insuh MANET environments of selsh users, reserving resoures of others an bequite diult to aomplish.In real-world senarios, only rarely will we have full ontrol of all the stationsin a MANET as desribed in the rst paradigm. Also, we onsider that only someexpert users will manipulate their terminals in order to obtain benets; most userswill simply behave in a more naive manner, and so we an expet that stationswill, at most, use standard routing protools on top of standard MAC/PHY ra-dio interfaes. However, even when we have full ontrol of all devies, makingstrit QoS reservations is still a very omplex issue. Wang et al. [ZJ96℄ provedthat, in a wired environment suh as the Internet, if the QoS requirements ontaintwo additive metris (e.g. ost, delay, delay jitter) or more, QoS routing is anNP-omplete problem. In multihop wireless environments, performing resourereservation alone is a more ompliate task; in [LPB04℄, Georgiadis et al. show180
8.1. MOTIVATIONthat link interferenes (due to the hidden terminal problem) in multihop wirelessnetworks make the problem of seleting a path satisfying bandwidth requirementsan NP-omplete problem, even under simplied rules for bandwidth reservation.This means that the per-node loal measurements do not oer enough data forend-to-end bandwidth reservation, whih makes diult the implementation ofbandwidth reservation shemes for MANETs (e.g. the one proposed in the IN-SIGNIA [SAXA00℄ framework).If we fous instead on less onstraining proposals, we also nd that there arediulties to implement them. Taking the SWAN [GAAL02℄ proposal as an exam-ple, we disover that the admission ontrol mehanism used requires all stations tokeep trak of the MAC's transmission delay for all pakets. Also, all stations arerequired to update the available bandwidth eld of admission ontrol pakets andapply rate ontrol to best-eort tra. This approah has several drawbaks. AnIEEE 802.11 radio performs adaptive rate ontrol when transmitting data aord-ing to the Signal-to-Noise (SNR) ratio towards the reeiving station. Also, stationsmay dynamially selet dierent RTS/CTS and fragmentation thresholds. There-fore, the assoiation of a global estimate for transmission delay with a ertainbandwidth in the link towards a spei target station is not straightforward atall. Another issue is that MANET stations have heterogeneous harateristis andapabilities, and also dierent operating systems. So, developing suh omplexsolutions for all available operating systems used by laptops, PDAs, et. an bea long-lasting task and, in some ases, not possible due to unavailable APIs andproprietary software issues.To the best of our knowledge, previous proposals for QoS support in MANETsrequire that all MANET stations implement some sort of resoure reservation oradmission ontrol mehanism, tting perfetly in the rst paradigm of entral-ized user ontrol desribed before. If only a few stations do not implement thesemehanisms, then the whole QoS arhiteture fails or is deeply hindered. Anotherpratial issue that should be taken into aount is that terminals typially havelow battery and proessing power levels, and so reservation of resoures, tralassiation, poliing and sheduling tasks appear to be exessive for them.Fousing on our proposal, we wish to develop a tehnique provide QoS supportin MANETs that does not rely on intermediate stations for admission ontrol orsignaling purposes, and that does not require them to perform resoure onsumingtasks suh as ontinuous hannel measurements, tra shaping, resoure reserva-tion, et. We onsider that strit QoS reservations do not t into the underlyingphilosophy of MANETs, espeially those pertaining to the seond paradigm de-sribed earlier. Rather, we onsider that eah user should assess what himself andothers an/aept to oer, and use it in the best way possible. Iraqi and Boutaba[YR03℄ introdued the onept of degree of partiipation in ad ho networks. Theyargue that stations may partiipate in the forwarding proess with dierent de-grees, possibly performing rate-ontrol or ltering depending on parameters suhas power level, number of proesses running, memory levels, node apabilities, se-urity and internal resoure management poliies. Notie that suh poliies anbe hosen with selsh interests. We onsider this a very pragmati approah, andso we wish to nd a solution that an aommodate to the degree of partiipation181
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h station is willing to oer to the MANET.Another of our goals is to nd a method that an harmonize with the rate-adaptation mehanism of IEEE 802.11, and that an benet from the MAC-levelQoS support of IEEE 802.11e. In hapter 6 we showed that multipath routingan oer serious benets to multimedia tra, espeially when mobility ausesfrequent link breaks. So, it would be interesting that the proposed method doesnot fail when the routing protool uses multiple paths. It would also be desirableto obtain, apart from available bandwidth estimations, an estimate for the end-to-end delay and delay jitter. These an be partiularly useful to support adaptivemultimedia appliations.Finally, we also onsider important to nd a proedure that allows assessing theresoures available if a station does not belong to the MANET. This inludes notonly onnetions to stations in loal area networks (or possibly the Internet), butalso stations indiretly onneted to a MANET, suh as Bluetooth terminals (see[CRP03℄), wired devies onneted to MANET stations, or terminals belonging toother MANETs.The solution we onsider more adequate to fulll these requirements relieson distributed admission ontrol. It diers from the previous admission ontrolshemes in the sense that it an over a very broad range of devies and operatingsystems, and so does not require that nodes belonging to the MANET implementQoS poliies, perform resoure reservations, et. In fat, we onsider that the mostadequate option is trying to make this proess as transparent as possible to thenodes belonging to the MANET.Distributed admission ontrol, also known as endpoint admission ontrol, isa very salable tehnique where hosts (endpoints) probe the network in order todetet its urrent state. By probing the network with atual tra we avoidrelying on inaurate, per-node loal measurements. This tehnique is not new,and has already been studied in previous works suh as [LES+00℄, proving adequatefor the Internet sine it does not have the salability problems of IntServ, butallows to have a better QoS ontrol than that oered by the DiServ arhiteture.Though in [GAAL02℄ authors argue that probing tehniques are not adequate forMANETs sine they are hindered by mobility issues, the probing proess theyrefer to was developed speially for Internet environments; it onsists of sendingprobe pakets at the required data rate, being the level of paket losses monitoredat the destination. Obviously, suh approah an be hindered by mobility sine ittakes several seonds. However, we onsider that merely obtaining the paket lossperentage is not an adequate measurement for admission ontrol in MANETs. Weprefer using other kinds of probes to estimate available bandwidth and, optionally,end-to-end delay and delay jitter. With our proposal we expet that the admissiontime an be strongly redued, making it suitable for MANET environments.Relatively to mobility problems, we onsider that these an be solved by pe-riodi probing, smart ltering of results and, optionally, awareness of the routingstates through paket sning or feedbak from the routing agent. From our pointof view, the benets of distributed admission ontrol surpass its drawbaks.With suh a distributed aess ontrol sheme we seek its transparent integra-tion in a multi-layer QoS framework, where the MAC layer provides QoS support182
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Figure 8.1: Funtional blok diagram of the DACME agentusing IEEE 802.11e, and the routing layer an also oer QoS support by avoidingongested links (e.g. Q-AODV [CES00℄ and Q-OLSR [AHKG03℄) or by applyingmultipath routing tehniques, suh as those exposed in hapter 6.8.2 The distributed admission ontrol mehanismDACME is a probe-based admission ontrol mehanism that performs end-to-endQoS measurements aording to the QoS requirements of multimedia streams.In order for DACME to operate under optimal onditions in IEEE 802.11-basedMANETs, all the radio interfaes should be IEEE 802.11e enabled. However thisis not a strit requirement, whih means that DACME will still operate orretlyin non QoS-ompliant MANETs.In terms of software restritions on MANET nodes, only the soure and desti-nation of a QoS ow must have a DACME agent running. The rest of the nodeswill simply treat DACME pakets as regular data pakets, being unaware of themehanism itself.Conerning DACME's omponents, in gure 8.1 we present the funtional blokdiagram of a DACME agent. The main element of DACME is the QoS measure-ment module. This module is responsible for assessing QoS parameters on anend-to-end path. Another important element is the Paket Filter. Its purpose isto blok all tra whih is not aepted into the MANET, and also of altering theIP TOS (Type of Servie) paket header eld in the pakets of all aepted owsaording to the QoS that has been requested.An appliation that wishes to benet from DACME must register with theDACME agent by indiating the soure and destination port numbers, the destina-tion IP address and the required QoS parameters; these data are stored internallyin a table indexed using soure port numbers.One registration is ompleted suessfully the QoS measurement module isativated, and will periodially perform path probing between soure and destina-tion. The purpose is to assess the urrent state of the path in terms of availablebandwidth, end-to-end delay and jitter. The destination agent, upon reeiving183
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8.2. THE DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL MECHANISMAlgorithm 2 Probabilisti admission ontrol mehanism for bandwidth-onstrained appliationsAfter reeiving a bandwidth probe reply do {orret the bandwidth estimation using all available valuesif (there is a level of ondene of 95% that the available bandwidth is higher that therequested one)then set bandwidth ag to trueelse if (there is a level of ondene of 95% that the available bandwidth is lower thatthe requested one)then set the bandwidth ag to falseelse if (number of probes used is less than maximum allowed)then send a new probeelse maintain the previous bandwidth ag value }where Psize is the size of eah probe paket in bytes, and AIT is the AverageInter-arrival Time for probe pakets. The Average Inter-arrival Time (AIT) isdened as:
AIT = △trec
N−1 ,where △trec is the time interval between the the rst and the last paketarriving, and N is the number of pakets reeived (not the number of paketssent).In order to ahieve more aurate results, this proess an be repeated a ertainnumber of times, though not too many times due to mobility related impedimentsand also to avoid long startup times, as we will see later in setion 8.3.1. Optionally,the reeiver an also indiate to the soure the number of pakets lost.The DACME soure agent, when reeiving the probe reply paket, will olletthe Bmeasured values sent by the destination agent to be able to reah a deisionof whether to admit the onnetion or not. As we will show in setion 8.3.1.2, thesoure agent must orret the bandwidth estimation value before using it to reaha deision.The strategy we propose to perform probabilisti admission ontrol is the onedesribed in algorithm 2. Notie that, for appliations with bandwidth onstraintsonly, the deision to aept or blok tra will then be taken aording to the valueof the bandwidth ag.This algorithm allows reduing the number of probes required to perform adeision to a value as low as two probes; it ours often in those situations whereit beomes quikly evident that the available bandwidth is either muh higheror muh lower than the requested one. If, after sending the maximum numberof probes allowed, still no deision an reahed, the hosen riteria onsists ofmaintaining the previous path state. That way, if a onnetion is waiting foradmission it will remain bloked, and if it is ative it will remain ative. Suhriteria aims at reduing the entropy in the MANET.It should be notied that the DACME agent or the appliation itself shouldalways reserve some extra bandwidth to ope with network bandwidth utuations,routing data and probes from other soures. By doing so the amount of QoS drops185
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oming and out-going video data is redued and, more important, it avoidsrouting misbehavior; therefore, it is also eah user's best interest.If the appliation is only bandwidth onstrained, the soure will then notifyit if the onnetion an urrently be admitted or not. If the appliation also hasrequirements on end-to-end delay and delay jitter, the DACME soure agent willperform more tests to assess the urrent end-to-end delay and delay jitter values.These topis will be handled in the next two setions.TimersWhen designing an algorithm for a lossy network environment we should alwaystake are of handling losses in a lear and straightforward manner. In DACMEthis loss awareness is gained by reurring to timers, being a entral element ofboth soure and destination DACME agents.Eah soure agent keeps a timer to be able to reat in ase a probe reply isnever reeived. So, after sending a probe, it sets the timer to go o after 500 ms.If no probe reply is reeived, ausing the timer to be triggered, or in the ase thatthe probing proess is ompleted, the soure will shedule a new probing yleafter 3 seonds ±500ms of jitter to avoid possible negative eets due to probesynhronization. This value was hosen from the Hello-based version of AODV,where the authors determine that a reation time of 3 seonds is adequate in thepresene of typial topology hange rates; moreover, we onsider that it oersa balane between the performane drop aused by poor reation times and theoverhead introdued by the probing proess itself.The destination agent must aommodate to the possibility that not all thepakets of a probe arrive. So, when the destination reeives the rst paket, itupdates the urrent sequene number. When the seond or the following paketsare reeived it ontinuously updates an internal timer, setting it go o after:
T =
Tlast−Tfirst
Nrecv−1 · (Nrem + ε) + τ , (3)where Tlast and Tfirst are the times of arrival of the last and rst paketreeived, Nrecv is the number of pakets urrently reeived, Nrem is the numberof pakets that remain (not reeived yet), and ε is a xed number of additionalpakets used to model a ertain degree of tolerane; in our experiments we setthis parameter to three pakets. While in the rst part of the expression wetry to aommodate dynamially to the observed network performane, there aresituations where we annot predit the timeout value orretly; an example is aMANET where the routing protool splits tra through multiple paths. So, totake into aount suh situations, we also add τ , a small onstant time value; inout experiments it is set to 50 ms sine our analysis of MDSR showed that thetypial delay dierenes between dierent routes is normally less than this value.Relatively to the maximum paket loss rate allowed, it may our that, whentra is split through multiple paths, one of the paths is down. In that situationonly a subset of the pakets in a probe would arrive. To avoid aepting suhmeasurements as valid we impose that the number of probe pakets reeived shouldbe of more than half in ase the routing protool splits tra through two dierent186
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Figure 8.3: Data olleting by the reeiver in end-to-end delay estimation pro-esses.paths (using two alternative paths is the most ommon ase, and also applies tothe MDSR routing protool). If the timer goes up and the destination did notreeive enough probe pakets, it noties suh event to the soure.8.2.2 Support for delay-onstrained appliationsWhen an appliation has bandwidth and delay requirements, or delay requirementsalone, a DACME agent is required to oer a dierent measurement tehnique tohandle this new onstraint.The tehnique used to measure end-to-end delay as part of DACME's arhite-ture is similar to the measurements made by a ping appliation, with the dierenethat a new eho request paket is sent immediately after reeiving an eho replypaket to redue as muh as possible the time used to perform measurements.Also, the eho reply paket should have the same length and the same IP TOSeld as the eho request one. In gure 8.3 we illustrate this tehnique.As we will show in setion 8.3.2, we require at least three onseutive round-trip times to obtain a reliable measurement. Therefore, the tehnique we use tohandle appliations with delay requirements is the following: we start with severalonseutive probe request/probe reply rounds to assess the end-to-end delay. Thevalue of the rst round is disarded sine it is used as a worm-up round to triggerrouting and nd end-to-end bidiretional paths. The results from the remainingprobing rounds are averaged and stored. In ase any of the pakets is lost, theend-to-end path is onsidered to be broken and the tra is bloked.If the appliation is also bandwidth-onstrained, we then proeed to assess theavailable bandwidth following the strategy dened in the previous setion. Theonly dierene is that, one ode from algorithm 2 is exeuted and a deision istaken relatively to bandwidth, we must then proeed with algorithm 3 to reaha deision based on end-to-end delay also. If the appliation is delay-onstrainedalone, it will reur to algorithm 3 immediately after the delay probing proessends. 187
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 admission ontrol mehanism for delay-bounded ap-pliationsExeute ode from algorithm 2 if appropriate. Then do {if (appliation is bandwidth-onstrained && tra is urrently bloked)then nd worst and best ase estimates for delay using both delay and bandwidthmeasurements;else use the measured delay as the best and worst ase delayif (best ase delay > maximum delay allowed)then set delay ag to falseelse if (worst ase delay < 90% of the maximum delay allowed)then set delay ag to trueelse if (appliation is bandwidth-onstrained && number of bandwidth probes used isless than maximum allowed)then send a new bandwidth probeelse maintain the previous delay ag value} The strategy followed in this algorithm onsists of retifying end-to-end delayby nding worst and best ase estimations in ase the appliation is bandwidth-onstrained and the tra is bloked. We will explain this tehnique further insetion 8.3.2. When tra is owing, or when the appliation is delay-boundedonly (whih suggests that bandwidth requirements are minimal), there is no needto perform adjustments, and the measured value is diretly used.We allow a small margin of unertainty between 90% and 100% of the maximumdelay requested to provoke hysteresis, and so avoid frequent tra utuations.8.2.3 Support for jitter-onstrained appliationsIn this setion we omplete DACME's QoS framework by inluding support forjitter-onstrained appliations.Relatively to the jitter measurement proess, the soure must send pakets withthe same size, IP TOS eld and data rate as the appliation being served. Thereeiving end, aware of the soure's paket sending rate by expliit notiation,alulates the mean and standard deviation values for the absolute jitter andreturns them to the soure. Measurements made during the jitter measurementphase an also be used to obtain an estimate of network ongestion by ountingthe number of pakets lost. This strategy is similar to the one followed by the RTPprotool [HSRV96℄ for Sender report RTCP pakets. In gure 8.4 we illustrate themehanism used to estimate jitter.These measurements are only performed if the appliation's tra is bloked,and they are performed after delay and bandwidth probes if neither test deniedthe onnetion. In ase that the tra from the appliation is owing throughthe network there is no need to send jitter probes; this is beause the destinationagent an measure the jitter of the atual tra and send it bak to the soure.Sine in our sope of work all the appliations with jitter requirements are alsodelay bounded, we an and will use the rst probe reply paket of the delaymeasurement yle to arry this information from destination to soure. That way188
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Figure 8.4: Data olleting by the DACME agent at the reeiver to estimate jitterAlgorithm 4 Probabilisti admission ontrol mehanism for jitter-bounded ap-pliationsAfter reeiving a jitter reply do {if (2 × standard deviation < maximum jitter)then set jitter ag to trueelse if (1.9 × standard deviation > maximum jitter)then set jitter ag to falseelse maintain the previous jitter ag value}we avoid further probing if we nd that the jitter requirements are not being met.Independently of the method used to measure jitter (probes or atual tra),one the soure reeives jitter statistis (absolute mean and standard deviation val-ues) it will assess the ompliane with the maximum value dened using algorithm4. Sine jitter follows a normal distribution with a mean value of zero, about 95%of the ases fall between ±2σ. Therefore, in our algorithm, we aept tra onlyif 95% of the pakets have a jitter value lower than the maximum requested. Wealso introdue hysteresis by dening a zone between 1.9 and 2σ where the strategyonsists of maintaining the previous value. As referred before for delay, this aimsat reduing utuations on tra.After all the required measurements are done, the soure agent will deideweather to admit/deny a onnetion or simply inform the appliation layer ofnetwork status, aording to previous negotiations with it. Suh interation is thetopi of the next setion.8.2.4 Appliation level QoS interfaeTraditionally, admission ontrol is only required on onnetion setup (e.g. tele-phony). Afterwards, QoS is maintained by the network until the onnetion ends.MANETs do not t into this paradigm due to mobility issues and beause there is189
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entral management entity that an assure that the QoS a ow is experieningat any given time is maintained at any later time. Therefore, there is the need toperform a periodi hek of onnetion status in order to ensure that both stationand radio resoures are not being wasted.An appliation that wishes to benet from DACME must rst register with theDACME agent. On startup the appliation identies the desired destination IPaddress, the soure and destination ports (UDP tra is assumed) and the prioritylevel of its QoS stream (either Voie or Video); if the appliation is designed forDACME awareness, it an also dene a allbak funtion. The DACME agent willthen make a periodi analysis of the state of the end-to-end path through probes,aepting or bloking the appliation's tra aording to the path's onditions.DACME's ations upon a ertain QoS ow an also be sent to the respetiveappliation through the user-dened allbak funtion, thereby allowing the appli-ation to deide what to do. Suh strategy presents some similarities with TCP'songestion ontrol paradigm.If either the avaliable bandwidth, the end-to-end delay or the delay jitter valuesdo not meet the appliation's requirements, and if the appliation has registereda allbak funtion, it an hoose to at upon DACME events; for example, it anhoose to lose the session if it nds that the path is down often, or it an adaptitself to variable network bandwidth onditions. Real-time video streaming souresare an example of appliations that an adapt themselves to variable bandwidthonditions by dynamially varying the quality of the video signal. Non-real-timevideo streaming soures an adapt even more easily to variable bandwidth, end-to-end delay and delay jitter onditions through rate adjustments and delayedplaybak at the destination node.A DACME agent an optionally group appliations with the same priorityrequirements and same destination IP address, avoiding this way to perform du-pliated probe measurements. Relatively to probe timing, it should try to spaedierent probing tasks in time so that probes do not interfere with eah other.An appliation that no longer requires the servies of DACME must unregisteritself with the loal DACME agent, thereby avoiding wasting station and networkresoures. To avoid situations where appliations do not unregister from DACME(hanging, et.), an inativity timer will detet the unused ows automagially, andas a onsequene they will be removed from DACME's registration data.8.2.5 Interations with the routing layerThe DACME agent an interat with the routing agent in several dierent man-ners. It an use the routing layer information to assess the urrent state of end-to-end paths, avoiding probe pakets when there is no path available, or measuringthe QoS of new paths as soon as they beome available. The assessment of rout-ing states an be done by ommuniating diretly with the routing agent, or byinterepting routing pakets arriving through the wireless interfae.Though the proposed agent does not require any spei funtionality fromthe routing agent, we onsider that both DACME and real-time streams wouldbenet greatly if the routing agent is IEEE 802.11e aware. Suh a routing agent190
8.2. THE DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL MECHANISMwould avoid nodes that do not omply with IEEE 802.11e, preferring alternativepaths whose nodes' interfaes do omply with that standard.Conerning the interation between DACME and the routing protool, we on-sider that a DACME agent, and therefore the appliation that relies on it, an ben-et from obtaining awareness of the state of a path as seen by the routing protool.Therefore, we propose an enhanement to DACME whih onsists in making theQoS measurement module reeive, besides probing pakets, routing pakets also.This interation has been represented in gure 8.1 by the arrow tagged Rout-ing pakets. The routing protool we propose for this enhanement is AODV[CES03℄. AODV is a reative routing protool that only performs routing taskswhen there is atual tra requiring it. Basially, when a route must be found aRREQ paket is propagated through broadasting throughout the MANET untilthe destination is reahed. The destination will then send a RREP paket bakto the soure, and ommuniation an be started. In ase the break of a link isdeteted the node deteting the failure sends a RERR paket to the soure, whihmust then start a new route disovery yle (for more details on AODV, pleaserefer to setion 2.3.3).Relatively to the integration with DACME, we onsider that the paket owshould not be interrupted when the soure is notied that a route is not validsine data pakets will be enqueued; also, the route disovery yle is usually nottoo long, espeially when using IEEE 802.11e. Therefore, we onsider that theDACME agent should only at when a new path has already been established, soas to assess if the new path an sustain the desired QoS.There are two situations where the DACME agent will at based on informationit gained by listening to routing information. In the rst situation the DACMEagent is idle beause the next probe set is sheduled for a later time. Upondeteting that a RREP paket was reeived from an ative DACME destination,the DACME agent will immediately start a new probing yle. The purpose is toassess the end-to-end QoS of the new path as soon as it is found. That way, theDACME agent avoids sending data through routes that are possibly ongested,improving the overall MANET performane.In a seond (and not ommon) situation the DACME agent has sent a probe tothe destination, and it is waiting for the reply when a RREP from that destinationis reeived. If no probe reply is reeived and the timer is triggered, the DACMEagent will not onsider the path to be down; instead, it will send a new probeto the destination to nd out if the path has beome available during that shortperiod of time.We onsider that the strategy dened above provides enough information fromthe routing layer, allowing to ahieve substantial improvements. The integrationof DACME with AODV will be denoted as DACME-AODV from now on.To assess the eetiveness of the DACME-AODV solution, we devised a verysimple mobile senario with 10 nodes just for illustration purposes. The traonsists of a single CBR soure regulated by a DACME agent, and there is nobakground tra. Our purpose is to evaluate only the eets of the interationbetween the DACME agent and routing data. We set node mobility at a onstantspeed of 5 m/s aording to the random way-point mobility model. The routing191
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Figure 8.5: Benets of routing awareness by the DACME agent.protool used is AODV and simulation time is 500 seonds.In gure 8.5 we present the results in terms of throughput when DACME isturned o, and when it is turned on. In terms of DACME behavior, we omparethe default DACME agent with the AODV-aware DACME agent. The examplepresented was hosen among several tests sine it is partiularly illustrative for ourpurpose.The results found show us that, when DACME is turned o, there are some-times routing-related paket losses whih ause throughput levels to deay slightly.When the default DACME solution is used suh behavior persists; however, thereare at times situations where the lak of routing awareness auses the DACMEagent to interrupt the data ow for periods that are usually short (e.g., Gap 2),but that an last longer in worst ase situations (e.g., Gap 1). We observe that,when using DACME-AODV, suh misbehavior is not prone to our. We there-fore onsider that introduing the DACME-AODV agent in mobile environmentsallows maintaining good performane levels and keeping data ow interruptionsto a minimum.8.2.6 Interations between DACME and the IEEE 802.11eMAC layerQoS parameters are typially dened at the appliation level depending on therequirements of a partiular appliation. The Internet Protool (IP) supportstra dierentiation mehanisms in the sense that it allows tagging the paketsaording to QoS requirements, so that suessive network elements an treat themadequately. This is ahieved using the 8 bits of the Type of servie eld in an IPv4datagram header or the Tra lass eld in an IPv6 datagram header. In thiswork our proposal onsists of using the 3 TOS bits, part of both Type of servie(IPv4) or Tra lass (IPv6) elds, to indiate the desired user priority. Theseshall then be mapped to IEEE 802.11e ACs aording to table 1.2 on page 15.The IEEE 802.11e draft [IEE05℄ states that stations that benet from IEEE802.11e are able to oer dierentiated treatment to a paket by negotiating withthe IEEE 802.11e MAC Servie Aess Point. The IEEE 802.11e MAC ServieAess Point (MAC_SAP) allows to negotiate QoS speiations in two ways: ei-192
8.2. THE DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL MECHANISMther diretly by setting a tra ategory (TC), or indiretly by making a traspeiation (TSPEC) instead. It is the value of the user priority (UP) parameterwhih indiates to the MAC_SAP the desired hoie using values in the range0 through 15. Priority parameter values 0 through 7 are interpreted as atualuser priority values aording to table 1.2, and so outgoing MSDUs are thereforemarked aording to the orrespondent aess ategory. Priority parameter val-ues 8 through 15 speify tra stream identiers (TSIDs), and allow seleting aTSPEC instead.The value of the hosen user priority is mapped to pakets transmitted by set-ting the QoS Control eld, part of the IEEE 802.11e MAC header, aordingly.The QoS Control eld is a 16-bit eld that identies the tra ategory or trastream (TS) to whih the frame belongs and various other QoS-related informa-tion about the frame that varies for the partiular sender and by frame type andsubtype. In partiular, it is the TID eld (part of the QoS Control eld) the onethat identies the TC or TS of tra for whih a TXOP is being requested. Themost signiant bit of the TID, when set to 0, indiates that the request is fordata assoiated with prioritized QoS and, when set to 1, indiates that the requestis for data assoiated with parameterized QoS. The remaining bits dene the UPvalue or the TSID aordingly.When reeiving a paket, the IEEE 802.11e MAC analyzes the QoS Controleld and also oers a dierentiated treatment to pakets with dierent QoS re-quirements when passing them to upper stak layers.The QoS strategy proposed in DACME's framework requires MANET stationsto treat pakets aording to the priority tagging in their IP header. Probe pakets,similarly to data pakets, should be handled by the MAC layer aording to theirpriority (set through the IP TOS eld), so that MAC layer QoS beomes eetive.The IEEE 802.11eMAC layer distinguishes between four dierent tra lasses.However, only two of them (Voie and Video) are adequate for real-time servies.In our framework we always assign bandwidth probing pakets to the Video AessCategory (AC_VI). This avoids aepting higher priority (Voie) onnetions thatwould aet ongoing onnetions of a lower priority (Video). Otherwise, we wouldinur into the stolen bandwidth problem desribed in [LES+00℄ (see setion 8.3.1for further details).Relatively to end-to-end delay and jitter probing pakets, these should be as-signed aording to the Aess Category of the appliation stream itself, so thatmeasurements are orret and meaningful.As a nal remark, the Contention-free Bursting mehanism - part of the IEEE802.11e framework - should be turned o in order to avoid jitter peaks and, moreimportant, to make the probing measurement proess more reliable.8.2.7 Desription of DACME paketsDACME agents make use of UDP over IP for end-to-end information interhange.The information being transmitted follows a strit format to avoid any ambiguities.DACME pakets have a header (the DACME header) that follows the UDP header,and where the most important information is. After this header follows a payloadwith variable size, and whose ontent an be random - for pakets traveling from193
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSTYPE:8 SEQ_NUMBER:16 PKT_ID:8 LAST_PKT_ID:8 PAYLOADFigure 8.6: Format of a DACME paketsoure to destination - or measurement results when available - for pakets travelingfrom destination to soure.We now proeed to dene the general format for the DACME paket header.This format is presented in gure 8.6 and, as shown in that gure, has a length of5 otets.The type of paket eld (TYPE) an take one of the following values: B_PROBE,B_REPLY, E2ED_PROBE, E2ED_REPLY, JIT_PROBE and JIT_REPLY; so,there are 250 values that remain, and whih are reserved. The sequene num-ber eld (SEQ_NUMBER) onsists of a number that is always inreasing, usedto distinguish DACME pakets from the urrent probe request/probe reply y-le from previous ones. The paket ID eld (PKT_ID) is a value that diersfrom paket to paket for the same sequene number, and the last paket IDeld (LAST_PKT_ID) is used by the destination DACME agent to alulate thenumber of pakets that remain (not reeived yet).Conerning the payload, it is set so that, along with the DACME header,it mathes the desired paket size (the same one as the appliation) for paketstraveling from soure to destination; it an optionally ontain data depending onthe type of paket. We will use it in our experiments to arry estimates of availablebandwidth, delay and jitter from the DACME agent in the destination to the onein the soure.8.3 Tuning DACME for MANET environmentsIn the previous setion we dened the arhiteture of DACME, dening the stru-ture of DACME agents and highlighting the relationship between DACME andother network protools. As explained before, DACME relies heavily on probes toassess available bandwidth, delay and jitter.In this setion we will tune eah of these probing proesses so that we ahieveoptimum performane in medium-sized MANET environments, haraterized byan average number of four hops from soure to destination. Yet, applying the tun-ing results developed here to other environments will not ause signiant degreesof inauray sine the strategy developed is as muh exible as possible.The need for tuning derives from the eld of appliation itself: wireless mobilead-ho networks. These networks are haraterized by omplex interations be-tween stations in terms of radio resoures, making any loal measurements insu-ient for the alulation of end-to-end QoS parameters. Moreover, any probe-basedmeasurement will have an impat on the tra traversing the MANET and willbe aeted by it, whih means that all measurements require adjustments whentargeting auray. 194
8.3. TUNING DACME FOR MANET ENVIRONMENTS
Figure 8.7: Stati senario8.3.1 Available bandwidth estimationIn this setion we will tune DACME's admission ontrol mehanism to ahievereliable bandwidth measurements in a short period of time. We onsider thatif measurements take too long they an be orrupted by mobility, making themunreliable and possibly useless. We are also aware that longer measurements leadto more reliable and aurate results. So, we need to nd the best trade-o.In order to obtain preise referene values we devised a stati senario (seegure 8.7) whih allows us to make measurements in a ontrolled environment.Suh an environment is very important at this initial stage in order to measure thedierent degrees of auray ahieved by the dierent types of probes evaluated.When hoosing the senario our aim was that ontention among stations hadeets on performane. This was ahieved by aggregating several stations withindata ommuniation range of eah other (tra soures and rst intermediatestation). Our aim was also to reate a multi-hop environment, sine this is typialof MANETs. That was ahieved by inluding intermediate stations to ahieve four-hops paths. With this setting we also experiene the eets of hidden terminalsand arrier sensing ranges (onsiderably higher than ommuniation ranges).To ondut our experiments we used the ns-2 simulator [KK00℄ with the IEEE802.11e extentions by Wietholter and Hoene [SC03℄. We set up the IEEE 802.11radio for both IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11g sine the simulator's radio modeldoes not dierentiate between them. Conerning the IEEE 802.11e MAC, it wasongured aording to the values presented in setion 1.2 (see table 1.3).Our measurements were made over a period of 60 seonds and averaged overtwenty simulation runs. We use stati routing so that routing ations do notinterfere with data tra. The purpose is to make reliable measurements in steady-state.Relatively to the soures of tra, soure/destination pair (S1, D1) is used byreferene streams of dierent ategories to generate pakets at a very high datarate, so that the soure's interfae queue is always full; it is also used to performmeasurements using probes. The three remaining soure/destination pairs are usedto generate dierent levels of bakground tra by varying the data generationrate. The purpose is to saturate the network gradually. These three bakgroundsoures generate tra with negative-exponentially distributed inter-arrival timesfor all 4 Aess Categories of IEEE 802.11e.Conerning the RTS/CTS and fragmentation mehanisms, they are turned o.We x the paket size to 512 bytes for all soures, inluding probing pakets. We195























Load per source per AC for background (BG) traffic (Mbit/s)
BG traffic (alone)
BG traffic (with voice test traffic)
BG traffic (with video test traffic)
Voice test traffic
Video test traffic
Figure 8.8: Measured available bandwidth varying bakground traonsider that the size of the probe pakets should be the same as the ones used bythe appliation wishing to perform a onnetion. This requirement stems from thefat that the soure is unaware of the RTS/CTS and the fragmentation thresholdsof the nodes partiipating in the end-to-end path, whih are fators that an learlyaet the available bandwidth. When the soure does not use a xed paket size,it an use an average value for it, though results will not be so aurate.To obtain referene bandwidth values we perform dierent simulation exper-iments where we set soure S1 to generate no tra, then Voie test tra andnally Video test tra. Both Voie and Video test tras saturate the han-nel, so that we an measure the long-term end-to-end bandwidth available. Ingure 8.8 we show how the aggregated bakground tra (BG) and the test trahange by varying the bakground load. We have a level of ondene of 99% thatthe mean value will be within 1% of all points represented.From gure 8.8 we see that, if all bandwidth is available (bakground traload is null), there is not muh dierene between the throughput ahieved withthe Voie and Video test tras. However, as the bakground load inreases, itbeomes evident that, if the test tra pertains to the highest priority AC (Voie),the bandwidth share obtained is higher (espeially in saturation).The wrong approah in this situation would be to send probes with the samepriority as the appliation's data. This is beause, similarly to what was found in[LES+00℄, we should set bandwidth probes to the same priority always (see setion8.2.6). Therefore, we will perform all our bandwidth measurements using probesset to the Video AC. This aspet will be fundamental to our admission ontrolstrategy. Also, remember that all remaining bandwidth will be used by best-eortand routing tra, and so there is never an atual resoure misuse, but rather atrade-o.8.3.1.1 Probe size tuningIn this setion we will nd the optimal number of pakets per probe taking intoaount the trade-os between the auray of bandwidth measurements and prob-ing time. We use the values for the Video test tra depited in gure 8.8 as ourreferene, and we test dierent probes with sizes (number of pakets) equal to 2,196





































































































Psize=50Figure 8.10: Single probing yle time for varying bakground tra3, 4, 5, 10, 20 and 50. Sine eah node's queue is limited to 50 pakets, the highestvalue under test is also the upper limit.In gure 8.9 (left) we show the average values for the measured bandwidth forthe dierent probe sets, as well as the referene bandwidth urve when varyingbakground tra. As it an be seen, probe measurements tend to over-estimateavailable bandwidth, and so we nd that the mean is a biased estimator for theavailable bandwidth. Also, as the normalized standard deviation shows, the mea-surement results tend to spread as the probe size dereases. From gure 8.9 weonlude that tested probe sizes inferior to 10 an lead to signiant errors, andso should be avoided. We also onlude that we may require several onseutiveprobe yles to ahieve an aurate estimate of available bandwidth.We now proeed by analyzing the time it takes to omplete a single probingyle. Suh yle onsists of sending several probe pakets by the soure, followedby a reply in return.Figure 8.10 shows that the single probing yle time inreases with probe size,as expeted. We an also see that, under saturation, the yle time an reahrelatively high values (more than one seond for a probe size of 50). Moreover,there are further problems under saturation, suh as the probe beoming unusabledue to too many paket losses. In table 8.1 we show the perentage of lost pakets197
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSTable 8.1: Probability for a probe to beome unusable under saturation for dier-ent probe sizesNumber of Lower Lost pakets P(probe unusable)pakets per probe threshold [saturation℄ [saturation℄2 2 39 % 57 %3 2 43 % 40 %4 3 40 % 54 %5 3 44 % 40 %10 6 48 % 49 %20 11 44 % 42 %50 26 45 % 32 %for dierent probe sizes, as well as the probability of a probe beoming unusableunder saturation; in this alulation we take into aount the lower threshold forthe number of pakets arriving to the destination agent. In our hoie for thelower threshold we onsider that more than half of the pakets should arrive forthe probe to be meaningful, and that this number should never be less than 2beause, otherwise, no estimate an be alulated at all.As we an see from that table, very small probe sizes ause slightly fewer paketlosses, but may lead to quite high hanes for a probe to beome unusable. This isdue to the lower threshold imposed. Independently of these results, we should takeinto aount that, when the network is saturated, the soure will not aept furtherows (espeially beause there is always an additional amount of bandwidth whihis reserved).Taking into aount all the results found in this setion, we onsider that settingthe number of pakets per probe to 10 is a reasonable hoie, and so we will use10-paket probes from now on.8.3.1.2 Improving the estimation of available bandwidthIn this setion we will rene the bandwidth estimation proess by using onseutiveprobes and a bandwidth orretion funtion.In the previous setion, an analysis of the bandwidth probing results showedthat the sample mean was a biased estimator for the available bandwidth. We nowpresent further insight into this phenomena by presenting the disrete probabilitydistribution for the probing proess at three distint bakground tra levels;we will analyze the behavior under low, average and high ongestion levels. Weobtain the distributions by splitting the range of eah probing proess into fteenintervals of equal length. Results are shown in gure 8.11.The arrow/letter pairs refer to available bandwidth measurements made withreal tra, and are used as referene for omparison. As it an be seen, the threeprobability distributions are not entered around the referene values (H, A andL), whih explains why their mean is superior to the real tra measurements.198

































Figure 8.11: Disrete probability distribution for the probing proess under low,average and high levels of ongestionTable 8.2: Parameter values and residual values for the three estimators
Be1 Be2 Be3
α 0.899 0.943 0.940
β - -0.379 -0.315
γ - - -0.155Squares of residuals 1.224e11 1.517e-1 1.495e-1Also, we notie that average levels of ongestion tend to favor lower kurtosis values.We nd that the mode and the median also over-estimate the available band-width. So, we need to orret the measured values to make them math theatual ones. With that aim, we propose three dierent estimators for availablebandwidth:
Be1 = α · µe (1)
Be2 = α · µe + β · σe (2)




(3)where µe is the samples' mean, σe is the standard deviation, and parameters
(α, β, γ) will be used for urve tting purposes. Eah sample onsists of Bmeasuredvalues (bit/s). We have hosen these three relations for study sine both mean andstandard deviation estimates require all the sample values for their alulation.We have tested other possibilities for the estimators, but we did not nd anythat oered better results. Starting from these three possible available bandwidthestimators, we use a urve tting proess to nd the optimum values for parameters
α, β and γ based on least square error regression. The optimum parameter valuesfound, as well as the squares of residuals, are presented on table 8.3. As it an beseen, there is a very signiative dierene in terms of residuals from Be1 to Be2.However, the dierene between Be2 and Be3is only slight.199
































Residual plot for Est. 1
Residual plot for Est. 2
Figure 8.12: Estimation urves and residual plotIn gure 8.12 we show the result of the urve tting proess for estimator 1(Be1) and estimator 2 (Be2). We do not present results relative to Be3 sine theseare visually indistinguishable from those of Be2. As the residual plots show, theestimation auray of Be2 is quite better than that of Be1, being kept at verylow values. In fat, we nd that the maximum relative error found is of 24.54%when using Be1, 6.42% when using Be2 and 6.94% when using Be3. Taking intoaount these results, we onsider that the level of auray ahieved with Be2 isgood enough, and so it will be our available bandwidth estimator from now on,using Be1 for omparison when needed. Also, notie that expression Be2 is moresimple and lear than the one for Be3, requiring fewer alulations.8.3.1.3 Tuning the number of probe ylesIn the previous setion we showed that by using several probes we an obtaina more aurate estimate of the end-to-end bandwidth available. However, in-reasing the number of probes used also has drawbaks, suh as inreasing thebandwidth onsumed, inreasing the admission ontrol time and depleting moreresoures.In this setion we will tune the number of probe yles in order to nd a goodbalane between bandwidth estimation auray and admission ontrol time, anissue we onsider very important when talking about QoS streams. We shallrefer to the number of probing yles as the probe set size (in ontrast to probesize, whih refers to the number of pakets per probe). Using both bandwidthestimators Be1 and Be2 developed in the previous setion, we study the mean andpeak estimation errors when varying the probe set size (see gure 8.13).That gure shows that estimator 2 always oers the best results, even whenthe probe set size is as low as 2. Also, we an see that both mean and peak errorstend to reah a steady value after a given probe set size. In fat, we observe thatthe dierene in terms of peak error between probe sets of sizes 5 and 6 dereasesby less than 3%, and that the mean error between both dereases by less than0.03%. In ontrast, the peak error dereases by more than 15% between probesets with size 4 and 5. These results further evidene the goodness of estimator 2,and so we now drop estimator 1. 200
















Peak error using Estimator 1
Peak error using Estimator 2
Mean error using Estimator 1
Mean error using Estimator 2




























Figure 8.14: Average admission time with dierent number of probe setsWe also onsider the total admission ontrol time using dierent numbers ofprobe sets in our study. In gure 8.14 we present the average admission ontroltime when the available bandwidth in the end-to-end path diers. In our alula-tions we take into onsideration the results of table 8.1 relative to the probabilityfor a probe to beome unusable, so that our admission time estimates are aurate.We verify that, under small/moderate ongestion, the admission ontrol timein our senario is very low when using a probe set size of 5 (under 300 ms), neverreahing values above 3.5 seonds, even when the network suers tra ongestion.Taking into onsideration the results found, we onsider that using probe sets sized5 is a reasonable hoie, oering a good balane between bandwidth estimationauray and admission ontrol time.To omplete our study, we will now detail the results ahieved with the band-width estimation proess tuned to use probe sets sized 5; eah probing yle on-sists of 10 onseutive pakets sent by the soure, followed by a reply from thedestination.Figure 8.15 shows the auray ahieved with the bandwidth estimation algo-rithm proposed. We show the mean and an interval dened by the inter-quartilerange whih ontains the mid 50% of the data. We also show the minimum andmaximum values found. 201






























Mean and inter-quartile range
Minimum values
Maximum values
Figure 8.15: Bandwidth estimation aurayAs it an be seen, the estimation proess ahieves a good degree of auray,and most measurements are kept very lose to the referene line. The dierenesfor the minimum and maximum values enountered are expeted due to the natureof the stohasti paket generation proess of the ompeting bakground soures,whih also explains why the min-max range is higher for mid-sale values.The strategy developed in this setion aims at providing aurate end-to-endbandwidth measurements. However, there will be many ases where suh auratemeasurements are not neessary. An example are appliations that annot adaptto available bandwidth, and where a binary deision should be made on weatherto admit a ow or not aording to algorithm 2 on page 185. In this situation,the agent may use fewer probing yles if it estimates that available bandwidth ismuh higher than the one required by the appliation or if, on the ontrary, it ismuh lower.8.3.2 End-to-end delay estimationIn this setion we will present the algorithm used to estimate end-to-end delayvalues at admission time. Suh measurements an be useful to appliations thathave strit end-to-end requirements and that, without bounds on delay, annotmeet the purpose they were design for.We start by nding what is the minimum number of onseutive ping-pongprobes that oers an aeptable degree of auray on end-to-end delay estimation.With that purpose, we again pik the senario of gure 8.7 for study. We setsoures S2, S3 and S4 to generate a moderate amount of bakground tra withnegative-exponentially distributed inter-arrival times at 200 kbit/s per AC; soure
S1 is used to obtain referene values at dierent soure rates with either Voieor Video tra, being this tra sent at a onstant bit-rate. The results arepresented in gure 8.16. We have a ondene level of 99% that the mean valuesof the distribution are within an interval of 1% of the values obtained.Aording to the measurements performed using the bandwidth estimation tooldeveloped in setion 8.3.1, the available bandwidth is of about 2.9 Mbit/s. Sine,as exposed before, available bandwidth measurements are always done by settingprobes to the Video AC, we an easily relate this value to the hange observed202
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Number of consecutive ping probes
Video probe: Mean value
Voice probe: Mean value
Video probe: Std. deviation
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Figure 8.17: Mean and standard deviation values for Voie and Video end-to-enddelay probeslose to this soure load in gure 8.16.Using these referene values, we now proeed by performing end-to-end delayestimation through probes. The proess onsists, as depited in gure 8.4, ofmaking several onseutive ping-pong tests without waiting for a reply paket tosend the next request paket. This is to aelerate the probing proess as muh aspossible.After the test ends, we use these values to obtain a low-rate estimate for end-to-end delay. We all it low-rate estimate sine, as we will disuss next, it needsto be adjusted aording to the ratio between requested and available bandwidth.This low-rate estimate an be obtained by taking either the mean or the medianof all values, and then diving it by two (sine we wish to nd the end-to-enddelay, and not the round trip time). We found that the median does not providemore auray than the mean, and so we hoose the mean as our basis for furtherestimation.To obtain values diretly related to the atual tra, probe priority is seteither to the Voie or Video aess ategories. In gure 8.17 we show the meanand standard deviation values for an inreasing number of onseutive ping probes.As expeted, by inreasing the number of onseutive ping probes the mean value203
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSalso tends to inrease (ongestion related eets) and the standard deviation toderease. Taking into onsideration both auray and the time to aomplish thistask, we deide to use 3 onseutive ping probes for further study. The total delayin this step using the urrent onguration is around 7 milliseonds, a very lowvalue.As referred previously, the end-to-end delay estimation value found throughping-pong probing is a low-rate estimate. This means that it an aurately es-timate the delay if the appliation rate is small when ompared to the estimatedavailable bandwidth value. We wish to nd a method to estimate the end-to-enddelay values for medium/high tra bandwidths also, and we will aomplish thisrst by normalizing both the bandwidth required by the appliation and the end-to-end delay values, and then adjusting the resulting urves using funtions of oneof the following types:
De1(x) = e
α·x+β + γ (4)
De2(x) = e
α·x+β + γ + η · x (5)
De3(x) = e
α·x+β + γ + η · x + ϑ · x2 (6)In these expressions x is the normalized bandwidth value, and parameters
(α, β, γ, η, ϑ) are used for urve tting purposes. We have tested other types offuntions, but these were the ones whih oered the best results. The value of x(ranging from 0 to 1) is obtained by the ratio between the appliation's hosendata rate and the bandwidth estimated through the probing proess. Relatively to
De values, these are normalized delay values obtained dividing end-to-end delayvalues by the low-rate delay estimation (obtained through the ping-pong probingproess). The normalization of both bandwidth and end-to-end delay values servesthe purpose of nding values for the dierent parameters that are as independentas possible of the senario used; that way, we an nd the general trend of delay'sbehavior for both aess ategories when varying relative bandwidth usage.Using any of the delay estimators dened before, we an then estimate thedelay value on an end-to-end path (for a ertain value of x) by multiplying thenormalized delay value by the low-rate value obtained in the ping-pong proess;this operation is required to de-normalize it.We use the referene values obtained initially to nd the optimum values forvetor v = (α, β, γ, η, ϑ) for both Voie and Video tra. These dierent traategories require a dierent treatment sine the normalizing fator for x is thesame for both, while their behavior for the same soure data rate (see gure 8.16)diers. In table 8.3 we show the optimum values for the dierent parameters, aswell as the square of residuals (whih is our measure of the goodness of the urvetting proess).In both ases (Voie and Video tra) we observe that estimator De3 is on-siderably more aurate than the remaining ones, and so we hoose it as ourbandwidth-dependent end-to-end delay estimator. Figure 8.18 allows making a vi-sual omparison between the referene delay values and the estimated delay urvesfor Voie and Video tra; we nd that the auray levels are quite satisfatory.As a nal remark, we should point out that this method is only required whenthe appliation tra is retained at the queue, either beause initial admission204
8.3. TUNING DACME FOR MANET ENVIRONMENTS
Table 8.3: Parameter values and residuals for the dierent delay estimator fun-tions Voie Video
De1 De2 De3 De1 De2 De3
α 10.5083 12.051 13.575 19.2953 21.965 25.476
β -9.99919 -11.7511 -13.5063 -16.2059 -18.8781 -22.3964
γ 0.955884 0.79969 0.910468 1.09242 0.646413 1.04908
η - 0.393359 -0.299056 - 1.08634 -1.45776
ϑ - - 0.825743 - - 3.03319Residuals2 4.64371e-3 7.45571e-3 4.36604e-4 4.23408e-1 1.02343e-1 1.41473e-2
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Figure 8.18: Referene and estimated end-to-end delay values
205
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSontrol is being performed, or previous path onditions aused the appliation tostop transmitting. When transmissions are on-going measurements an still bemade, though no bandwidth-dependent adjustments are required.8.3.3 Jitter estimationIn this setion we will detail the jitter estimation proess. We wish to obtainnot only the mean absolute jitter value, but also the standard deviation for thejitter. Most multimedia appliations rely on the RTP protool for transport whihrelies on RTCP to provide estimates for transmission parameters suh as lossrate and jitter. Therefore, we onsider that the method we develop will be usefulmostly during initial admission ontrol to verify if the network is able to satisfy theminimum requirements of the appliation, and also when there are route hangesthat invalidate previous measurements.We will use the same senario onguration of the previous setion in order toobtain referene values for the jitter, and also to perform tests using jitter probes.These probes onsist, as depited previously in gure 8.4, of sending some paketsat the same rate as the appliation's tra, and the olletion of jitter statistisby the agent in the destination whih are returned to the soure in a single paket.The minimum number of pakets required to obtain mean and standard de-viation jitter values is 3, though many more should be sent so that the valuesahieved resemble those of atual tra. If the appliation's data rate is too low,this ould ause the admission time to inrease beyond aeptable bounds. Forthese situations we propose using higher data rates during probing, and to esti-mate jitter based on those measurements. Moreover, we onsider that most ofsuh appliations will not depend heavily on jitter either.Contrarily to the approahes previously followed for probing available band-width and end-to-end delay, in the jitter estimation proess we will not nd theminimum number of pakets that oers good auray for all tra rates; instead,we will nd the smallest time interval for probing that oers the desired auray,whih is the opposite strategy. This way we bound the delay assoiated with thejitter probing test, making it independent of the appliation's data rate. An inter-val range between 50 and 300 ms seems reasonable and is aeptable as admissionontrol delay, and so we will use it for further analysis.In gure 8.19 we show the values used for referene relative to the mean absolutejitter and the jitter's standard deviation for both Voie and Video aess ategories.As expeted, inreasing the soure load also inreases jitter due to ontention withbakground tra. The dierenes found between Voie and Video tra areexpeted due to the dierenes in terms of IEEE 802.11e MAC parameters (seetable 1.3), whih obviously favor Voie tra.Our objetive is to nd the minimum interval of time that oers a reasonableauray when estimating the mean absolute value and the standard deviationfor the jitter. The metri we hoose to assess the onentration of samples is theinter-quartile range (IQR). In gure 8.20 we show the average inter-quartile rangeof the distribution for both mean and standard deviation values relative to jitterwhen performing the probing proess. 206
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Figure 8.20: Average Inter-Quartile Range estimating the mean jitter (left) andthe standard deviation for the jitter (right) for dierent probe durations
207























































Figure 8.21: Average estimation error for the absolute mean (left) and the standarddeviation (right) for Voie and Video tra varying the probe sizeWe an see that the degree of peakedness of all four distributions inreases(IQR dereases) with longer probe duration times, as expeted. We aim at inter-quartile range values as low as possible so that onseutive measurements ahievesimilar values.Another issue to be addressed is the auray ahieved when estimating jitterompared to the referene values. In gure 8.21 we show the relative error esti-mating the mean absolute value and the standard deviation for the jitter. Again,longer probe duration intervals are related to smaller estimation errors.From the results found previously in gures 8.20 and 8.21 we onsider that aprobe duration of 250 milliseonds is enough to ahieve aurate and onsistentestimations for the mean absolute jitter value, as well as for the standard deviation.Relatively to measurements when tra streaming from the soure has alreadystarted, they are done using atual tra, being reported to the soure usingother probe reply pakets (e.g. the rst delay probe paket).With this last step we onlude the tuning of the admission ontrol system,having therefore set the omplete framework required for DACME agents to be im-plemented and ongured. In the next setion we proeed by making onformanetests to assess if DACME is operating as expeted.8.4 Basi funtionality onformane testingAfter ompleting the desription of DACME's framework, and having tuned DACMEfor optimal operation in MANET environments, we now proeed to make some on-formane tests onerning the bandwidth measurement proess. These tests on-sist of heking if DACME is operating orretly in a stati environment; we wantto verify if the QoS enhanements experiened by soures is signiant, and alsoif DACME is able to reat quikly enough to ongestion hanges in the MANET.In the seond part of this hapter we make further tests, the main dierenesbeing that they are performed in a dynami environment; we also wish to determinehow the performane hanges when varying the amount of additional bandwidthreserved, an issue that we already referred to in setion 8.2.1.208
8.4. BASIC FUNCTIONALITY CONFORMANCE TESTING


























Figure 8.22: Throughput values for dierent soures without DACME (left) andwith DACME (right)8.4.1 Behavior in stati senario environmentsMANETs are haraterized by the requirement to adapt, not only to ongestionhanges, but also to mobility of the nodes that onform it. In this setion, however,we study a MANET environment where nodes are not moving; this way we anassess if DACME is funtioning adequately both in terms of QoS support andresponsiveness to tra hanges. The issue of mobility will be handled in the nextsetion.To perform the desired evaluations we setup a 1900×400 squared meters se-nario with 50 stati nodes. All nodes are equipped with an IEEE 802.11g/e inter-fae, and the radio range is of 250 meters. The position of nodes is random, andthe average number of hops between nodes is 4. Conerning routing, we use statirouting at this stage.DACME agents handle ve CBR soures sending data at a rate of 1 Mbit/s.All pakets are set to the Video Aess Category. Conerning bakground tra,it onsists of four soures, eah sending negative-exponentially distributed traat a rate of 50 pakets per seond in all four Aess Categories. The paket sizefor both CBR and bakground soures is 512 bytes.Conerning DACME CBR soures, the rst soure starts at the beginning ofthe simulation, and a new soure is started every 15 seonds until all ve souresare ative. Afterwards, they are turned o in the same order they were turned on.In gure 8.22 we show the throughput for eah soure (maximum is 1 Mbit/s);we use an arrow to indiate the period of ativity for eah QoS soure.We an see that, when DACME is not used, soures 1, 4 and 5 suer fromthroughput degradation, whih results in QoS degradation if we were in the pres-ene of, for example, video data. What we aim at is, when a ow is admitted intothe MANET, to be able to sustain the requested QoS; when that is not possible,the ows should no longer be admitted into the network.We nd that DACME allows us to ahieve our purpose suessfully. Notiethat soure 4 is never allowed to transmit sine the DACME agent veries thatthere is not enough bandwidth at any instant of time while it is ative. Relativelyto soure 5, we verify that it is allowed to transmit as soon as soure 2 stops209















































Figure 8.23: End-to-end delay values for dierent soures without DACME (left)and with DACME (right) Table 8.4: DACME statistisSoure 1 Soure 2 Soure 3 Soure 4 Soure 5Probe pakets generated 1140 770 720 680 1120Probe pakets lost (%) 0.614 0.000 0.000 3.382 0.738Num. replies 114 77 72 68 112Probe replies lost (%) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000Avg. probe/reply time (ms) 33.804 4.813 3.174 57.891 40.769Avg. yle time (ms) 157.414 15.098 8.297 147.015 194.055Avg. inter-yle time (s) 2.927 2.887 2.963 3.047 3.035Num. hops to destination 5 1 1 7 5transmitting, whih indiates that the algorithm proposed for DACME is able toreat relatively quik to hanging network tra onditions.In terms of end-to-end delay, gure 8.23 shows the improvements obtainedwith DACME. We an see that, when DACME is not used, the average end-to-end delay for some of the soures reahes very high values (lose to 500 ms).Suh high values are not desirable, and are related to high ongestion states. IfDACME is used, the end-to-end delay values are always kept low (usually lessthat 10ms), though we observe a periodi variability. Suh variability is diretlyrelated to the probing proess, periodially repeated every 3 seonds (plus jitter);this is something inherent to the arhiteture proposed, and so annot be avoided.We should point out that the magnitude of suh variability depends on the pathongestion, as well as on the appliation's data rate.We now proeed to analyze DACME performane in terms of several param-eters. The results are presented in table 8.4. We observe that DACME tragenerated about 32 to 64 kbit/s of overhead. In this senario only a few probepakets were lost, and therefore probe replies were sent and reahed the souresuessfully every time. We also observe that the average yle time is intimately210
8.4. BASIC FUNCTIONALITY CONFORMANCE TESTINGTable 8.5: Probe set size inidene for the dierent souresProbe set size Soure 1 Soure 2 Soure 3 Soure 4 Soure 52 12.50% 28.00% 53.57% 61.54% 7.69%3 4.17% 52.00% 42.86% 26.92% 3.85%4 0.00% 16.00% 3.57% 7.69% 7.69%5 83.33% 4.00% 0.00% 3.85% 80.77%related to the number of hops, as expeted; however, ongestion also plays animportant role (e.g., see dierenes between soure 2 and 3). Relatively to theinter-yle time, it is kept lose to 3 seonds as desired.Another important issue is to assess how many probes had to be sent eah timein order to reah a onlusion on weather to aept a onnetion or not. Withthat purpose in mind, we elaborated table 8.5 were we show the inidene, foreah soure, of the number of probes required. We an see that DACME agents atsoures 2, 3 and 4 were usually able to reah a deision with only 2 or 3 probes. Onthe ontrary, DACME agents at soures 1 and 5 usually found that the availablebandwidth was very lose to the desired value, whih often required using themaximum number of onseutive probes allowed (5).If we take into aount the results of both tables presented, and also the fatthat in gure 8.22 ativity periods are kept very stable, we onlude that thestrategy followed in algorithm 2 (maintain the previous path state when no deisionan be taken) is adequate and promotes stability for both users and the MANETas a whole.8.4.2 Impat of the Reserved bandwidth parameterDepending on the spei routing protool used, it will require more or less band-width to operate properly. As shown in setion 7.2, restriting the amount of radioresoures available for the routing protool will ause it to malfuntion. Suh mal-funtioning usually has an impat on both routing overhead and paket deliveryrate.When using DACME to assess the available bandwidth in the network, weshould take into onsideration that enough bandwidth should be preserved for therouting tasks. Moreover, most appliations do not generate a onstant bitrate datastream. This means that we should be able to handle these tra utuations,avoiding running out of resoures.Another issue that we should also take into onsideration is that most of thetra urrently owing in the Internet is best eort, mostly TCP (web, FTP, mail,peer-to-peer, et.). Assuring that QoS tra does not onsume all the resouresavailable is also important; users will hardly aept any QoS framework whihmakes the MANET unusable in terms of best eort tra. So, we also desire tostudy the impat of varying this additional amount of bandwidth reserved in termsof global throughput for best eort tra.211


































































Figure 8.24: Video goodput (left) and voie drops (right) for the dierent routingprotools testedWith these purposes on mind, we use ns-2 to simulate a MANET environmentwhere 50 nodes move at a onstant speed of 5 m/s aording to the randomwaypoint mobility model; the senario is sized 1900×400 squared meters. Radiointerfaes are IEEE 802.11g/e enabled, and the radio range is 250 meters; thisleads to an average of 4 hops between nodes.The protools tested are AODV, DSR and MDSR (exposed in setion 6). Wealso inlude DACME-AODV, a ombination between DACME and AODV thatimproves performane, as desribed in setion 8.2.5.Relatively to tra, we have four FTP/TCP bakground soures that are ativeduring the entire simulation period. Conerning the data soures under study (reg-ulated by DACME), these onsist of four video streams and three voie streams.The video soures send CBR/UDP tra at 1 Mbit/s using 512 byte pakets.Voie soures are VoIP streams simulated using a Pareto On/O distribution withboth burst and idle time set to 500 ms. The shaping fator used is 1.5, and theaverage data rate is of 100 kbit/s. Relatively to start and end times for the dif-ferent soures, the rst video soure is started at the beginning of the simulation,and then every 15 seonds a new data soure beomes ative, alternating betweenvoie and video soures. Eah soure is ative for two minutes.In our experiments we vary the amount of additional bandwidth reserved ina range from 0 to 4 Mbit/s. In terms of video goodput, gure 8.24 shows thatthe impat is minimum. The deay in terms of bandwidth for low values of theadditional bandwidth margin is not very signiant: below 4% for all routingprotools, and below 1% for DACME-AODV. Notie that, ontrarily to the DSRrouting protool, MDSR ahieves a stable operation point lose to the maximumvalue with low additional bandwidth margins, while DSR performs worse.We should also point to the fat that, as the amount of additional bandwidthreserved inreases, the amount of tra admitted into the MANET dereases.Suh behavior is also responsible for the performane improvements experienedwhen the additional bandwidth margin approahes 4 Mbit/s.In terms of voie paket drops, we observe that both DSR and MDSR are proneto ause muh more losses than AODV or DACME-AODV. By taking a look atthis piture we nd that AODV-based protools should operate with an additional212











































































































































Figure 8.26: Perentage of admitted tra relative to video (left) and voie (right)tra for the dierent routing protools testedbandwidth margin above 0.75 Mbit/s. The DSR routing protool requires a higherbandwidth margin, and we onsider that the minimum value should be of about1.25 Mbit/s.Conerning end-to-end delay, we verify that, again, both AODV versions andMDSR perform better than DSR (see gure 8.25). This shows that the hangesperformed on DSR to obtain MDSR were relevant from the point of view of QoSstreams, and that the interoperability with DACME is higher for MDSR than forDSR.Relative to the results for the tra aeptane rate, gure 8.26 learly putsin evidene the impat of hoosing dierent values for the additional bandwidthmargin reserved. It is interesting to notie that, despite AODV and DACME-AODV admit more tra into the network, the quality of servie experiened bythat tra is higher than with DSR and similar to MDSR's. That fat, alongwith the voie loss rate results presented before, gives us a hint on whih routingprotools oer better performane when operating in onjuntion with DACME.If we now analyze the amount of bakground TCP tra owing in the MANET(see gure 8.27) we observe that DSR and MDSR, ompared to both AODV ver-sions, redue the available bandwidth for best eort tra. Though the trend213


































































Figure 8.27: Aggregated TCP throughput (left) and routing overhead (right) forthe dierent routing protools testedis to inrease with inreasing reserved bandwidth values, we nd that MDSR isthe routing protool whih penalizes more heavily the bandwidth available forbest-eort tra, though TCP tra is not being split through dierent routes.To onlude this analysis we now study the results in terms of routing overhead.Figure 8.27 (right) shows that DSR is very eient, generating a muh lower over-head than the rest. AODV and DACME-AODV have a very similar performane,sine it is atually the same routing protool (the interation onsists of DACMEinterpreting AODV tra, and not the opposite). Conerning MDSR, it generatesa greater overhead than the rest as expeted (see setion 6.4).Overall, the results found in this setion are somehow unexpeted sine thedierent routing protools do not misbehave ever, even when the additional band-width margin reserved is redued to zero. This an be explained taking into a-ount two dierent fats. The rst one has to do with the MAC Aess Categoryused; sine DACME's probes are sent with Video priority, the measurements madeare always onservative (remember that, as exposed in setion 7.1, data souresusing the Voie AC are able to ahieve a higher bandwidth than soures using otherACs for a same period of time). Moreover, the hanes that QoS data soures fullyoupy the wireless medium on a ertain area is very low - taking video souresas an example, eah data soure generates either 1 Mbit/s or nothing, whih is aoarse level of granularity.In summary, the analysis made in this setion has shed some light into basibut important issues, suh as the eetiveness of the dierent routing mehanismstested, and the impat of varying the reserved bandwidth parameter. We studiedthe eets of having dierent reserved bandwidth values on the QoS experiened byappliations, the amount of QoS-tra admitted into the network and the overallapaity remaining for best eort tra soures. We now proeed with a dierentevaluation, assessing the eetiveness of DACME when the amount of QoS trainreases. 214
8.5. DACME'S SUPPORT FOR BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINEDAPPLICATIONS8.5 DACME's support for bandwidth onstrainedappliationsIn this setion we will assess the eetiveness of DACME supporting appliationswith bandwidth onstraints in a typial MANET environment, and under dier-ent degrees of bakground ongestion. With that purpose we take the senariodesribed in setion 8.4.2 for studying.Relatively to DACME-regulated soures of tra, we again use the same setupas before; it onsists of four CBR/UDP video soures generating a data rate of 1Mbit/s, and three VoIP soures generating and average data rate of 100 kbit/s.In addition to DACME-regulated soures of tra, we also use four bakgroundsoures that generate negative-exponentially distributed tra. Contrarily to se-tion 8.4.1, we do not set the same data rate to the dierent MAC Aess Categories.The dierene is due to the need to perform routing tasks; sine routing tra isset to the Voie AC (highest), we limit the amount of tra in that AC to avoidrouting misbehavior. So, 50% of the data generated belongs to the Video AC, andthe Best eort and Bakground ACs reeive a share of 25% eah.In the next setion we will perform these experiments with the AODV rout-ing protool and with DACME-AODV. We ompare the results obtained to ano-DACME solution (no soure benets from DACME). Later we make similarexperiments for the DSR and MDSR routing protools.8.5.1 Results for the AODV routing protoolIn setion 8.4.2 we found that the amount of reserved bandwidth had an impaton the overall performane, as well as on the amount of bandwidth available forbakground tra. So, for the experiments made on this setion, as well as for laterexperiments using AODV, we set the amount of additional bandwidth reserved to0.75 Mbit/s sine we onsider that it oers a good trade-o between performaneand session bloking.Figure 8.28 shows the improvements - in terms of video goodput and voiepakets dropped - obtained by using DACME or DACME-AODV; we omparedthese results to a solution where DACME is not used (turned o). We an observethat, when DACME is not used, the average goodput for the dierent video souresdrops steadily with inreasing ongestion. By using DACME the average goodputis maintained higher (lose to maximum). This ours beause soures are onlyallowed to transmit if the DACME agent veries that the available bandwidth isenough.From gure 8.28 we an also observe that DACME-AODV oers a better perfor-mane ompared to the default DACME implementation in terms of voie paketdrops, while performane in terms of video throughput is maintained at similarlevels.We now proeed to evaluate the performane ahieved in terms of end-to-enddelay. The results are shown in gure 8.29. As expeted, end-to-end delay valuestend to inrease with inreasing bakground tra.In the senario presented we see that, when using either standard DACME215



























































































































Aggregate value for generated background traffic (Mbit/s)
DACME OFF
DACME ON
DACME-AODV ONFigure 8.29: Average end-to-end delay values for video (left) and voie (right)soures.
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Aggregate value for generated background traffic (Mbit/s)
DACME
DACME-AODVFigure 8.30: Routing overhead and DACME overheador DACME-AODV, the end-to-end delay values for both video and voie soureswere lower than with DACME turned o. We also observe that the AODV-awareversion of DACME tends to ause slightly higher delay values that its non-awareounterpart. This is mainly due to an inrease of the average probing frequeny,whih interferes with data tra by inreasing delay.An interesting way to gain further insight on the benets of DACME in MANETenvironments is to analyze the stability in terms of routing overhead, or the lakof it. In gure 8.30 we show the variation in terms of total routing pakets whenvarying the amount of bakground tra generated. It shows that, without theadmission ontrol mehanism oered by DACME, the routing protool misbehavesdue to ongestion related eets. Suh problem is not new, and we have disussedit in detail in setion 7.2.Relatively to DACME's overhead, we observe that it is maintained at low levels.In fat, the average DACME overhead per soure does never reah 50 kbit/s, avery reasonable value taking into onsideration that we are following a probe-basedapproah.The results presented until now allow us to onlude that both AODV-awareand unaware versions of DACME allow ahieving performane improvements om-pared to a solution without DACME. In terms of the dierenes between thesetwo solutions, we observe that the AODV-aware version oers greater stability atthe ost of slightly higher end-to-end delay values. To further evidene the dier-enes between both DACME versions, we show in gure 8.31 the results ahievedin terms of perentage of admitted tra. We an see that the main dierenesour when the ongestion levels are low. In these situations a quik reation tonewly found routes avoids bloking tra for large periods if the new route ansustain the desired tra rate.It is interesting to notie that, as ongestion inreases, the amount of videotra admitted dereases at a steady rate, ontrarily to voie tra. This is dueto the fat that video streams require muh larger bandwidth shares.We now proeed to study in more depth the behavior under low, moderateand high ongestion levels. In terms of aggregated value for generated bakgroundtra, these ongestion levels map into the values: 0.65 Mbit/s, 2.3 Mbit/s, and6.5 Mbit/s respetively. 217




























Video: DACME-AODV ONFigure 8.31: Perentage of admitted tra using both DACME versions at dier-ent ongestion levels

























































Figure 8.32: Throughput variation with time for the video soures using default,DACME and DACME-AODV solutions under low ongestion8.5.1.1 Low ongestion environmentAt this ongestion level we observe that all soures, both voie and video, enjoy ofenough bandwidth for transmission most of the time (see gure 8.32). Therefore,the DACME agent bloks tra only oasionally; also, routing tasks ause veryfew paket drops.In suh an environment it is more meaningful to observe the performane interms of end-to-end delay. In gure 8.33 we show the end-to-end delay results forthe video soures. We an observe that results are very similar, with DACME-AODV performing better than the default DACME agent. Relatively to the Voiesoures, gure 8.33 shows that the DACME-AODV agent oers the best resultsessentially by eliminating some peaks on the end-to-end delay.Overall we an onlude that, by introduing DACME or DACME-AODVagents in low-ongestion environments, they will not ause performane to de-rease even though the need for them is minimal. On the ontrary, we observethat performane is maintained and in some ases improved.8.5.1.2 Moderate ongestion environmentWe will now analyze what ours when the available bandwidth on the MANETenvironment is not enough for all video soures to transmit uninterruptedly, thoughit is enough for some of them to do so. In this situation the performane should be218



































Figure 8.33: End-to-end delay variation with time for the voie (left) and video(right) soures using default, DACME and DACME-AODV solutions under lowongestion

























































Figure 8.34: Throughput variation with time for the video soures using default,DACME and DACME-AODV solutions under moderate ongestionaeted when there is a route hange, and so the DACME agent must at aordingto the new network onditions. As shown in gure 8.34, the throughput of videosoures under moderate ongestion is onstantly suering hanges if DACME isnot used.When using DACME, though, we nd that video sessions (when ative) ahievevery steady throughput values. The benets of DACME are further evidened ifwe take a look at the number of pakets dropped in the network (see table 8.6); itbeomes lear that using DACME oers muh better results, avoiding unneessaryresoure onsumption.If we now study the behavior in terms of end-to-end delay, we see that we obtainsigniant improvements by using DACME. DACME-AODV oers the best resultsin terms of video tra (see gure 8.35), while for voie tra the results are verysimilar for both DACME versions, and signiantly better than the no-DACMEsolution.8.5.1.3 High ongestion environmentWhen the MANET environment is highly ongested, soures generating high datarates should have few hanes of transmitting. If no type of admission ontrolis performed, though, the network ongestion will inrease even more and these219
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Figure 8.35: End-to-end delay variation with time for the voie (left) and video(right) soures using default, DACME and DACME-AODV solutions under mod-erate ongestion
220
8.5. DACME'S SUPPORT FOR BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINEDAPPLICATIONS




























































































Figure 8.37: End-to-end delay variation with time for the voie (left) and video(right) soures using default, DACME and DACME-AODV solutions under highongestionhigh data rate soures will onsume resoures unneessarily. This is what oursin the urrent situation, where we observe (see gure 8.36) that the dierent videosoures an barely sueed in transmitting any data to the destination.When DACME is used (either default and AODV-aware implementations) wend that video sessions, though often bloked, are able to transmit with very highthroughput values when ative.Conerning end-to-end delay results, these are depited in gure 8.37.We an see that, by introduing DACME or DACME-AODV, the end-to-enddelay values for both voie and video tra are signiantly improved. Theseresults also show that, even by introduing probe tests in environments wheresaturation is already high, the performane of voie streams does not suer degra-dation.The results found in this setion lead us to onlude that using DACME anlearly avoid the waste of resoures by interrupting ommuniation when the min-imum QoS requirements are not met. We also onlude that, when MANETmobility is high and the ongestion level is suh that not all QoS streams anbe aommodated, we should expet to nd an on/o behavior often. Suh be-havior is intimately related to the hosen poliy of not performing any kind ofresoure reservation, but instead to adapt to whatever resoures available at eahmeasurement ation. 221































































Figure 8.38: Improvements on video goodput (left) and voie drops (right) byusing DACME8.5.2 Results for the DSR and MDSR routing protoolsIn this setion we present the results obtained by doing similar experiments withthe DSR and MDSR routing protools. As referred in setion 8.4.2, we need tohoose the extra amount of bandwidth reserved to allow room for routing traand DACME probes from dierent soures; for the routing protools studied inthis setion (DSR and MDSR) we found that an adequate value for the additionalbandwidth reserved should be about 1.25 Mbit/s to ahieve good performane.Figure 8.38 shows the improvements in terms of video goodput and voie pak-ets dropped by using DACME. We observe that, when DACME is not used, theaverage goodput for the dierent video soures drops steadily with inreasing on-gestion. By using DACME the average goodput is maintained muh higher forboth DSR and MDSR; in fat, we verify that when DACME is ative MDSRperforms even better than DSR, whih is a strong indiation that the admissionontrol strategy adopted for DACME an operate in onjuntion with multipathrouting protools without performane deay. Relatively to the improvements in-trodued by DACME, these our beause soures are only allowed to transmit ifthe DACME agent veries that the available bandwidth is enough.From gure 8.38 we an also observe that, by using DACME, the numberof voie pakets lost is greatly redued. Again, the ombination of MDSR andDACME is the best one, ahieving a very low paket loss rate always.We now proeed to evaluate the performane ahieved in terms of end-to-enddelay. The results are shown in gure 8.39.Under these onditions we see that, by using DACME, the end-to-end delayvalues for both video and voie soures were lower using either DSR or MDSR.In terms of video tra, it is interesting to notie that MDSR performs betterthan DSR with and without DACME; this shows that the tra splitting strategyused in MDSR oers advantages in terms of end-to-end delay despite the fat thatsometimes part of the tra traverses paths with more hops. Conerning voietra, the end-to-end delay results also show that both DSR and MDSR learlybenet from DACME. The dierene of urve shapes between DSR and MDSR isrelated to the degree of voie tra aepted into the network, to the ontention222






























































































































Video: MDSRFigure 8.40: Routing overhead (left) and perentage of admitted tra (right) atdierent ongestion levelsbetween data pakets and routing pakets, and to the fat that MDSR splits trathrough dierent paths.One of the main dierenes between DSR and MDSR is related to the amountof routing overhead generated. MDSR's route disovery mehanism and, to a lesserextent, tra splitting through dierent routes result in an inreased routing over-head. Therefore, we expet to observe this dierene when analyzing the routingoverhead generated in our experiments. In gure 8.40 we show the variation interms of total routing pakets when varying the amount of generated bakgroundtra. We observe that MDSR does in fat generate a higher amount of routingtra than DSR with or without DACME. However, it is important to notie thatby using DACME we are able to maintaining the routing overhead stable whenongestion inreases, avoiding the routing misbehavior problem we disussed in[CPM05b℄.Another issue that deserves attention is related to the aeptane rate experi-ened by voie and video tra. Voie soures generate muh lower data rates, andso we expet the amount of voie tra admitted into the MANET to be higherthan the amount of video tra. In gure 8.40 we show the dierenes betweenboth when using either DSR or MDSR. We an see that, eetively, the higher-223
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) d)Figure 8.41: Throughput variation with time for the video soures using a) DSR,b) MDSR, ) DSR+DACME and d) MDSR+DACME under low ongestionrate video soures are more penalized by ongestion, experiening more frequentut-os than voie tra whih is less bandwidth demanding.We will now proeed to study in more depth the behavior under low, moderateand high ongestion levels.8.5.2.1 Low ongestion environmentUnder low ongestion the amount of bakground tra is relatively low, whihresults in a greater interation between the distint DACME-regulated soures. Ingure 8.41 we show that in this situation DACME already oers benets, main-taining steadier levels of throughput for all video soures with both DSR andMDSR. It is interesting to notie that when DACME operates in onjuntion withDSR it behaves in a onservative manner, bloking onnetions often; the MDSRplus DACME solution oers better results by inreasing the total time of ativity.In terms of end-to-end delay, gure 8.42 shows that DACME oers importantimprovements for both DSR and MDSR routing protools, even when the onges-tion on the MANET is relatively low. We also observe that the best performingsolution for the highest share of tra is DSR with DACME; we onsider that thisis due to the inreased number of hops that part of the tra has to go through224





































Figure 8.42: End-to-end delay variation with time for the video (left) and voie(right) soures under low ongestionduring some periods when relying on MDSR. However, the MDSR plus DACMEsolution is more eetive in reduing the amount of pakets that reah the des-tination with very high delay values, espeially for Voie data where none of thepakets arrives with a delay above 150 ms.The results found until now show that DACME is also eetive when usedin onjution with a multipath routing protool. We will now proeed with ourevaluation under moderate ongestion, and verify if the eetiveness of DACMEwith MDSR persists.8.5.2.2 Moderate ongestion environmentIn this environment the level of bakground ongestion is enough to ause impor-tant losses to both video and voie data streams (see gure 8.43). In this situationthe use of DACME brings even more benets than in the previous senario withlow ongestion, not only beause the video throughput is maintained at muhsteadier levels, but also beause the number of pakets lost on-transit is greatlyredued.In table 8.7 we show the number of pakets lost in the network due to multiplefators suh as routing, full queues or MAC related drops. We observe that MDSRperforms muh better than DSR, reduing losses by an order of magnitude. Suhimprovement is essentially related to the tra splitting algorithm that MDSRuses whih, as shown in hapter 6, is able to redue mobility-related paket losses.These loss levels are quite aeptable for a MANET environment and, ompared tothe non-DACME results, show that by using DACME we also save energy resoureson MANET nodes by only forwarding pakets when the hanes of reahing thedestination are high.If we now study the behavior in terms of end-to-end delay (see gure 8.44), wean again notie DACME's eetiveness. In terms of video tra we see that DSRand MDSR ombined with DACME oer similar results, though MDSR performsslightly better. Relatively to audio tra, the performane ahieved by using DSRplus DACME slightly surpasses that ahieved with MDSR plus DACME, thoughit is prone to generate more pakets with very high delay values.225
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) d)Figure 8.43: Throughput variation with time for the video soures using a) DSR,b) MDSR, ) DSR+DACME and d) MDSR+DACME under moderate ongestion
Table 8.7: Number of video pakets dropped in the networkDSR MDSR DSR+DACME MDSR+DACMEVideo soure 1 3036 3292 488 60Video soure 2 11249 9229 0 1Video soure 3 13745 21821 0 7Video soure 4 3039 614 144 0Total loss 31069 34956 632 68Loss (%) 26,5 29,82 2,17 0,11
226





































Figure 8.44: End-to-end delay variation with time for the video (left) and voie(right) soures under moderate ongestionThe results found in this setion further sustain the appliability of the DACMEadmission ontrol algorithm with a multipath routing protool, showing no signsof misbehavior or poor performane. We now proeed to analyze in detail theperformane under high ongestion.8.5.2.3 High ongestion environmentWhen the MANET environment is highly ongested, it is espeially important forsoures generating high data rates to avoid transmitting. If no type of admissionontrol is performed, though, the network ongestion will inrease even furtherand these high data rate soures will onsume resoures unneessarily. This iswhat ours in the urrent situation where we observe (see gure 8.45) that thedierent video soures an barely sueed in transmitting data to the destinationwhen DACME is not used.When DACME is used we see that the situation hanges: most of the time thevideo soures are not allowed to transmit, and when they are allowed to do so thethroughput is maintained reasonably steady.In terms of end-to-end delay gure 8.46 shows that, in a similar manner towhat was observed in the previous setion, the performane for DSR and MDSRwith DACME relative to video tra is similar, and learly superior ompared tothe non-DACME results.We an also see that introduing DACME provides muh better performaneto the voie ows, espeially with MDSR where the end-to-end delay does notsurpass 20 ms.The results found in this setion lead us to onlude that using DACME anlearly avoid the waste of resoures by interrupting ommuniation when the min-imum QoS requirements are not met. Comparing DSR to MDSR we observe thatthe eet they have on QoS streams diers; yet, we an denitely arm that theproposed admission ontrol mehanism is adequate for using with both single pathand multipath routing protools. 227
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Figure 8.46: End-to-end delay variation with time for the video (left) and voie(right) soures under high ongestion 228































Video: DACME-AODV ONFigure 8.47: Tra aeptane rate values when varying the maximum end-to-enddelay requested8.6 DACME's support for delay-bounded applia-tionsIn this setion we will assess the eetiveness of DACME in supporting delay-bounded appliations. Our tests will fous on the AODV routing protool sineit was found to oer the best results in previous setions. Also, DACME is notapable of performing delay measurements when the routing protool splits trathrough dierent paths, whih exluded MDSR from the tests performed in thissetion.For our study we set the aggregate bakground ongestion to a xed valueto proeed with our experiments. The hosen value is of 2.3 Mbit/s, and it ismaintained throughout the simulations.The simulations made are similar to those performed for bandwidth-onstrainedappliations. The only dierene is that we now notify the DACME agent thatthe appliations are also delay bounded, setting dierent values for the maximumend-to-end delay. In our experiments these values vary between 0.1 and 100 ms.In the ourse of our simulations we observed that, when applying a maximumdelay threshold of 0.1 ms, no video or voie tra was aepted into the network. Ingure 8.47 we present the tra aeptane rate urves when varying the maximumdelay settings. We observe that the impat of imposing delay requirements is morepronouned on video soures, being that the voie tra only varies slightly; asexpeted, when demanding relatively high values for end-to-end delay (100 ms)the amount of tra aepted for both video and voie soures is lose to the onefound when applying bandwidth-onstraints only.We now proeed to measure the average end-to-end delay experiened by thevideo and voie soures. In gure 8.48 we present the results found; we observe thatthe average end-to-end delay values are always well below the threshold dened,as desired. We nd that the average end-to-end delay experiened by the videosoures inreases steadily with inreasing delay thresholds; for the voie soures,though, we only appreiate slight variations. This phenomena ours beause theMAC layer parameters assoiated with the Voie Aess Category do not allow229
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Maximum end-to-end delay requested (ms)
DACME
DACME-AODVFigure 8.49: Perentage of tra meeting the end-to-end delay deadline for video(left) and voie (right) tramuh margin for suh variations.If we now take into onsideration the perentage of tra that meets the pre-dened maximum value for end-to-end delay, we observe that voie tra meets therequirements more stritly than video tra (see gure 8.49). These results alsoallow measuring the eetiveness of DACME's arhiteture in omplying with theend-to-end requirements imposed. We nd that, although DACME agents onlyre-assess the end-to-end delay values every 1.5 seonds when tra is owing,this strategy oers good results even when the senario is haraterized by animportant degree of mobility: more than 80% of the aepted tra meets thedeadline always.To onlude the evaluation we now analyze the average overhead per soureintrodued by DACME. In setion 8.5 we found that, at the seleted degree ofongestion (the aggregated bakground tra is 2.3 Mbit/s), DACME's overheadwas found to be around 37 and 43 kbit/s for DACME and DACME-AODV, re-spetively. In gure 8.50 we observe that introduing additional probes to measureend-to-end delay does not have a signiant impat on overhead. In fat we ndthat, when the requested end-to-end delay is low, DACME's overhead is inferior tothe one found without delay onstraints. This ours beause sometimes the delay230





























Maximum end-to-end delay requested (ms)
DACME
DACME-AODVFigure 8.50: DACME overhead when varying the maximum end-to-end delay re-questedrequirements allow reahing a deny ow deision without requiring any measure-ments to deide about bandwidth.One we reah relatively high values for the requested end-to-end delay we ndthat the overhead, ompared to the bandwidth-onstrained solution, is inreasedby 14 and 17 kbit/s respetively; we onsider that these are quite aeptable values.We will now proeed by doing a similar analysis in the sope of jitter boundedappliations.8.7 DACME's support for jitter-bounded applia-tionsIn the previous setion we ould appreiate the eetiveness of DACME to sup-port appliations with both bandwidth and end-to-end delay onstraints. In thissetion we take a nal step to evaluate the eetiveness of DACME in support-ing appliations with bandwidth, delay and also jitter requirements. With thispurpose we maintain all the simulation parameters used in the previous setion,xing the value for the maximum end-to-end delay requested at 10 ms. We nowimpose dierent requirements for jitter, with values ranging from 0.1 ms up to amaximum value of 10 ms.Relatively to tra, we have video soures generating CBR tra and voiesoures generating tra aording to a Pareto on-o distribution. Sine, from thedestination point of view, it is only meaningful to assess the jitter of tra with aonstant paket arrival rate, the results presented in this setion refer only to videotra; voie soures are also inluded as before, but they only have bandwidthand delay onstraints.In gure 8.51 we show the variation in terms of aepted video tra as themaximum jitter allowed inreases. We observe that 0.1 ms is a ut-o value forjitter and that, when the maximum jitter allowed is of 10 ms, the tra aeptanerate is similar to the one found without jitter onstraints.In terms of mean absolute jitter values gure 8.51 shows that, when plainDACME is used, the mean value is below the limit; however, for DACME-AODV231
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Figure 8.53: DACME overhead by inreasing the maximum jitter allowedby DACME is relatively high. This ours beause the DACME agent will besending jitter probes every 3 seonds after the delay and bandwidth probes, whihonsume a onsiderable amount of bandwidth. As we inrease the maximum jitterallowed we nd that DACME's overhead is redued. In fat, as jitter onstraintsare relaxed, more tra is admitted into the network; this enables performing jittermeasurements based on atual tra instead of probes. This tehnique explainsthe redution observed.Relatively to the absolute overhead values, we found in the previous setionthat DACME and DACME-AODV required and overhead of 47 and 45 kbit/srespetively for a maximum end-to-end delay of 10 ms. Adding jitter onstraintsauses these values to inrease by 76 and 90 kbit/s respetively for the best ase,whih is a signiative but tolerable inrease.8.8 ConlusionsIn this hapter we presented DACME, a novel QoS arhiteture for MANET envi-ronments whih enables real-time multimedia ommuniation among peers. Ourproposal an be easily deployed sine it uses distributed admission ontrol teh-niques and imposes very few requirements on MANET nodes. In fat, intermediateMANET stations only need to have IEEE 802.11e apable interfaes and to han-dle pakets aording to the TOS eld in their IP header. With our tehnique weexpet to solve some of the problems enountered in previous proposals, aom-modating to dierent paradigms of user ooperation in MANETs.We desribed the general funtionality of the distributed admission ontrolmehanism proposed, evidening its relation with the dierent layers of the networkstak.The ore of our arhiteture onsists of DACME, a probe-based distributedadmission ontrol mehanism apable of supporting bandwidth, delay and jitterQoS requirements. The probe-based measurements are used by DACME agentsto deide whether to admit tra from an appliation or not based on its QoSdemands and the estimated available resoures. Results show that our distributedadmission ontrol tehnique is able to oer reliable end-to-end measurements, and233
CHAPTER 8. DISTRIBUTED ADMISSION CONTROL FOR MANETENVIRONMENTSthat the time spent in that proess is typially low.By simulating DACME in both stati and mobile MANET environments weobserved that it behaves in the manner it should, oering lear performane im-provements. Simulation results show that the probabilisti admission ontrol teh-nique used in DACME is eetive at dierent levels of ongestion, and that delayand jitter onstraints are met with a good level of auray. We also provedthat DACME an be used in onjuntion with multipath routing protools whensupporting bandwidth-onstrained appliations; this was done by testing it in on-juntion with the multipath-enabled version of DSR developed in hapter 6.Overall, we found that DACME improves the performane experiened by usersand also avoids wasting MANET resoures. We observe that enhaning DACMEwith routing awareness further improves the performane ahieved. Relatively tothe overhead introdued by the DACME's mehanism, we found it to be quite low:between 30 and 60 kbit/s, exept when jitter support is also required, in whihase it an reah values up to 120 kbit/s.
234
Chapter 9Overall evaluation of theproposed frameworkThe purpose of this hapter is to oer an overview of the framework proposed inthis thesis. We will show how, starting from urrently available tehnology, we wereable to enhane a MANET so as to ahieve a system with full QoS support. Thatsystem is aomplished by ombining IEEE 802.11e tehnology (MAC layer) withDACME (admission ontrol layer). At the routing layer we oer the possibilityof using either the AODV routing protool, or our enhaned version of the DSRrouting protool if we seek to split tra through multiple paths, thereby avoidingthe eets of mobility.Our fous is on video streaming appliations, and so the results we presentalways put in evidene the benets ahieved from the point of view of a real-timevideo stream.The results will be presented in three steps. In the rst step we will show howan adequate use of the IEEE 802.11e tehnology is able to dierentiate QoS trafrom best eort tra at the MAC level, simultaneously ahieving an inrease interms of routing responsiveness. In the seond step we will show how we were ableto mitigate the eets of node mobility in MANETs by improving the DSR routingprotool by means of enhaned route disovery mehanisms and tra splittingstrategies. In the third and nal step we will show how the use of distributedadmission ontrol is able to improve the overall QoS support in MANETs. ThisQoS improvement is mainly related to avoiding paket drops, avoiding routingmisbehavior and reduing the delay experiened by appliations.For our experiments we will again fous on a MANET environment simulatedwith the aid of the ns-2 simulator. For all of our tests we injet into the MANETtraes of atual video streaming tra. Our video sequene of hoie is the wellknown Foreman sequene (see 4.1 on page 62) in the CIF format (352×288 pixels),whih is adequate for video-onferening. We onatenate this Foreman sequene(10 seonds long) several times to obtain a 300 seonds long sequene. The framerate used is of 30 Hz, and so the total number of frames is 9000. As proposedin hapter 4, we again split eah frame into seven slies, whih map into seven235


















































Frame numberFigure 9.1: 10-seond snapshot of the bitrate (left) and PNSR (right) for theH.264-enoded Foreman sequenepakets per frame; therefore, the number of pakets generated per seond is 210.The global quantization parameters for the sequene where adjusted to a targetbitrate of 1 Mbit/s.On the left side of gure 9.1 we show with great detail the bitrate generated bythe H.264 ode for the Foreman sequene during a 10-seond period. As it an beseen, every seond there is a peak on the instantaneous bitrate generated. This isbeause we set one I frame to be generated every seond to reset error propagation,and so the GOP size is of 30 frames. The remaining frames are preditivelyoded (P frames). Also, we randomly hoose 40 marobloks of eah frame forintra-updating, whih means about 10% of the total number of marobloks perframe (40 out of 396 marobloks). The remaining ode parameters were tunedaording to hoies found to be more appropriate in hapter 4.On the right side of gure 9.1 we show the PSNR variation for this 10-seondvideo sequene. We observe a slight deay of the PSNR value lose to the end ofthe sequene, whih is related to a higher motion degree for the sequene duringthat period. The average PSNR value is of 38.2 dB.9.1 Improvements obtained throughMAC level QoSsupportTo assess the improvements oered to MANETs by the IEEE 802.11e tehnology,we devise a set of experiments that will evidene how this tehnology is able todierentiate QoS tra from best eort tra. We use standard IEEE 802.11tehnology, whose MAC layer is not QoS-enabled, for omparison.As referred at the beginning of the hapter, our fous is on the support forreal-time video streaming appliations. We therefore injet into the MANET thetrae of a single video stream with the harateristis referred before. Conerningbest eort tra, we injet a variable number of FTP/TCP soures (bandwidthgreedy) and CBR/UDP soures generating data at a rate of 1 Mbit/s. We studythe performane variations when inreasing the number of best eort soures from0 to 18. We inrease the number of soures with a granularity of three, maintaining236




















































Figure 9.2: Mean values for the video throughput (left) and the video delay (right)varying the number of bakground tra souresa 2 to 1 relationship between the number of TCP and UDP soures, respetively.This means that there are twie as many TCP soures ompared to UDP souresin all tests.Simulations are onduted in a square area sized 870×870 m where the radiorange is set to 250 meters. The number of nodes used is 50, and eah of themhas an IEEE 802.11g radio interfae and a routing agent running (either AODVor DSR).Conerning mobility, it is generated aording to the random way-point mo-bility model. We ongure the mobility generation proess so that all MANETnodes are onstantly moving at a speed of 5 meters per seond (no pause timesallowed).Relatively to the simulation proess itself, we begin with a 100 seond periodduring whih routes between tra soures and destinations are found; also duringthat period we start bakground tra so that, when the video streaming sessionbegins, it enounters a steady-state MANET environment. After the 100-seondwarm-up period we start injeting QoS tra, and eah experiment runs for 300additional seonds. The results obtained are atually drawn from this 300-seondperiod.For eah degree of ongestion being evaluated we experiment with 10 distintsenarios. All the values depited are, therefore, mean values for these 10 senariosanalyzed.In gure 9.2 we show the performane experiened by our referene videostream. We an observe that, when using either AODV or DSR, the through-put it maintained lose to the maximum with IEEE 802.11e when inreasing thenumber of bakground tra soures. If IEEE 802.11e is not used the throughputdeays gradually, with loss values up to 80%.In terms of end-to-end delay we observe similar performane improvements;now, the redution in terms of delay surpasses one order of magnitude. Also, notiethat AODV oers a slightly better performane than the DSR routing protool.Conerning the quality of the video session as experiened by the user, we ob-tain values relative to the expeted PSNR values, along with a ondene interval;the degree of ondene used is of 95%. Figure 9.3 shows that PSNR values are237



























































































Figure 9.4: Mean values for the TCP throughput (left) and UDP throughput(right) varying the number of bakground tra soureskept at very good quality levels if IEEE 802.11e is used. When using legay IEEE802.11 tehnology, though, PSNR values drop below 25 dB when the rst threesoures of bakground tra are started; this learly puts into evidene that oer-ing MAC-level QoS support is a sine qua non ondition to ahieve a global QoSframework.In terms of bakground tra (see right side of gure 9.4) we nd that, despiteits MAC Aess Category (best eort) penalizes it relatively to video tra, theaggregated value is signiantly inreased for both TCP and UDP soures. Thismeans that there is a win-win situation where all tra soures benet from IEEE802.11e tehnology. One of the auses of this improvement is related to routing;sine routing tra is assigned to the Voie MAC Aess Category, the routingtasks are performed quiker. In gure 9.5 we nd that the routing overhead forthe AODV routing protool dereases by using IEEE 802.11e tehnology, while forDSR the opposite ours.Besides the improvements in terms of routing eieny, both Voie and VideoMAC Aess Categories of IEEE 802.11e, when used, allow the hannel utilizationto be improved; ultimately, this means that more tra per unit of time an betransmitted in the MANET. 238





































Figure 9.5: Mean routing overhead varying the number of bakground trasoures9.2 Improvements obtained with multipath rout-ing tehniquesIn this setion our fous goes to video streaming gaps. These are signiant in-terruptions of a video streaming session whih, in MANET environments, aretypially aused by mobility and related re-routing proesses. We build upon theresults of the previous setion, and so we will use a QoS-enabled MAC layer for ourtests. We also inlude several best eort soures (six, to be exat) as bakgroundtra.As ourred before, our fous goes to a single real-time video stream insertedinto the MANET using a real trae of an H.264-enoded video sequene.The simulation settings are very similar to those of the previous setion. Themain dierenes are related to the bakground tra (xed instead of variable),the mobility settings and the routing protools used; we now ompare the DSRrouting protool to our enhaned version of that same protool (MDSR), whihwas proposed in setion 6. We wish to assess the eetiveness of the later inreduing streaming gaps ompared to the former. Conerning mobility, we againuse the random way-point mobility model to generate movement traes. Sine ourfous is on how multipath routing tehniques benet video streams in the preseneof mobility, we vary the degree of mobility in a range between 1 and 9 m/s.As shown in gure 9.6, the MDSR routing protool we propose outperformsthe DSR routing protool in terms of both video throughput and end-to-end delayas node mobility inreases; the only exeption are very low speeds, where routemaintenane is sare. In fat, the dierene between both in terms of throughputan be up to 65 kbit/s; in terms of delay the MDSR routing protool shows highstability, with values below DSR for speeds above 1 m/s.In terms of the performane of the real-time video stream, where our atualfous is on, gure 9.7 shows the mean PSNR values obtained, along with a on-dene interval for the mean; the degree of ondene is of 90%. We nd thatMDSR presents a greater stability in terms of PSNR values, despite that thosefor DSR are good enough too. However, if we analyze the frame loss pattern ata moderate speed of 5 m/s (see right side of gure 9.7), we nd that the user239



































































MDSRFigure 9.7: PSNR when varying the speed of nodes (left) and video gap histogramat a speed of 5 m/s (right)
240









































































































Figure 9.9: Mean routing overhead varying the number of bakground trasouresexperiene is greatly improved by using MDSR. Notie that suh improvementsare learly not put in evidene by the 1.2 dB dierene between both in terms ofPSNR values.Relatively to bakground tra, gure 9.8 shows that mobility has a strongerimpat on TCP tra, whih experiments an inrease and then a derease ofits throughput; on the ontrary, UDP bakground tra tends to maintain itsthroughput values, being the slight hanges observed diretly related to the vari-ations experiened for TCP tra.In terms of routing overhead, gure 9.9 shows that DSR requires an exessiverouting overhead to oer a performane similar to that of MDSR at moderate andhigh speeds; interestingly we nd that MDSR, whih in theory imposes more rout-ing overhead than DSR due to its enhaned route disovery mehanism, atuallyrequires fewer routing pakets than the latter.241



















































Figure 9.10: Mean values for the video throughput (left) and the video delay(right) varying the speed of nodes9.3 Improvements obtained with distributed ad-mission ontrol tehniquesIn the two previous setions we showed how a MANET environment an be en-haned in terms of QoS support for video streaming appliations. We rst showedthe benets of using the IEEE 802.11e tehnology to dierentiate tra at theMAC layer, and we then proeeded with an analysis of routing-level tehniques tomitigate the eets of node mobility in a MANET.In this setion we again build upon the ndings of previous setions by analyz-ing the benets of distributed admission ontrol in supporting multiple real-timevideo streams in the MANET. So, in our experiments, we will study how we anregulate ongestion and inrease the QoS support of H.264 video soures usingDACME agents (see hapter 8). With this purpose we will experiment with aninreasing number of video soures, beginning with 1 and testing with up to 10video soures.The simulation setup is very similar to the one of the previous setions; wenow ompare the best-performing single-path routing protool (AODV), with ourenhaned version of the DSR routing protool (MDSR) for testing, and we x thenumber of best eort bakground soures at six (four TCP soures and two UDPsoures). Conerning node mobility, it is also xed at 5 m/s.In gure 9.10 we observe that the admission ontrol mehanism proposed main-tains its eetiveness with VBR video soures, oering steady throughput valueswhen the number of video soures inreases; in ase DACME is not used, the meanthroughput for the video soures drops steadily, reahing arrivals rates below 60%for AODV and below 50% for MDSR.In terms of end-to-end delay, the admission ontrol strategy allows maintainingit at lower values for both routing protools. Moreover, inreasing the number ofQoS soures under DACME only auses the delay to inrease slightly.In gure 9.11 we show the results in terms of PSNR, inluding ondeneintervals for the mean; the degree of ondene used is of 95%. We nd thatDACME-regulated soures are able to maintain very good values for video distor-242

























































































MDSR+DACMEFigure 9.12: Mean values for the TCP throughput (left) and UDP throughput(right) varying the number of bakground tra sourestion (above 33dB), while the video distortion values without DACME drop to verylow quality (below 25 dB) or even noise levels (below 20 dB).Relatively to bakground tra, the inrease of video soures auses a de-rease of both TCP and UDP tra as expeted (see gure 9.12). However, sineDACME agents blok video tra when resoures are not enough, we nd thatboth TCP and UDP tend to ahieve higher throughput when DACME is ative.We therefore onlude that DACME makes resoure usage more eient for bothDACME and non-DACME tra.Conerning the tra aeptane rate, gure 9.13 shows that DACME restritstra admittane to values beginning at 80%, and reahing about 35% of theinjeted tra when the number of soures is ten (for this partiular senario). Thedierene experiened using both routing protools is rather slight, and in generalthe overall admission rate tends to inrease as the number of soures inreases. Interms of aggregated QoS tra, though, we nd that it inreases almost linearlywith an inreasing number of soures, meaning that more soures do not ause theadmission ontrol mehanism to misuse the available radio resoures.Fousing now on routing overhead, gure 9.14 shows that DACME has a sta-bilizing eet on routing mehanisms, avoiding that routing tra inreases too243
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Figure 9.14: Mean routing overhead varying the number of bakground trasoures
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9.4. CONCLUSIONSmuh due to ongestion; this is espeially notieable for the AODV routing proto-ol.9.4 ConlusionsIn this last hapter we oered the summary of the main ontributions of this thesis,demonstrating through simulation how we were able to evolve from legay Wi-tehnology to a system with full QoS and admission ontrol support. Suh anenhaned system is able to oer a superior performane to video streams, solvingmost of the problems these suer in MANET environments, namely TCP-relatedongestion, node mobility and unregulated QoS tra.
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Chapter 10Conlusions, publiations andfuture work10.1 ConlusionsThroughout this thesis several ontributions have been made to the area of wire-less mobile ad-ho networks and digital video. Our fous was on the optimumintegration of real-time H.264 video streams with MANET environments; the pur-pose was to design a QoS framework that was able to enhane urrently availabletehnology in a very signiant manner. We have shown, based on experimentalresults, that the dierent goals have been ahieved.We now proeed to summarize the most relevant ontributions of this work:
• A general purpose performane analysis of the H.264 ode, where the dif-ferent video ode parameters were evaluated in terms of their inuene onrate/distortion values, as well as on enoding time.
• A study of the error-resiliene tools available in the H.264 framework, inlud-ing the improvements they provide under both random and bursty paketloss senarios.
• A performane evaluation of real-time H.264 streaming over mobile ad-honetworks using urrently available, state-of-the-art tehnology. In that studywe showed that MANETs using legay tehnology oer a very poor perfor-mane to H.264 video streams, despite the dierent error-resiliene meha-nisms that the H.264 tehnology makes available. We onluded that im-provements were required in terms of bandwidth, MAC-level QoS support,routing algorithms and admission ontrol tehniques to deploy a robust videotransmission system for MANETs.
• A novel end-to-end path model for MANETs based on Hidden Markov Mod-els whose purpose is to aelerate the proess of video ode tuning; it247
CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORKavoids the time-onsuming task of repeating MANET simulation experi-ments several times before onlusions an be drawn in terms of ode pa-rameter hoies by modeling the unommon loss and arrival patterns typialof MANET environments.
• Extensions to the route disovery and forwarding mehanism of the DSRrouting protool so as to minimize the impat of station mobility on real-time streams, namely H.264 real-time video streams.
• A study on the adequay and performane of the IEEE 802.11e tehnologyunder multi-hop MANET environments.
• An analysis of the impat of the IEEE 802.11e tehnology on reative routingprotools, namely DSR and AODV.
• DACME, a novel distributed admission ontrol system for MANET environ-ments based on end-to-end resoure measurement whih imposes minimumrequirements on intermediate stations. DACME is able to support ade-quately appliations with bandwidth, delay and jitter requirements, besidesinreasing the overall stability of the MANET by avoiding that ongestionauses routing protools to misbehave.
• An inremental analysis of the benets of IEEE 802.11e, MDSR and DACMEwhen evolving from legay MANET tehnology to a high-performane, QoS-enabled MANET environment.Having aomplished all of our pre-dened goals, we onsider that the nal purposeof this thesis have been ahieved suessfully, and so we onlude this dissertation.10.2 Publiations related to the thesisThe researh work related to this thesis has resulted in eighteen publiations;among them we have two journal artiles, fteen onferene papers and one re-searh report. We now proeed by presenting a brief desription of eah of them;we have organized the dierent publiations based on the hapter were the on-tents have been disussed.Publiations related with hapter 4:[CM03b℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Evaluation of the H.264ode. DISCA/60-2003, UPV, Spain.In this preliminary work we analyze the performane of the new H.264 videooding tehnology. Our analysis fouses on dierent issues suh as videooding eieny, error resiliene and enoding times.248
10.2. PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THE THESIS[CM03℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, "Testing the H.264 Re-siliene on Wireless Ad-ho Networks", in 4th EURASIP Conferene fo-used on Video / Image Proessing and Multimedia Communiations, Za-greb, Croatia. July, 2003.In this paper we demonstrate the error-resiliene apabilities of the H.264ode when faing both random and bursty paket losses, onditions proneto our in ad ho network environments.[CMP04d℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "Perfor-mane of H.264 ompressed video streams over 802.11b based MANETs", In-ternational Conferene on Distributed Computing Systems Workshops (ICD-CSW), Tokyo, Japan. Marh, 2004.[CMP℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "Performaneissues of H.264 ompressed video streams over IEEE 802.11b based MANETs",International Journal of Wireless and Mobile Computing (IJWMC) - speialissue on 'Wireless Ad Ho Networking' (Invited artile). To appear in 2006.In both this paper and this journal artile we make a performane analysisof streaming H.264 sequenes in a simulated ad ho network environment.We show the eetiveness of the H.264 error resiliene tools when ombinedwith dierent routing protools. This work puts in evidene the diultiesto ahieve a reliable video transmission system in MANETs, also oering aninsight on those problems whih an not be solved by the video ode alone.[CM03a℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, "A step-by-step tuning ofH.264 for unreliable dynami networks", XIV Jornadas de Paralelismo, Uni-versidad Carlos III de Madrid, Leganés, Spain. September, 2003.This paper details the proess to follow when we desire to tune an H.264ode for adequate operation in networks haraterized by low reliability.Publiations related with hapter 5:[CPM04b℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "Speedingup the evaluation of multimedia streaming appliations in MANETs usingHMMs", in the Seventh ACM International Symposium on Modeling, Anal-ysis and Simulation of Wireless and Mobile Systems (MSWiM'04), Venie,Italy. Otober, 2004.In this paper we propose a novel end-to-end model for MANETs based onHidden Markov hains. We show how to adapt the model to the behavior ofboth reative and proative routing protools, and we show the benets ofusing suh models taking the proess of video ode tuning as an example.Publiations related with hapter 6:[CMP04a℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "A exi-ble and tunable route disovery mehanism for on-demand protools", 12th249
CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORKEuromiro Conferene on Parallel, Distributed and Network based Proess-ing, La Coruña, Spain. February, 2004.This paper analyzes dierent variations to DSR's route disovery tehniquein order to nd more routes without provoking an exessive routing overhead.[CMP04e℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "Routestability tehniques for enhaned video delivery on MANETs", in the SixthIFIP IEEE International Conferene on Mobile and Wireless Communia-tion Networks, Paris, Frane. Otober, 2004.This paper analyzes the benets of using enhaned routing tehniques, evi-dening the impat on a video stream of using an improved route disoveryalgorithm and of using tra splitting through dierent routes.[CMP04b℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "Improv-ing H.264 real-time streaming in MANETs through adaptive multipath rout-ing tehniques", IEEE Workshop on Adaptive Wireless Networks, Globeom2004. Dallas, Texas, USA. Deember, 2004.[CMP04℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, Pietro Manzoni, "Mitigat-ing the impat of mobility on H.264 real-time video streams using multiplepaths", Journal of Communiations and Networks, Volume 6, Number 4.Deember 2004.This paper and this journal artile present the MDSR routing protool,disussing the origin of the improvements experiened by real-time videostreams when stations rely on MDSR to perform routing and paket for-warding tasks.Publiations related with hapter 7:[CPM04a℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "Assess-ing the eetiveness of IEEE 802.11e in multi-hop mobile network environ-ments", in IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, andSimulation of Computer and Teleommuniation Systems (MASCOTS'04).Volendam, Netherlands. Otober, 2004.In this paper we study the viability of using the IEEE 802.11e tehnology toahieve QoS support in multi-hop ad ho networks.[CPM05b℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "On theinteration between IEEE 802.11e and routing protools in Mobile Ad-hoNetworks", in the 13th Euromiro Conferene on Parallel, Distributed andNetwork-based Proessing (PDP), Lugano, Switzerland. February, 2005.[CJPM04℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Juan Carlos Cano, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P.Malumbres, "Ahieving enhaned performane in MANETs using IEEE 802.11e",XV Jornadas de Paralelismo, Almeria, Spain. September, 2004.In these two papers we fous on the interation between the IEEE 802.11etehnology and two reative routing protools for MANETs (AODV and250
10.2. PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THE THESISDSR), showing how the former an signiantly improve routing responsive-ness.Publiations related with hapter 8:[CPM05℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "Support-ing soft real-time servies in MANETs using distributed admission ontroland IEEE 802.11e tehnology", in the Tenth IEEE Symposium on Computersand Communiations (ISCC'2005), La Manga del Mar Menor, Cartagena,Spain. June, 2005.In this paper we make a mathematial and statistial analysis of the mostadequate and aurate probe-based tehniques to measure end-to-end band-width, delay and jitter in a MANET environment.[CPM05d℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "Usingdistributed admission ontrol to support multimedia appliations in MANETenvironments", in the 31st EUROMICRO Conferene on Software Engineer-ing and Advaned Appliations, Porto, Portugal. August 30th - September3rd, 2005.[CPM05a℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "A frame-work to deploy bandwidth onstrained appliations in IEEE 802.11-basedad ho networks", Simposio de Computaión Ubiua e Inteligenia Ambi-ental (UCAmI 2005), I Congreso Español de Informátia, Granada, Spain.September, 2005.These two papers introdue DACME, a novel distributed admission ontrolsystem for MANETs. We prove through simulation that relying on probe-based bandwidth measurements an improve signiantly the QoS experi-ened by both voie and video streams.[CJPM05℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Juan Carlos Cano, Pietro Manzoni, and ManuelP. Malumbres, "A QoS arhiteture for MANETs supporting real-time peer-to-peer multimedia appliations", in the 7th IEEE International Symposiumof Multimedia (ISM2005), Irvine, California, USA. Deember, 2005.In this paper we extend DACME's framework to also inlude support forappliations that not only have bandwidth onstraints, but also delay andjitter onstraints.[CPM06℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Pietro Manzoni, Manuel P. Malumbres, "A novelQoS framework for MANETs supporting multipath routing protools", in the11th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communiations (ISCC'2006),Pula-Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy. June, 2006This last paper shows the required steps to take in order to ahieve a reliablesystem ombining both multipath routing and distributed admission ontroltehniques. 251
CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORKTo obtain the Advaned Studies Degree, a preliminary study on the performaneof ad ho networks in real environments was made, along with an implementationof the OLSR routing protool. The publiations related with that work are:[CP03℄ Carlos T. Calafate and Pietro Manzoni, "A multi-platform programminginterfae for protool development", in 11th Euromiro Conferene on Paral-lel Distributed and Network based Proessing, Genoa, Italy. February, 2003.In this publiation we oer details about the PICA library, a library reatedto simplify the reation and porting of routing protools for ad ho networksto dierent platforms. The platforms we foused on were Linux, WindowsNT and Windows CE.[CRP03℄ Carlos T. Calafate, Roman Garia Garia, Pietro Manzoni, Optimiz-ing the implementation of a MANET routing protool in a heterogeneousenvironment", in The 8th IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communi-ations (ISCC'2003), Kemer, Antalya, Turkey. July, 2003.This work presents some performane results obtained in a real ad ho net-work testbed. The testbed used a version of the OSLR routing protoolbased on the PICA library referred in the previous work. MANET stationsemployed for experiments are heterogeneous in terms of hardware (desktopand laptop PCs, as well as PDAs), operating systems used (Linux, Windows2000 Professional, Windows CE 3.0), and wireless tehnologies employed(Wi-Fi and Bluetooth).During the development of this thesis there have also been other works, somehowrelated to the ontents of this thesis, that we also onsider relevant to refer:[JCMP04a℄ Juan Carlos Cano, Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, PietroManzoni, "On The Use Of Mobile Ad Ho Networks For The Support OfUbiquitous Computing", UPGRADE, The European Journal for the Infor-matis Professional. ISSN 1684-5285. February, 2004.[JCMP04b℄ Juan Carlos Cano, Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, PietroManzoni, "Redes Inalámbrias Ad Ho omo Tenología de Soporte para laComputaión Ubiua", Novátia, in Revista de la Asoiaión de TéniosInformátios. ISSN 0211-2124. February, 2004.In these two journals we refer to the relevane of ad ho networks in ubiqui-tous omputing environments, oering as an example an appliation for anUbiquitous Museum.[JCPM04℄ Juan Carlos Cano, Carlos T. Calafate, Manuel P. Malumbres, PietroManzoni, "Evaluating the Performane Impat of GroupMobility in MANETs",in XV Jornadas de Paralelismo, Almeria, Spain. September, 2004.In this paper we take a look to the ontroversial topi of mobility modelsfor ad ho networks, proposing new models for mobility based on groups ofusers and assessing the performane ahieved for dierent study ases.252
10.3. FUTURE WORK10.3 Future workIn the development of this thesis several issues emerged whih deserve furthersrutiny in a future. The ones we onsider most relevant are the following:
• To test the MDSR routing protool in a real ad ho network environment,validating the goodness of that proposal. This requires enhaning any of theDSR implementations available, and so the resulting ode would also beomea ontribution to the sienti ommunity.
• To develop a new admission ontrol system based on DACME, improvingthe results by foring all the MANET stations to atively partiipate on allQoS tasks.
• To design an implementation of DACME for dierent Operating Systemplatforms (e.g. Linux, Windows, Windows CE). This ould inlude the de-ployment of a real testbed based on IEEE 802.11e tehnology to build aomplete QoS framework.
• To study the appliability of the Hidden Markov Models developed underdierent MANET environments, thereby assessing their usefulness and ap-pliability in real senarios.
• To implement a bi-diretional audio-visual ommuniation system based onDACME, MDSR and IEEE 802.11e, using H.264 tehnology for eient anderror-resilient video oding.
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